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The Brunswick – Topsham Bridge Design Advisory Committee (DAC or Committee) is pleased 
to present this Preliminary Report on Design Recommendations.  The purpose of this report is 
update the communities and spur public interest by setting forth the Committee’s current vision, 
design suggestions, underlying rationales, and broad conclusions regarding the new upstream 
curved bridge alternative preferred by the Maine Department of Transportation (MaineDOT) 
and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). 
 
The Committee has worked hard to solicit input from a broad array of constituencies and would 
welcome additional comments now and in the future.  As the DAC anticipates that it will have 
an opportunity formally present this report in the coming month, comments received before 
mid-September would aid the Committee in preparing for that presentation.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

This is an exciting time for Brunswick and Topsham.  We have a once-in-a-century opportunity 
to influence the function, look and feel of the new bridge and the Pejepscot Falls site.  As 
envisioned below, the preferred new low-profile bridge will open new vistas and will fit 
comfortably into the site.  It will be beautiful, durable, cost effective, functional and inviting to 
all users. 
 
 

 
 
 
The Design Advisory Committee (DAC) appointed last year by the town governments of 
Topsham and Brunswick recommends that the new bridge connecting the two village centers 
have a low-profile design that maximizes open vistas of the Androscoggin River and waterfront 
mills, and that accommodates equally well people who drive, walk and cycle across the bridge.   
 

Equally important, we recommend that the bridge be designed as a bridge connecting two active 
villages. Efforts should be made in the design to keep motor vehicle traffic speeds on the new 
bridge appropriate to residential, recreational and commercial activities in the two villages. 
Walkers and cyclists should feel as comfortable on the bridge as those in motor vehicles.   
 
We believe this new bridge can create a stronger connection between the two communities, as 
gorgeous views are rediscovered and people are newly attracted to the area.   Scenic overlooks, 
parks at either end of the bridge, and intersecting trails will better connect us with the natural 
beauty and historic importance of this special site.  They should make the bridge a place of 
pride for both towns and the State.  
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Summary of Recommendations 
 
More specifically, we recommend that the new bridge incorporate the following design 
elements.  These design recommendations have been discussed with MaineDOT and we 
appreciate their agreement with these features.   
 

 There should be sidewalks on both sides of the bridge. Walkers should no longer need to 
cross Main/e Street at both ends of the bridge, which today can be dangerous, especially 
for people who are the elderly, disabled, or accompanied by small children.  
 

 There should be safe and adequate bicycle lanes on both sides of the bridge.   
 

 We recommend the width of the bridge should be allocated as follows (see image 1.1 
Bridge Cross Section):  

 

o Two 11-foot motor vehicle lanes,  
o Two 5-foot shoulder/bikeways, and  
o Two 6’-4” sidewalks.  

 

 
 

 We recommend that the bridge railings have a solid concrete lower portion with recessed 
arch-shaped insets with a smooth finish, a black metal rail upper, concrete posts with a 
recessed gray brick imprint, and black curved lampposts incorporated within the concrete 
posts. This wall / railing will meet crash standards, acknowledge area architecture, 
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recognize that the bridge was also designed for pedestrians, screen headlights, and be 
aesthetically pleasing.  

 We recommend that the bridge not have an interior rail separating the shoulder/bikeway 
and the sidewalk. An interior rail is not necessary for public safety, would needlessly use 
precious bridge width, would make bicycling less comfortable on the shoulder and thus 
push cyclists toward the vehicle lanes, or onto the sidewalks, and could cause other 
unintended safety issues from people jumping over or sitting on an interior rail.  
 

 To calm traffic and better delineate spaces for people who walk or bike, we recommend 
that the shoulder / bikeway be colored brick red. This color is timeless, contrasts with the 
simple brushed concrete finish recommended for the sidewalk surface, matches the brick 
walls of the nearby Cabot Mill, and will coordinate with possible enhanced surface 
treatments on bumpouts and overlooks.  
 

 We recommend the design incorporate two large, crescent-shaped bumpouts on the 
bridge sidewalks. The upstream or westerly bumpout we recommend to be located over a 
pier near the Topsham side to allow the views of upper falls, upriver toward the Swinging 
Bridge, and area architecture. We recommend that the downstream or easterly bumpout 
be located over a pier near the Brunswick side over year-round water to allow for 
beautiful downstream views and provide an improved venue for the wreath ceremony that 
takes place every Memorial Day.  
 

 For the bridge’s supporting piers, we recommend stone colored concrete imprinted with 
an ashlar, or stone block pattern, which references other bridge piers and riverside 
foundations in the immediate vicinity of the crossing. These tapering trapezoidal piers 
with an ashlar finish could either be solid or include two open arches. 
 

 The bridge superstructure will be steel girders with a haunch, or slight arch, at each girder 
end.  They will be painted to match the color of the river’s stone ledges. 

 
 Other recommended amenities include a Brunswick Overlook, a Topsham Overlook and 

Pocket Park:  
 

o We envision an elevated Brunswick Overlook, created by repurposing the current 
bridge abutment.  This would provide stunning downriver views and could connect 
seamlessly into a refurbished Anniversary Park.  
 

o The Brunswick Overlook would be an ideal location to memorialize the natural 
beauty and ecology of the Androscoggin, the successful environmental restoration 
of the River, and the Native Americans who lived and fished at these falls long 
before European colonists arrived. 
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o We envision the Topsham Overlook as a rounded, balcony-like extension of new 
northerly bridge abutment. This Overlook would provide views upriver, which will 
be especially popular when the river is roaring during the spring snowmelt or after 
heavy rains. 
 

o We envision construction of a Topsham Pocket Park using the current bridge 
abutment on the Topsham side combined with some high ground located easterly 
of the abutment.  This small park would have direct views of the Lower Falls, both 
the Pejepscot Paper Company and the Cabot Mill, as well as the northerly Frank J. 
Wood Bridge pier, and would be an excellent place to memorialize past bridges, 
including the current bridge, as well as the development of mills at Pejepscot Falls. 

 

 
See larger version of this image on page 13.  

 
 We recommend connecting the bridge sidewalks with trails at both ends of the bridge.  

On the Topsham side this would include a spur of the Riverwalk along the shore of the 
Priority Group property with stairs up to the Topsham Overlook. If feasible, this proposed 
Riverwalk spur could be extended via a pedestrian underpass along the abutments of the 
new and old bridges, and connected to the Topsham Pocket Park via stairs. On the 
Brunswick side, we envision a trail to connect Anniversary Park to Water Street (near The 
Daniel Hotel) with a trail through the woods around a cove of the river. 

 
The new bridge and its potential amenities – the open vistas, two wide sidewalks, comfortable 
bicycle lanes, the bumpouts, the scenic overlooks, the parks, and connecting trails - will create 
attractive public spaces for both towns, which will serve the needs and interests for community 
residents, businesses, and visitors.   
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A.   INTRODUCTION 
 
The purpose of this report is to set forth the Committee’s vision, its current design suggestions 
with underlying rationales, and some broad conclusions regarding the new upstream curved 
bridge replacement option preferred by the Maine Department of Transportation (MaineDOT) 
and supported by the Federal Highway Administration.  The members of the DAC were 
appointed by the Topsham Board of Selectman and the Brunswick Town Council in the summer 
of 2016, and are listed on the last page of this report. 
 
Brunswick and Topsham have a once-in-a-century opportunity to influence the function, look 
and feel of the Pejepscot Falls area.  MaineDOT’s preferred new bridge alternative will open 
new vistas and allow the communities to better connect with each other and the historic and 
natural aspects of this special site.  Through a collaborative partnership with MaineDOT, the 
new bridge will fit well into the site, and will be beautiful, durable, cost effective, and 
functional and inviting for all users.  The second downstream sidewalk will be a huge 
improvement, and potential pedestrian amenities on or near the bridge – including scenic 
overlooks, parks, and connecting trails - can make this a place of pride for both communities 
and the State. 
 
The DAC has many people to thank.  First, we would like to thank the Topsham Board of 
Selectmen and the Brunswick Town Council for assembling the Committee.  We have worked 
without borders, and the result will be a better connection between our two great communities.  
We hope that this report serves as a useful update, and we would be happy to provide 
presentations to you at your convenience.  Second, we would also like to thank the municipal 
staffs who have engaged with us, especially John Shattuck and Linda Smith.  We could not have 
gotten this far without them.  Third, the DAC thanks the members of the public who have taken 
time to provide input.  This new bridge will be for all of us, and the more public engagement on 
its design, the better.  Lastly, but certainly not least, we must thank MaineDOT for their 
collaborative approach and thoughtful responses to our many requests.  As will be seen below, 
they have already made some significant accommodations to local design preferences. 
 
As its name makes clear, the role of the DAC is advisory.  MaineDOT is the owner, financier, 
and engineer of the bridge.  Therefore, we do not expect or intend that these various specific 
suggestions and examples be exactly incorporated into the final design of the new bridge.  
However, MaineDOT is listening, and they have said that they will do what they feasibly can to 
incorporate local design preferences into their integrated, holistic design. 
Infrastructure design is an iterative process.  To those new to this process, it is important to note 
that the design is only in its early stages, and that the final bridge will not look exactly like the 
images contained in this report.  These images are provided to allow the best available 
preliminary response to the most commonly asked questions: “What will the bridge look like?  
How will it feel to me when I use it?”  Although there can be no definitive answers now, these 
images should help people visualize and spur more public input.    
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MaineDOT has asked the DAC to continue to engage with them as the design proceeds.  The 
DAC is happy to do so with the support of local officials, especially after MaineDOT’s design 
team has had time to consider this input, apply its professional judgment, provide its initial 
feasibility impressions on some of the DAC requests set forth below, create revised holistic 
design concepts, and prepare additional high-quality renderings or 3-D models that can shared 
with the DAC, local officials, and the public. 
 
As noted above, Section B of this report first sets forth a narrative of the DAC’s vision and 
goals, as well as some supporting statements intended to help flesh them out.  Section C then 
presents the DAC’s current suggestions on the specific elements of the new bridge and related 
facilities listed below, and lastly Section D sets forth some broad conclusions. 
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 51 Design Advisory Committee Members 
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B.   VISION & GOALS 
 
The DAC agreed upon the following vision, goals and supporting statements. 
 
We envision a new bridge to connect the village centers of Brunswick and Topsham, Maine 
Street to Main Street, and therefore we recommend a design grounded in these principles.  The 
bridge should be: 
 
 

 Equally safe and accommodating to all people who drive, walk or bicycle;  
 
 Visually appropriate to its natural and historical setting; 

 
 Supportive of the daily activities of the residents and businesses in the towns at both ends 

of the bridge; and,   
 

 A lower-speed connection that carries all travelers between two villages, which will 
complement the Route 196 Coastal Connector Bridge, which carries higher-speed 
regional motor traffic through the towns to destinations elsewhere. 

 
 
Supporting Statements 
 
We want a bridge that will be beautiful, durable, cost effective, functional and inviting.  

 
Its design will have understated, unpretentious beauty.  Calling little attention to itself, it will 
integrate into and complement the natural and historic setting.  It will maximize opportunities 
for all users to see the river and the rocks.  An iconic destination as well as a passage, the bridge 
and its surroundings will draw people to the river to walk, bike, eat lunch, watch the sunset over 
the dam and enjoy the wildlife and human activities on the river.   
 
It will be a complete bridge in the sense that it will serve all people equally well, regardless of 
whether they are driving, walking or bicycling. The bridge will connect people of all ages and 
abilities to the stunning views, nearby parks and trails, reclaimed wildlife, and the natural and 
human history of this unique Pejepscot Falls site. 
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C.   RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING SPECIFIC BRIDGE ELEMENTS 
 
The remainder of this report sets forth the DAC’s suggestions regarding specific elements of the 
bridge and the surrounding connections.  To do so, it is broken into five subsections. 
 

 
 

First, the cross section – how wide the bridge is and how that width is allocated and delineated 
is presented.  The cross section is the element that most people see and use, and it has the most 
impact of the functionality and comfort of bridge users.  The cross section also has a big impact 
on how fast traffic will go, how comfortable people walking, bicycling, or sightseeing will feel, 
and how future maintenance activities will impact traffic. 
 
Second, the railings and lighting for the new bridge are discussed.  These elements can seem 
like design details, but the bridge railings and lighting may be the most often viewed elements 
of a bridge, and therefore can have a big impact on the look and feel of the bridge.  These 
details can make the difference between whether a bridge feels like a pedestrian friendly space 
or a highway overpass. 
 
Third, pedestrian amenities on and near the bridge are envisioned.  Although the bridge itself 
will be handsome and comfortable for all users, it may be these amenities that make this project 
truly special.  Such amenities include bumpouts, overlooks with gorgeous views, parks, and 
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connecting trails.  This section presents ideas that may happen now, or may have to wait, but it 
helps define our broader vision of a sense of place, not just a bridge. 
 
Fourth, the substructure and superstructure elements are discussed.  These bridge elements 
(footings, piers, girders) are literally foundational.  They require highly technical decisions that 
clearly need to be made by experienced professional bridge engineers working for MaineDOT.  
Despite this, local suggestions regarding pier shape, colors and textures deemed feasible by 
MaineDOT can help assure a more beautiful and fitting bridge. 
 
Fifth, preliminary DAC suggestions regarding other important design details are summarized or 
identified.  They include surface treatments – including materials, textures, finishes and colors – 
as well as memorialization of the history of the site and bridges, culture and public art, and 
landscaping.  These are important design details that the DAC started to consider to allow the 
preparation of the renderings in this report and spur more public input.  Because final local 
input on these topics is not needed until the design has progressed further, these details will be 
revisited at a later date. 
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1.  CROSS SECTION – HOW THE BRIDGE DECK WILL LOOK AND FEEL 
 
This section sets forth what engineers call the “the cross section”, which is simply how 
wide the bridge is and how that width is allocated and delineated.  The cross section is the 
element that most people see and use, and has the most impact of the functionality and 
comfort of bridge users.  The cross section also has a big impact on how fast motor vehicles 
will go, how future maintenance activities will impact traffic flows, and how comfortable 
people who are walking, bicycling, or sightseeing will feel. 
 
 The current design concept calls for a total bridge width of 47-2” feet.  This is about 2 

feet wider than MaineDOT’s original design concept, for the reasons set forth below. 
 

 As shown in image 1.1 on the next page, the DAC suggests, and MaineDOT has agreed 
subject to further design, that this bridge width will be allocated as follows:  two 11-foot 
motor vehicle lanes, two 5-foot shoulder/bikeways, and two 6’-4” sidewalks. 
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 The addition of the second downstream sidewalk by MaineDOT at state expense is an 
extremely important and noteworthy benefit to the safety, use and feel of the bridge.  See 
image 1.2 below.  It makes clear that people who walk and the views of the river and 
Pejepscot Falls site were not an afterthought; that the bridge was designed and built with 
them in mind.  Walkers will no longer need to cross the road to access existing sidewalks 
at both ends of the bridge.  At busy times, crossing is not an easy task, especially for 
people who are the elderly, disabled, or with small children.  Further, the open design will 
allow walkers to rediscover the stunning downriver views, and will allow easy access to 
existing and future pedestrian amenities.  See section 2 below.  It is anticipated that this 
new downstream sidewalk and connecting pedestrian facilities will quickly become 
widely acknowledged as a significant new local amenity. 
 

 
1.2 Rendering showing additional downstream sidewalk 

 
 In an effort to increase pedestrian space on the bridge and to calm traffic, the DAC asked 

MaineDOT to investigate whether 10-foot vehicle travel lanes would be possible.  After 
deliberation, MaineDOT responded that the 11-foot travel lanes width is the minimum 
standard for a new bridge like this, and is necessary given truck traffic and geometrics.   
Unlike highway lane widths that can be altered, if an experiment with a 10-foot lane does 
not work, this is a 100-year decision.  Like all engineering judgments related to this 
bridge, lane width was MaineDOT’s call to make, but to the extent it is relevant to 
readers, the DAC found the MaineDOT position on vehicle lane width to be well 
reasoned and appropriate. 
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 The DAC also discussed reducing the shoulder width from 5 to 4 feet to increase 
sidewalk width.  After input from MaineDOT engineers and their bicycle/pedestrian staff, 
and from bicyclists on the DAC, it was apparent that the narrower shoulder width would 
be less comfortable for bicyclists, could cause more bicyclists to use the sidewalks, and 
would cause more traffic backups during future bridge maintenance activities.  Thus the 5 
foot shoulder width became the DAC suggestion as well. 
 

 Further, at request of the DAC, MaineDOT reviewed their design concept to see if it can 
support any additional bridge width.  After much consideration, the designers determined 
that about 2 feet could be added to the bridge width without substantial impacts to their 
design and without any local cost share.  This allowed the sidewalks to be increased from 
the 5 feet in the original concept to 6’-4” now.  This was a major accommodation in 
response to a local request and will substantially improve the pedestrian experience on 
the bridge.  The DAC thanks MaineDOT for this important accommodation. 
 

 
1.3 Rendering showing brick red shoulder and wider sidewalk 

 
 The DAC asked about other traffic calming options.  Surface texture and colors of the 

shoulder / bikeway was an obvious cost-effective option.  MaineDOT indicated that there 
are no requirements for such a color choice.  A bright green has been used for dedicated 
bike lanes like those on Forest Avenue in Portland.  This was considered but rejected as 
too loud.  After much consideration of cost, the need for easy snow removal, the need for 
a smooth surface for bicyclists, and the brick color of the Cabot Mill, the DAC 
recommends that the shoulder by painted a brick red as shown in image 1.3 above.  This 
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color will contrast with the simple brushed concrete finish recommended for the sidewalk 
surface and thus delineate the space for people who walk.  It is also being used as an 
experiment on nearby Green Street in Topsham, and will work with possible enhanced 
surface treatments (brick or tile work) on bumpouts and overlooks.  This pairing of the 
shoulder will be done initially by the contractor when the bridge is built, but will require 
periodic reapplication by the municipalities. 

 
 Moving forward, if any additional width can be found during design, the DAC hopes that 

MaineDOT will allocate it to the sidewalks. 
 
 

2. RAILINGS & LIGHTING 
 

a. Railings 
 

The railings for the new bridge can seem like a design detail, but it is the bridge 
component that is most often viewed by users of a bridge, and therefore can have a big 
impact on the look and feel of the bridge.  It can make the difference between a bridge 
that feels and is used like pedestrian friendly space, and a highway overpass bridge.  Thus 
the DAC spent a considerable amount of time discussing railings. 

 
 No Interior Rail.  After input from MaineDOT regarding bridge design standards and 

safety statistics, and after extensive debate and discussion, the DAC unanimously found 
that an interior rail separating the shoulder and the sidewalk (along the sidewalk curb) is 
not necessary for public safety, would needlessly use precious bridge width, would make 
bicycling less comfortable, and could even cause safety issues including people jumping 
over or sitting on an interior rail.   
 

 Outside combination wall/railing.  The DAC considered many aspects of outside rail 
design.  Of course, it had to be crash tested to meet engineering standards, so light, airy 
artisan rails used on pedestrian bridges were not possible.   But the standard bridge rail 
shown in the original MaineDOT design concept looked institutional, cold, and highway 
oriented.  Summer Street residents were concerned about headlights and the flickering 
effect that a completely open rail would create.  But a full height solid railing would 
detract from the open feel of the bridge.  Further, aesthetics were obviously considered 
because the rail is so visible to all users. 
 
After much discussion and review of numerous rail types, the DAC drew inspiration from 
a bridge in a village in Vermont (see image 2.1 below) and suggests that the rail instead 
be a solid concrete lower portion with arch insets, a metal rail upper, concrete posts with 
pedestal  lampposts incorporated within them at the appropriate spacing.  This 
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wall/railing will pass crash standards, will complement area architecture, screens 
headlights, makes the bridge feel more like a bridge for pedestrians, allows the curve 
theme to continue with arch insets like the piers, and is aesthetically more pleasing. 

 

 
2.1 Railings inspiration: Saxons River Bridge, VT 

 
Black railings and lamp posts.  Regarding the color of the metal for the upper rail and 
lamp posts, the DAC considered several alternatives.  It reviewed a brighter green like the 
color of the existing bridge, but rejected it as too bright and obtrusive.  Dark green like 
the sashes of nearby mill windows was favored by some.  In the end, the majority of the 
DAC settled on black.  Black will match lamp posts on either side of the bridge – which 
will help integrate it into our Main/e Streets - and will help the bridge fade into the 
Pejepscot Falls site.   Of course, color choices like this do not need to be final until much 
later in the design process, but are important to many, and some choice needed to be 
made to facilitate the production of renderings. 
 

 
2.2 Rendering of wall/railing showing with lamp posts and arch-shaped insets 
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b. Lighting 
 

The DAC considered several lamp styles.  We noticed several nearby examples of posts that 
meet current “dark sky” standards, promote the curve theme, and are simple and elegant.  See 
images 2.3 through 2.5 below. 

 
The DAC recommends the bridge lamp posts shown in image 2.2, above.  They reflect the area 
examples, are simple, promote the curve theme, and their black color will match lamps in both 
Brunswick and Topsham.  These posts should be outfitted with flagpole hardware to allow the 
display of flags or banners.  

 

     
2.3 Lamps: Red Mill, Topsham, Maine 

 

      
2.4 Priority Group Lamps                             2.5 Lamps at Saco Train Station 
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3.  PEDESTRIAN AMENITIES ON OR NEAR THE BRIDGE 
 
Although the focus of this effort is on the bridge itself for obvious reasons, special pedestrian 
amenities on and near the bridge may be what makes this new bridge and site truly special.  
Such amenities include bumpouts on the bridge, reuse of the abutments of the old bridge and 
integration of the bridge with local parks and trails.  The locations of some of these amenities 
are roughly depicted on image 3.1 below, and in a larger format on the following page. 
 

 
3.1 Approximate location of pedestrian amenities on or near the new bridge 

 
 Bumpouts (i.e. viewing platforms) on bridge.  MaineDOT’s original design concept 

called for bumpouts to be built at State expense.  This is a special bridge design feature, 
and represents a major MaineDOT accommodation in recognition of the village and 
natural setting, the views opened by the lower profile of the new bridge, and the 
relatively heavy current and future pedestrian use of this bridge by people who walk or 
bicycle.  The DAC thanks the MaineDOT for this feature.  
 
Although the precise number and location of the bumpouts deserves further 
consideration, at this time the DAC suggests that given the other pedestrian amenities 
noted below, the bridge should have two bumpouts.  
 
For structural support reasons, MaineDOT wants the bumpouts to be located over piers.  
The DAC suggests that the upstream or westerly bumpout be located over a pier nearer to 
the Topsham side to allow the view of high spring water, area architecture, and longer 
upstream views.  For similar reasons, the DAC recommends that the downstream or 
easterly bumpout be located over year round water closer to the Brunswick side, which 
will again highlight the rediscovered beautiful downstream views.  This downstream 
bumpout would also provide an improved venue for the wreath ceremony that takes place 
every Memorial Day.  See image 3.1 for bumpout locations. 
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In terms of size and shape, the DAC suggests that the bumpouts be as large as structurally 
and economically possible, and that they have a curved, crescent shaped appearance 
similar to image 3.2 below.  This will again soften their appearance, promote the curve 
theme, and make them feel more appropriate to an undulating river setting. 

 

 
3.2 Crescent-shaped pedestrian bumpout on 

Woodrow Wilson Bridge over the Potomac River, VA & MD 
 
There was substantial discussion regarding whether seating at the bumpouts was 
appropriate.  Seating in the form a large granite blocks exists in the bumpouts on the 
Martin’s Point Bridge between Portland and Falmouth.  See image 3.3 below.  Seating is 
great for those who want or use it, but it can dominate use of the bumpouts, clutter the 
look and feel, and cause snow removal challenges.  DAC opinions varied and this 
obviously can be considered more later, but at this time the DAC suggests that seating 
that can be bolted down and removed seasonally be investigated, and that local public 
works departments be consulted further. 
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3.3 Seating in bumpout at Martin’s Point Bridge, Portland & Falmouth, Maine 

 
A simple brushed concrete finish is suggested for the sidewalk surface.  But the DAC 
would like the designers to investigate the cost implications (both amount and allocation) 
of more elaborate tile or paver work at these bumpouts and the overlooks described 
below, perhaps incorporating some brick colored elements. 

 
 Brunswick Overlook – Repurpose Abutment & Connect to Anniversary Park 

 
Although it can be hard to imagine that a space that currently has thousands of vehicles 
per day passing over it could become a treasured viewing platform and pedestrian space, 
the DAC believes that is exactly what can happen with the old abutments of the Frank 
Wood Bridge. 
 
Given its higher elevation, outstanding panoramic views of the river and the architecture 
including the historic Bowdoin Mill (see image 3.4 below), and the proximity of 250th 
Anniversary Park, the DAC believes that the Brunswick abutment repurposed to an 
overlook has the potential to become a true gem for the communities.   
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3.4 Downriver view from future Brunswick Overlook 

 
The DAC envisions that this Brunswick overlook would be seamlessly incorporated into 
the downstream sidewalk, have a curved corner footprint (as opposed to the current sharp 
angle in the NE corner of the current abutment), and allow use of the same wall / rail 
system that will be used on the new bridge as described in subsection 2 above. 
 
Further, the DAC hopes that the Brunswick Overlook can have an ADA compliant 
pedestrian connection to the abutting 250th Anniversary Park.  If acceptable to highway 
design engineers, a relocated Maine Street crosswalk might be located at that connection. 
 
Amphitheater Possibilities.  The DAC also hopes that the opportunity for realizing 
Brunswick’s vision for an amphitheater located on the raised bluff in the northwesterly 
portion of Anniversary Park be explored.  
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3.5 Rendering - Anniversary Park amphitheater concept from the Master Plan for Downtown Brunswick and Outer 
Pleasant Street Corridor (p. 35), adopted by the Brunswick Town Council on January 24, 2011 – By Loren Deeg, 

architect with Ball State University, Muncie, Indiana 
 

Photos of amphitheaters in Maine and beyond are provided in images 3.6 through 3.8 
below for inspiration.  Once this Park is more fully discovered, there are many 
possibilities – maybe even fireworks over the river someday.   

 

 
3.6 Amphitheater example:  Camden Library, Maine 
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3.7 Amphitheater example:  Route 302 Causeway, Naples, Maine 

 
 

 
3.8 Grass amphitheater example 
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Interpretive Panels.  Subject to further discussion, the DAC suggests that the Brunswick 
Overlook and Anniversary Park have interpretive panels that highlight the natural and 
human history of the Pejepscot Falls site, including fishing, Native culture, current 
wildlife, or the environmental reclamation of the river. 
 
Underground Power Lines.  To open the vistas even more, the DAC asks that designers 
assess the technical and cost feasibility (both amount and allocation) of placing power 
lines underground in this area.  Burying power lines can be expensive, but the number of 
feet to be buried appears to be relatively low, and the long-term public benefit maybe 
high. 
 
Brunswick Pedestrian Underpass Feasibility.  The DAC also requests that MaineDOT 
assess the technical and cost feasibility (both amount and allocation) of a pedestrian 
underpass from Anniversary Park to the Brunswick Fishway facility.  Based upon the 
vertical drop (see image 3.9 below) and the seasonal fast moving river waters, the DAC 
understands that this looks like  a big challenge, but we ask for MaineDOT’s engineering 
impression of the feasibility of this idea. 
 

 
3.9 Existing Brunswick abutment looking west 
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Park Parking.  As a topic placeholder, there may be a benefit to exploring whether a few 
car parking spaces – perhaps handicapped only – are appropriate in the higher southerly 
portion of Anniversary Park (along the highway off ramp).  The new bridge will impact 
parking at the Fishway, and the new overlook and park amenities may draw people, and 
some may need to arrive in cars.  This concept requires much more discussion with 
Brunswick officials and MaineDOT to determine desirability and feasibility. 
 
The DAC is keenly aware that amphitheater construction, burying power lines, a 
pedestrian underpass, and parking would likely trigger a discussion from MaineDOT 
about a local cost share, and that the DAC has absolutely no spending authority.  That 
authority properly rests with elected officials in both Towns. 
 
Despite this, the DAC felt obligated to identify these opportunities for consideration 
because costs may never be lower and the time may never be better.  The new bridge is 
expected to have a 100-year life.  We have a collaborative technical expert as a partner 
with MaineDOT.  Such opportunities for relatively low cost transformation change are 
rare.  But again, we understand that our municipal leaders face many competing revenue 
and funding challenges.  Even if funding is unavailable now, we may be able to transform 
a vision into a design that can be implemented over time.  
 

 Topsham Overlook  - New Platform With Upstream Views and Connection to Riverwalk  
 

The concept of an overlook at the northwest quadrant of this bridge crossing that allows 
Riverwalk users to enjoy upstream views was conceived as part of the Androscoggin 
Riverwalk vision years ago.  See www.androscogginriverwalk.org/riverwalk-plan.html 
and image 3.10 below.   
 
Although a new bridge was not known to be needed at the time of that vision, its core 
elements are just as applicable to a new bridge.  Those elements include a spur of the 
Riverwalk along the shore on the property of the Priority Group, and stairs up to 
pedestrian viewing platform or overlook that is connected to the westerly sidewalk of 
Main Street or the new bridge.  Placed at the proper elevation, it may be possible to allow 
good views over the dam and upstream (see image 3.11 below) toward the Swinging 
Bridge, a destination in itself and the jewel of the Riverwalk.  This new Topsham 
Overlook would provide a welcoming pedestrian space year around, and would be 
especially popular places when the river is roaring during the spring snowmelt or after 
heavy rains in the Androscoggin Valley.  
 
 

http://www.androscogginriverwalk.org/riverwalk-plan.html
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3.10 Renderings from Priority Park Overlook Park & Riverwalk Concept Plan, 2011-07-20 

By Anthony Muench, Landscape Architect 
 

 
         3.11 Topsham Overlook concept (Muench)                      3.12 View upstream from Topsham Overlook 
 

                    

3.12a View upstream to Swinging Bridge from Topsham Overlook 
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MaineDOT’s preferred new bridge alternative allows this concept to be revised and 
augmented in some potentially exciting ways.  Subject to a technical and economic 
review by MaineDOT, this outlook could be made as an integral part of the westerly side 
of northerly abutment of the new bridge.  One design suggestion is to incorporate the 
curve theme that would make the overlook a portion of circle (perhaps a 20-foot radius) 
which would yield a balcony feel, somewhat like the design concept shown in image 3.13 
below.  The outer wall of this circular wedge portion of the outlook could transition to a 
line that is 45 degrees to the westerly edge of the sidewalk. Texturing the concrete on the 
walls of the overlook to match the piers, together with concrete stairs with black 
handrails located along this 45 degree line, would provide an aesthetically-pleasing direct 
connection from the new Riverwalk spur to Main Street. 
 

 
3.13 Rendering of similar concept to the Topsham Overlook 

 
Interpretive Panels.  Subject to further discussion, the DAC suggests that the Topsham Overlook 
and Riverwalk spur could also have interpretive panels highlighting the history of bridges, dams 
and industry of the site.  This theme is consistent with the Riverwalk plan, as shown by an 
existing interpretive panel shown in image 3.14 below. 
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3.14 Topsham Interpretative panel on industrial history 

 
 
Topsham Pedestrian Underpass Feasibility.  The DAC requests that the MaineDOT design team 
assess the technical, legal, and cost feasibility (both amount and allocation) of a pedestrian 
underpass from the proposed new Riverwalk spur to the Topsham Pocket Park suggested below.  
If feasible, this underpass would allow pedestrians heading east on the new Riverwalk spur to 
safely pass under the new bridge along the abutments of the new and old bridges and ascend to 
the Topsham Pocket Park suggested below via stairs.   

 
Further analysis of flowage rights and elevations are required, but it appears it may be possible 
for the footing for the new bridge abutment to be built with a pedestrian underpass in mind, and 
allow sufficient vertical clearance.   See image 3.15 below. 
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3.15 Existing Topsham abutment looking west 
 
At this point the Topsham Overlook and pedestrian underpass can only be considered an idea.  
MaineDOT has not reviewed it for feasibility.  Although every project is different, it is 
noteworthy that MaineDOT has been able to make a pedestrian underpass work in Naples when 
it was conceived at the beginning of the design process.  See images 3.16 and 3.17 below.   

 

 
3.16 Pedestrian underpass example: Naples Causeway, Maine 
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3.17 Pedestrian underpass example: Naples Causeway, Maine 

  
 Topsham Pocket Park – Repurpose Abutment and Memorialize Bridges 

 
Although not as elevated as the potential Brunswick Overlook, the old FWB abutment on 
the Topsham side – when combined with some high ground located easterly of the 
abutment - provides a great opportunity for a small green space – also known as a pocket 
park.  This area will have direct views of the Lower Falls, Granny Hole, and the northerly 
FWB pier, which MaineDOT said needs to remain for hydrological reasons. 
 
Given its location – directly where the FWB now stands – one potential use of this space 
would be to memorialize the FWB and past bridges.  A bridge plaque from the existing 
bridge can be refurbished and displayed (see image 3.18 below), pieces of the FWB 
bridge could be displayed as sculpture (perhaps even on the remaining FWB pier), and 
interpretative panels on past bridges provided.  Subject to more discussion, railings here 
could be the same wall/rail described in section C, 2, above, for consistency, or old FWB 
bridge rail might be refurbished and used here. 
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3.18 Frank J. Wood Bridge plaque 

 
This same reuse concept became a reality with the Penobscot Narrows Bridge in 
Prospect, Maine.  See images 3.19 through 3.21 below. 

 
 

 

3.19 Repurposed old abutment for bridge memorialization 
Penobscot Narrows Bridge, Prospect, Maine 
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3.20 Original Waldo-Hancock Bridge plaques on display today 

 

 

3.21 Interpretive panel re: former Waldo-Hancock Bridge 
 

As suggested above, this pocket park might be connected by stairs to a pedestrian 
underpass that runs along the faces of the old and new abutments and to the proposed 
new Riverwalk spur, if feasible.  
 
Underground Power Lines.  To open the vistas on the Topsham side of the bridge, the 
DAC asks that designers assess the technical and cost feasibility (both amount and 
allocation) of placing power lines underground in this area.  The power line traversing the 
Priority Group property and crossing to what could become the Topsham Pocket Park are 
the lines to consider burying.  As noted above, underground power lines are expensive, 
but the number of feet to be buried is relatively low, and the public benefit would be high. 
 
Again, the DAC knows that it has no checkbook.  A Riverwalk spur, a pedestrian 
underpass, and underground power lines would likely trigger a discussion from 
MaineDOT about a local cost share.  Like the Brunswick amenities, the DAC felt 
obligated to identify these opportunities because costs may never be lower and the time 
may never be better to transform a vision into a design that can be implemented over 
time.  
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 Maine/Main Street Crosswalks 
 

The DAC had the following suggestions regarding street crosswalks on both ends of the 
bridge.   

 
o Install pedestrian activated flashing lights like the one install on Mill Street at the 

Swinging Bridge at crosswalks on both end of the new bridge 
o Topsham – Install an additional crosswalk across Main Street aligned with existing 

sidewalk at the southerly entrance into the Bowdoin Mill complex. 
o Brunswick – Subject to engineering and operational review, consider align the cross 

walk with the potential new entrance to 250th Anniversary Park from the Brunswick 
Overlook.  See “Brunswick Overlook” discussion on page 22 above. 

 
 Part of a Large Walking Network  
 

The FWB is already in the center of an extensive trail and walkway network on both sides 
of the river.  With two proposed new segments (shown in green in image 3.22 below) and 
enhanced vistas, this bridge could become a hub for walkers. 

 
 Possible Coveside Trail to Water Street 

 
Although likely a longer term project, the potential exists to connect Anniversary Park to 
Water Street near The Daniel Hotel with a trail through the woods around a cove of the 
river.  As previously envisioned in a study for the Town of Brunswick, such a trail might 
start from the top of easterly existing stairs that lead down to the river level in Anniversary 
Park, follow the top of the bank headed south, turn east and cross over a new pedestrian 
bridge over the low area at the head of the cove, run along toe of Rt. 1 off ramp, bend a 
climb toward Water Street, cross the culvert outflow, and switchback to Water Street at a 
point across from The Daniel Hotel.  Such a trail would allow people to hike from the 
Pejepscot Falls site to Water Street and eventually the Brunswick bike path without 
navigating the vehicular congestion of the “pool table” and Mason Street.  The property 
over which this trail might pass appears to be owned by the Town of Brunswick, 
Brookfield, and perhaps MaineDOT. 
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3.22 Trail and walkway network adjacent to bridge – larger version on following page 

 
A Coveside Trail can only be considered an idea at this point, and requires much more 
vetting regarding its desirability and feasibility with Brunswick officials, landowners, 
MaineDOT, and others.  It almost certainly will not be part of this bridge project.  But 
again, to that extent ideas and visions can become a design, it could influence how the 
Brunswick Overlook is connected to Anniversary Park.   
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4.  SUBSTRUCTURE & SUPERSTRUCTURE  
 
As noted above, these bridge elements –consisting of footings, piers, and girders - are literally 
foundational.  Their design requires highly technical decisions that clearly need to be made by 
experienced professional bridge engineers.  Working with MaineDOT, the DAC was able to 
make some significant recommendations regarding pier shape and textures that will make this a 
more beautiful and fitting bridge. 

 
 

a. Substructure - Pier Type, Shape, Texture, and Details 
 
MaineDOT indicated that there were many piers types that could work from a function and cost 
standpoint.  For educational purposes, some generic pier types are shown schematically in 
image 4.1 below.    
 

 
 

4.1 Basic Pier Types 
 
The DAC reviewed many options.  Initially, many DAC members were attracted to the 
reduced mass and more light provided by a hammerhead pier type.  But many thought such a 
pier seemed too modern, too much like other “cookie-cutter” bridges, and not fitting to the 
site. 
 
After much discussion, the DAC drew inspiration from bridge foundations in the immediate 
vicinity, which are shown in images 4.2 to 4.5 below. 
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4.2 Frank J. Wood Bridge pier 

Trapezoidal solid concrete wall pier with smooth finish 
(Recall that the FJW pier nearest to Topsham side is to remain for hydrologic reasons.) 

 
 

 
 

4.3 Black Bridge carrying railroad (Mill St. to Bridge St.) 
Trapezoidal granite block pier with pointed upstream end 
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4.4 Railroad Bridge (near bike path at Water Street Boat ramp) 
Trapezoidal granite block pier with curved ends 

 

 
4.5 Bridge at this site previous to Frank J. Wood Bridge 

Trapezoidal granite block pier with pointed upstream end 
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The block piers are aesthetically pleasing, and would be consistent or complement other 
foundations at the Pejepscot Falls site.  See images 4.6 through 4.8 below. 

 

 
4.6 Cabot Mill Foundation, Brunswick 

 

 
4.7 Bowdoin Mill Foundation 
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4.8 Old mill foundation now supporting Bowdoin Mill parking lot. 

 
Of course, block foundations were replaced with concrete technology decades ago and are 
simply cost prohibitive.  Fortunately, however, there are methods to incorporate the aesthetic 
and historical feel of a blocking effect – known as an ashlar finish – into a concrete pier design.  
The DAC reviewed many examples, and two are shown in images 4.9 and 4.10 below.  
 

4.9 Ashlar concrete finish example #1
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4.10 Ashlar concrete finish example #2 

 
In order to have the piers and abutments fit the historic and natural setting, be aesthetically 
pleasing, and be cost effective, the DAC makes the following three recommendations regarding 
substructure. 
 

1. The piers should be a tapered concrete trapezoidal shape with an ashlar finish. 
2. The footings for the piers should be as low profile and unobtrusive as possible, perhaps 

with rounded or angled top edges to reduce mass and minimize the opportunities for 
graffiti. 

3. The abutments should also have an ashlar finish. 
 
After agreeing on the basic pier type and finish, the DAC then focused on two design 
alternatives for its recommended pier.  After much debate, a majority of DAC members 
attending our August 2017 meeting preferred the simplicity, architectural accuracy, and the 
rugged supportive feel of a solid pier like that shown in image 4.11 below.  The entire DAC 
believes this would be a good pier choice.   (Note that footings for the piers in image 4.11 and 
4.12 are not yet shown, as are still being analyzed.  Future renderings and the final piers will 
have a visible footing on some piers.)
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4.11 Pier alternative 1 - solid trapezoidal concrete pier with ashlar finish 
 

An almost equal number of DAC members wanted to further explore a second design 
alternative of this pier.   To further reflect the arch windows of nearby mill, reduce the mass 
of concrete, allow more light and views under the bridge, and provide less opportunity for 
graffiti, many members hoped it would be feasible to incorporate two daylights arches into 
the piers as depicted in image 4.12 below.   According to the MaineDOT designers, the cost 
of this daylight arch option will be slightly higher, but not substantially so, and would be 
assumed by the State. 
 

 
4.12 Pier alternative 2 - trapezoidal concrete pier with ashlar finish and two daylight arches 
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Given the closeness of DAC sentiment regarding these two pier alternatives and the 
preliminary nature of the design to date, the DAC decided to present both options in this 
report and asked MaineDOT to move forward with both alternatives at this time.  Like all 
DAC suggestions, further public input and technical analysis will guide future DAC 
deliberations on its final pier design recommendations.  
 

 
b. Superstructure 
 
 Haunched steel girders with as much arch as possible.  This superstructure design allows 

the new bridge to be supported from beneath, instead of primarily from above as with the 
current Frank Wood Bridge (FWB), which is a through truss bridge.  This means there are 
no steel support members above the bridge deck, which allows the new bridge to better 
fade into and become part of the site, instead of dominating it.  The open road deck 
creates a plateau with open vistas from all directions, allowing bridge users and those 
throughout the Pejepscot Falls site to see the river, the architecture, and each other.  This 
superstructure type is also constructible, maintainable, and cost effective – which is 
required by MaineDOT and Maine taxpayers.  The DAC recommends that the girders be 
haunched or curved as much as possible, painted as indicated below, and that other design 
measures can be taken to help this part of the bridge fade into its surroundings.   

 
 Paint color: gray.  To help focus attention on the Pejepscot Falls site, as opposed to the 

bridge, the DAC suggests that the steel superstructure be painted gray to match natural 
local rock colors, making it as “invisible” as possible.  Again, this will allow the focus to 
be on the site, not the bridge itself. 

 
 

 
4.13 Superstructure rendering of view from Sea Dog deck – trapezoid piers 
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4.14 Superstructure rendering of view from Sea Dog deck – trapezoid piers with open arches 

 
 

 
4.15 Superstructure rendering of view from Summer Street – trapezoid piers 

 
 

 
4.16 Superstructure rendering of view from Summer Street – trapezoid piers with open arches 
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5.   OTHER IMPORTANT DESIGN DETAILS 
 

a.  Materials, Textures and Colors  
 

These topics have been considered above as each design element was considered.   Subject 
to change pending further discussion and design, the DAC’s current thoughts can be 
summarized as follows. 
 
 Vehicle Lane surface – bituminous (black). 
 Shoulder surface – Red Brick color, probably painted.  Maintainability needs to be 

assessed. 
 Piers:  Concrete gray, texture inside arch only. 
 Abutments:  Consider more arches or texture to inhibit graffiti. 
 Old FWB Abutments – repair / refurbish?  
 Bridge Sidewalks: brushed concrete finish. 
 Overlooks, Bumpouts: TBD.  Perhaps a more elaborate paver/ tile design or concrete 

with red brick access? 
 Bridge wall/rail:  Concrete lower with brink imprint texture on concrete posts.  Railing 

and lamp post color: black.  
 Stairs (if applicable regarding Riverwalk and pedestrian underpass): concrete with black 

handrails. 
 

Again, these suggestions will be considered further as public input and the design process 
proceeds.  There are many area materials, textures and colors nearby that could inspire that 
further discussion, as illustrated by images 5.1 through 5.5 below.  
 

 
5.1 Materials, textures & colors: Cabot Mill, Brunswick 
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5.2 Concrete texture & colors: Naples Causeway 

 
 

 
5.2 Existing westerly sidewalk approaching Frank Wood Bridge, Topsham 
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5.4 Bridge abutment, Washington, DC 

 
 

 
5.5 Wall materials, handrail and stairs, York Public Library 
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b. Historic Memorialization, Art, Landscaping, etc. 
 

Preliminary suggestions have been set forth above can bring the history and natural 
wonders of the Pejepscot Falls site alive.  The opportunity clearly exists to make the new 
bridge and its environs a first class public space.  Given the early stage of design, and the 
need to define how the space will physically look and feel, opportunities for historical 
memorialization, themes for interpretive panels, public art, landscaping and related 
matters will be more fully developed later in the design process. 
 
 
 
 

 
D.   CONCLUSIONS 

 
This is an exciting time for Brunswick and Topsham.  A once-in-a-century opportunity exists to 
influence the function, look and feel of the Pejepscot Falls area.  MaineDOT’s preferred new 
bridge will open new vistas and allow the communities to better connect with each other and the 
historic and natural aspects of this special site.  MaineDOT has shown a willingness to 
incorporate local preferences as it meets its statewide obligation to responsibly provide a safe 
and reliable transportation system.   

 
The DAC believes that the new bridge envisioned above will fit well into the site, and will be 
beautiful, durable, cost effective, functional and inviting.  The second downstream sidewalk 
will be a huge improvement, and potential pedestrian amenities on or near the bridge – 
including bumpouts, scenic overlooks, parks, and connecting trails - can make this a place of 
pride for both communities and the State. 

 
With the continued support of local officials, the DAC looks forward to continuing to work with 
MaineDOT and all stakeholders toward making this exciting design concept a reality. 
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DESIGN ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEMBERS 
 

 
NAME TOWN  AFFILIATION 
 
Bruce Van Note, CHAIR     Topsham Topsham Planning Board 
Michael Lyne, VICE CHAIR Brunswick Recreation Commission 
Douglas Bennett               Topsham Lower Village Development Committee 
Ann Carroll Topsham Summer Street Representative 
Larissa Darcy Brunswick Brunswick Development Corporation 
Natasha Goldman Brunswick Brunswick Public Art 
James Howard                    Topsham Lower Village Development Committee 
Debora King Brunswick Brunswick Downtown Association 
Margo Knight  Brunswick Master Plan Implementation Committee 
Cathy Lamb Both Towns Riverwalk Committee 
Victor Langelo Topsham Topsham Community Fund 
Gary Massanek Brunswick Village Review Board 
Nancy Randolph             Topsham SaveOurSwingingBridge.org 
Gary Smart                     Topsham Historical District Commission 
Donald Spann                     Topsham Topsham Development, Inc. 
Sande Updegraph Brunswick Planning Board 
William Wilkoff Brunswick Brunswick Bike-Ped Advisory Committee 



Friends of the Frank J Wood Bridge

Cheryl Martin July 11, 2018
Assistant Division Administrator
Federal Highway Administration – Maine Division
40 Western Ave
Augusta, ME 04330

 Dear Ms. Martin,

The Friends of the Frank J Wood Bridge maintains that any discussion of mitigation in this 
Section 106 consultation is premature. A number of important items have yet to be addressed in 
the 106 Process. Until the following have been addressed it is inappropriate to begin discussing 
mitigation.

• FFJWB and ACHP have repeatedly requested that FHWA hire an engineer with 
experience in historic bridge rehabilitation to do an independent study of alternatives.  
Independent confirmation of alternatives should be completed prior to any further 106 (or 
other) process.

• In response to the EA/4(f) Draft, an independent engineer hired by the FFJWB engineer 
proposed anew rehab alternative which would permanently eliminate the fracture critical 
status of the bridge. This alternative would put future inspection and maintenance costs 
of a rehabilitated bridge on par with the preferred alternative of upstream replacement. 
This alternative should be reviewed prior to any further 106 (or other) process.

• Failure to disclosure and analyze the potential cost and effect of moving the new bridge 
closer to the dam and, specifically, effects that would have on the Brunswick Dam fish 
ladder. Any costs directly or indirectly related to mitigation for adverse impacts to the fish 
ladder should be included in the cost comparisons between alternatives.

• The failure to address repeated requests to provide information on the estimated future 
cost of maintenance and inspections and the refusal to look into alternatives to reduce 
those future costs.  The numbers estimated with future inspection costs do not correlate 
with MDOT’s past budget numbers.

• The failure to provide accurate renderings, including a profile view, of the proposed 
replacement bridge and its approaches that show the impact on views of and from both 
the historic mills and the eligible historic district on Summer Street. MDOT’s conclusion 
that there will be no adverse impact on the Summer Street district without actually 
showing the impact of the new bridge on the eligible district’s setting is premature and 
inappropriate.  MDOT internal documents obtained by FFJWB demonstrate that the lack 
of renderings, profile view, or documentation of the plan for the approaches (including 
elevations) is intentional. MDOT internal documents further reveal that the agency has 
weighted the portrayals used to date to enhance the preferred alternative while placing 
the rehab alternatives in the worst light. These actions are inappropriate and should be 
corrected prior to any further 106 (or other) process.

In addition we would like to highlight for the record, the signal-minded determination to rush the 
process to completion with cursory efforts to respond to concerns of consulting parties 



Friends of the Frank J Wood Bridge

demonstrated at the last meeting as an embodiment of the whole process. This apparent need 
to “check the box” and to push forward with the process before all of the requested information 
is provided to consulting parties indicates an insincerity in meeting the intent of this and other 
required reviews of this project. The requested information, including the list above, is not a 
small matter, and may have a significant effect on the final decision and on public perception of 
the process. 

I should not have to remind you that once the bridge is removed there is no turning back. I will 
remind you that the process is supposed to be carried out in a fair and unbiased manner. An 
email from Joel Kittredge to Norman Baker, dated 5/22/2016, has previously been brought to 
your attention but is worth highlighting again here: “‘Existing Bridge’ slide, please look 
through images for absolutely worst, ugliest restricted most corroded, etc., and use 
that.” The email goes on but that one line, a line that has not publicly been contradicted by you 
or MDOT, is where useful mitigation could begin immediately by having all MDOT officials attend 
adequate yearly training classes on Section 106 and 4f.

I would also like to point out that the answer given at the last Section 106 consulting parties 
meeting in response to further study on the Friend’s Engineers Option 3, is inadequate. It just 
highlights the fact that TY Lyn does not have the experience to fully provide rehabilitation 
options. The suggestion that the Friends should pay for a more detailed study and should have 
had the expertise to foresee an unknown option and brought it up earlier in the process to give 
MDOT and TYlin time to study it after the Friends and ACHP have been requesting for two years 
that you fund a study of options by a qualified bridge rehabilitation engineering firm is insulting. 
Our taxes are already paying for this very flawed process and to suggest we are responsible for 
the cost of studying a clearly viable option that would eliminate the basis of MDOT’s thin case 
for demolition only adds evidence to the case for bias in this process. 

I would also like to remind you that it is in the Freedom of Information Request turned up 
internal MDOT Memos as of August 2017 that this process was a full $500k over the federal 
guidelines. A good portion of this excess spending can be contributed to the “local” bridge 
advisory committee. A committee created by MDOT and dedicated solely to the new bridge 
design. 

An independent qualified engineering firm look into rehabilitation costs and options at the 
expense of FHWA must be completed prior to any mitigation discussion. Anything less simply 
adds to the already over-whelming evidence of bias in favor of new construction throughout this 
process.
 
Also made clear in the last Section 106 meeting is the fact that several consulting parties, 
including the Friends, the ACHP, and the National Trust, are not satisfied that the findings are 
complete regarding areas of eligibility and potential adverse effect for the Frank J. Wood Bridge 
and the adjacent Summer Street neighborhood. The determination of no adverse effect on the 
Summer Street neighborhood was made without any accurate drawings or renderings of the 
Topsham approach ramp to the bridge, which will be within feet of a contributing resource in that 
potential district, or full consideration of the historic relationship between the residents of the 
neighborhood and the two historic mills. In fact, a flatly untrue statement was made about this 
relationship by MDOT’s historic consultant during the meeting.  



Friends of the Frank J Wood Bridge

The failure to provide adequate information on the proposed new bridge and its approach ramps 
and the resulting effects on the Summer Street neighborhood, on both mills, and on the Frank J. 
Wood Bridge itself is further evidence of a flawed and biased process. To ask the SHPO for 
concurrence while withholding critical information was inappropriate and unethical.

The Friends of the Frank J Wood Bridge intends to request that the Advisory Council on 
Historical Preservation ask the Keeper of the National Register of Historic Places to make a 
determination on the areas of significance for the Frank J. Wood Bridge and on the question of 
adverse impact to the Summer Street neighborhood. We request FHWA take no further action 
on mitigation until these issues and the other issues identified above are addressed.

Sincerely,

John Graham
President, Friends of the Frank J. Wood Bridge



...[7/16/2018 11:01:48 AM]

From:   Gardner, David
Sent:   Thursday, July 12, 2018 7:38 AM
To:     Senk, Julie; Chamberlain, Kristen
Subject:        FW: Frank J. Wood Bridge Project - Next Consulting Parties Meeting 
- June 27, 2:00 - 4:00 pm, Topsham Town Office - Presentation 
Attached
Attachments:    Request for Concurrence_WIN 22603.00_FJW Individual 
Eligibility_10.25.17....pdf

FYI

From: Phinney Baxter White [mailto:phin@governorbaxter.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2018 7:42 PM 
To: Martin, Cheryl (FHWA) <Cheryl.Martin@dot.gov> 
Cc: Chris Chase <cchase@coastaljournal.com>; Clarke, David (FHWA) <david.clarke@dot.gov>; Chase, 
Cassandra (FHWA) <Cassandra.Chase@dot.gov>; mnaber@achp.gov; 
kitty@historicbridgefoundation.com; Nathan Holth <nathan@historicbridges.org>; 
s.t.hanson@comcast.net; John Graham <John@johngrahamrealestate.com>; Mohney, Kirk 
<Kirk.Mohney@maine.gov>; sstern@gwi.net; stevehinchman@gmail.com; admorris@gwi.net; William F 
Morin <williammorin@midmaine.com>; Greg Paxton <greg@mainepreservation.org>; Christopher Closs 
<chris@mainepreservation.org>; Callie Ferguson <cferguson@theforecaster.net>; 
dmoore@timesrecord.com; David Jester <david.jester@maine.edu>; Allison Brigham 
<allibelle7@gmail.com>; chick carroll <chickcarroll76@hotmail.com>; news@pressherald.com; Beth 
Brogan <bbrogan@bangordailynews.com>; news@timesrecord.com; press@coastaljournal.com; 
aadams@lcnme.com; Susan Sharon <ssharon@mpbn.net>; Don Carrigan <Don.Carrigan@wcsh6.com>; 
news@wiscassetnewspaper.com; wmtw@wmtw.com; tvmail@wgme.com; Mitchell, Christi 
<Christi.Mitchell@maine.gov>; dbradbury@pressherald.com; Sarah Stokely <sstokely@achp.gov>; 
cvaughn@achp.gov; Gavin Engler <gavin.engler@gmail.com>; mcarter25@myfairpoint.net; James 
Mixon <mixj444@gmail.com>; ejd1287@gmail.com; quark21@gwi.net; Gardner, David 
<David.Gardner@maine.gov>; Muther, Christopher <christopher.muther@globe.com> 
Subject: Re: Frank J. Wood Bridge Project - Next Consulting Parties Meeting - June 27, 2:00 - 4:00 pm, 
Topsham Town Office - Presentation Attached

Dear Cheryl,

You (FHWA -Augusta) have never admitted to any wrong doing with the process. I have protested and 
lodged complaints on numerous occasions. For what it is worth each complaint correlates to the 
regulations and standards set by the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (achp.gov). I spelled out 
my complaints with reference to the corresponding guidelines set by the ACHP. 

These are my complaints:

The 106 was not initiated early in the undertaking’s planning.  Six months into the 
106 on April 27, 2016 MDOT announces their preference for a new bridge, on a 
80% Federally funded project under 106 review.  And at this meeting Maine DOT 
and TY Lin both incorrectly state that the Frank Wood bridge, even after 
rehabilitation, can last no longer than thirty years. Their statements and the slides 
from that presentation refer to the upstream alternative as the “Proposed Bridge”. 
At this point in the 106 process should Maine DOT be announcing their preference 
and making their case, with TY Lin, for a new bridge? No way! Out of the gate they 
muddied the water to their advantage.

ACHP rules are: What does the timing reference in §800.1(c) mean when it says, 
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"The Agency Official shall ensure that the Section 106 process is initiated early in 
the undertaking's planning, so that a broad range of alternatives may be 
considered....”? 

This means that if the agency does not start following the prescribed steps of the Section 
106 process early enough to consider a reasonable range of options, ACHP might say it 
failed to meet this standard and that further alternatives must be considered to adequately 
comply with 106. 
Maine DOT’s presented with the consulting engineering firm TY Lin at Brunswick 
Landing on April 27th, 2016 and announced the preferred alternative— a new bridge 
with an upstream alignment well before a single 106 meeting was held. And well before 
it was open to the public and consulting parties to comment on where your office would 
be present to hear what we had to say.

The 106 relied on information and figures from a firm (TY Lin) that is financially 
associated with the project applicant (Maine DOT). This is ABSOLUTELY a 
conflict of interest!

When agencies use applicants, consultants or designees to prepare studies and the 
like, what does "consistent with applicable conflict of interest laws" mean 
(§800.2(a)(3))?
This means that agencies must avoid actions that would run afoul of their own conflict of 
interest rules. An example might be where an Agency Official hires a consulting firm run 
by his or her spouse to undertake identification surveys as a basis of Section 106 
compliance for an undertaking under the Agency Official's jurisdiction. Another example 
might be using a consulting firm that is financially associated with the project applicant 
or the project engineering or construction firm. Translation: TY Lin and the Maine DOT 
have had a longstanding relationship where TY Lin is paid for services. TY Lin is 
primarily in the business of building new bridges, not rehabilitating steel truss bridges.

The 106 failed to provide the public an opportunity to express their views. Members 
of the public and consulting parties were not allowed to speak at the April 5th, 2017 
106 meeting. If you review the written comments received the night of the meeting 
you can only conclude there was a failure to adequately consider the views of the 
public.

What are the minimum standards for public involvement (§800.2(d))?
At a minimum, the Agency Official has to provide an opportunity for the public to 
examine the results of the agency's effort to identify historic properties, evaluate their 
significance and assess the undertaking's effects upon them. When adverse effects are 
found, the Agency Official must also make information available to the public about the 
undertaking, its effects on historic properties and alternatives to resolve the adverse 
effects, and must provide the public an opportunity to express their views on resolving 
adverse effects. 800.2(d) and 800.6(a)(4). 
Translation: On April 5th, 2017 you shut me down at the most key meeting. You 
prevented me from speaking. You prevented the members of the Friends group 
from speaking. You silenced all dissenting views at this meeting. You silenced my 
neighbors too. That was all you. You had the authority to let us contribute. I 
personally asked you to let us speak and you did not respond. And it should be 
noted you silenced me by shutting off the microphone when I went to the podium. 
Thanks! This was documented in Down East magazine by a reporter. 
Link: https://downeast.com/old-bridge-new-cliques/ So not only were we prevented 
from speaking but you basically belittled us. This represents one of the many 
advantages that the Maine DOT has had in communicating their argument for 
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replacing the bridge. 

The process of obtaining information failed to meet the consultative requirements of 
the 106. Basing a determination of ineligibility for individual listing with reliance 
and reference to other structures yields information that is not consistent. It fails to 
adequately assess the historic significance of this particular property. 
ACHP: if the process of obtaining the information failed to meet the consultative 
requirements of the Section 106 process, it may also call into question the resulting 
information. If there is concern about the consistency of the documentation or the 
process of obtaining it, the matter should be referred to ACHP under Section 
800.9(a).
Translation: Throughout the 106 you and the Maine DOT had insisted that the 
bridge was not individually eligible for listing to the National Register of Historic 
Places. Your determination of the preferred alternative (to replace the Frank Wood 
Bridge) was based upon your 106 findings which included the bridge not being 
individually eligible for listing to the National Register. That finding did not include 
an adverse affect to the bridge. The State Historic Preservation Officer, Kirk 
Mohney, has  since determined the Frank Wood Bridge to be individually eligible 
for listing in the National Register of Historic Places and that action has added an 
additional adverse effect. Regrading my complaint about the "reliance and 
reference to other structures yields information that is not consistent” I point to the 
Kleinfelder report that Maine DOT commissioned where they outline an argument 
to deny the Frank Wood Bridge individual eligibility to the National Register, 
basing it on their examination of steel truss bridges in New Hampshire, 
Massachusetts and Vermont. This report is attached. Kleinfelder got it wrong as the 
Maine SHPO later determined the bridge to be individually eligible. So much for 
their tagline: Bright People, Right Solutions.
Closing comments

--Forget about mitigation. You need to remedy the flaws with this 106 process. You need to retract the 
preferred alternative that you and Maine DOT prematurely chose. 
--You have not adequately explored the potential National Register eligibility under Criteria C.  
The rolled steel members, which are present on the Frank Wood Bridge, could be very significant. The 
106 was supposed to explore all historic attributes the bridge may have. It’s now obvious you failed to 
explore this particular feature.
--You have also failed to acknowledge this is a controversial issue. Again from the ACHP handbook: "If 
controversy related to a project’s potential effects on historic properties is identified early in project 
planning process, it is important to involve dissenting parties as early as possible.” You have not 
involved the dissenting parties in meaningful way. You have prevented us from expressing our views. 
You have never even sat down with us. 

I have never accepted your finding of the preferred alternative. I protested before the 30 day comment 
period ended. I stand by the four complaints I submitted to your office on 8/18/17— You have indicated 
that the 106 began in November of 2015. Which means you allowed the Maine DOT to announce the 
preferred alternative on 4/27/2016 before holding any Section 106 meetings where members of the 
public or consulting parties in favor of rehabilitation could weigh in and be heard.  
You have never sat down with us. You have kept us in a box.  
This 106 
 was rigged.  

Thank you,
Phinney
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On Jun 27, 2018, at 9:34 AM, Martin, Cheryl (FHWA) 
<Cheryl.Martin@dot.gov> wrote:

Good Morning,
Please find attached a copy of the slides we’ll be presenting today at the subject 
meeting.  I’m providing this information so those of you on the phone may follow the 
presentation.
Cheryl
 
Cheryl B. Martin
Assistant Division Administrator
Federal Highway Administration
Maine Division
Edmund S. Muskie Federal Building
40 Western Avenue, Room 614
Augusta, ME  04330
Phone: 207-512-4912
Fax:  207-626-9133
e-mail:  cheryl.martin@dot.gov
 
MESSAGE SENT JUNE 11, 2018
Good Morning, 
Thank you for your interest and feedback thus far on the proposed Frank J. Wood Bridge 
Project. Please find attached an agenda for our next Section 106 Consulting Parties 
meeting scheduled on Wednesday, June 27, 2018, 2:00pm - 4:00pm at the Topsham 
Town Office, 100 Main Street.
Following is the information for those calling into the meeting:
Conference Line: 1-877-455-0244
 
Participant Passcode: 7142868343
 
To help you prepare for this meeting, I am providing further detail on each agenda item, 
below:
* Project Update: Moving Forward with Preferred Alternative #2 
The public comment period for the Frank J. Wood Environmental Assessment/Draft 
Section 4(f) Evaluation closed on April 11, 2018. After reviewing all substantive 
comments, MaineDOT and FHWA are moving ahead with Alternative #2 – Replacement 
Bridge on the Upstream Alignment, and continuing next steps in the Section 106 
process. 
* Open Forum: Questions and Comments from Section 106 Consulting Parties 
Consulting parties will be provided time to express their views, comments, and 
questions regarding the status of the Section 106 process. 
* Discussion: Section 106 Mitigation 
The goal of Section 106 consultation is to a) identify historic properties that could be 
affected by a project, b) assess the project’s potential effects to such properties, and c) 
seek ways to avoid, minimize or mitigate any adverse effects. Per regulations set forth in 
36 CFR 800.6, as we enter this last stage of the process FHWA and MaineDOT are 
seeking consulting party input and views on possible mitigation measures to address 
adverse effects to historic properties.
Determining Appropriate Mitigation Measures
Mitigation measures may include any actions that help to offset or compensate for a 
project’s negative impacts on historic properties. The Preferred Alternative (Alternative 
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#2) was determined to have adverse effects on four historic properties: Cabot Mill, the 
Pejepscot Paper Company, the Frank J. Wood Bridge, and the Brunswick Topsham 
Industrial Historic District. The Environmental Assessment contains detailed information 
on each of these properties.
 
Where Can I Find More Information on This Project?
All comments received to date as well as a copy of the Environmental Assessment/Draft 
Section 4(f) Evaluation are available on MaineDOT’s website 
here: http://www.maine.gov/mdot/env/frankjwood/.
If you have further questions, please contact me at Cheryl.Martin@dot.gov or Eva Birk, 
Environmental Specialist, at Eva.Birk@dot.gov.  
 
Cheryl
 
Cheryl B. Martin
Assistant Division Administrator
Federal Highway Administration
Maine Division
Edmund S. Muskie Federal Building
40 Western Avenue, Room 614
Augusta, ME  04330
Phone: 207-512-4912
Fax:  207-626-9133
e-mail:  cheryl.martin@dot.gov
 
<Frank J Wood Consulting Parties Meeting Agenda 062718.docx><Frank J. 
Wood Bridge Project Consulting Parties Presentation 6.27.18.pdf>
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From:   Gardner, David
Sent:   Tuesday, June 26, 2018 3:53 PM
To:     Kittredge, Joel; Frankhauser Jr, Wayne; Pulver, William; Chamberlain, 
Kristen; Senk, Julie
Subject:        FW: Section 106 Consulting Party  for FJW Bridge Maine
Attachments:    Re: consulting parties meeting/ Frank Wood Bridge; Frank J. Wood Bridge 
22603.00 - List of Section 106 Consulting Parties Aug 2017.pdf; Section 
106 Back rto Basic  CONSULTANTS ROLE WATCHED.PDF

Importance:     High

FYI

From: William F. Morin [mailto:williammorin@midmaine.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, June 26, 2018 3:42 PM 
To: cheryl.martin@dot.gov 
Cc: Mohney, Kirk <Kirk.Mohney@maine.gov>; 'Martin, Cheryl (FHWA)' <cheryl.martin@dot.gov>; 'Chris 
Chase' <cchase@coastaljournal.com>; 'Clarke, David (FHWA)' <david.clarke@dot.gov>; 'Chase, 
Cassandra (FHWA)' <Cassandra.Chase@dot.gov>; mnaber@achp.gov; 'Steven H Stern' 
<sstern@gwi.net>; kitty@historicbridgefoundation.com; 'Nathan Holth' <nathan@historicbridges.org>; 
s.t.hanson@comcast.net; 'John Graham' <John@johngrahamrealestate.com>; Mohney, Kirk 
<Kirk.Mohney@maine.gov>; sstern@gwi.net; stevehinchman@gmail.com; admorris@gwi.net; 'Greg 
Paxton' <greg@mainepreservation.org>; 'Christopher Closs' <chris@mainepreservation.org>; 'Callie 
Ferguson' <cferguson@theforecaster.net>; dmoore@timesrecord.com; 'David Jester' 
<david.jester@maine.edu>; 'Allison Brigham' <allibelle7@gmail.com>; 'chick carroll' 
<chickcarroll76@hotmail.com>; news@pressherald.com; 'Beth Brogan' 
<bbrogan@bangordailynews.com>; news@timesrecord.com; press@coastaljournal.com; 
aadams@lcnme.com; 'Susan Sharon' <ssharon@mpbn.net>; 'Steven H Stern' <sstern@gwi.net>; 'Don 
Carrigan' <Don.Carrigan@wcsh6.com>; news@wiscassetnewspaper.com; wmtw@wmtw.com; 
tvmail@wgme.com; Mitchell, Christi <Christi.Mitchell@maine.gov>; dbradbury@pressherald.com; 
'Sarah Stokely' <sstokely@achp.gov>; cvaughn@achp.gov; 'Gavin Engler' <gavin.engler@gmail.com>; 
mcarter25@myfairpoint.net; 'James Mixon' <mixj444@gmail.com>; ejd1287@gmail.com; 
quark21@gwi.net; Gardner, David <David.Gardner@maine.gov>; 'Steven H Stern' <sstern@gwi.net> 
Subject: FW: Section 106 Consulting Party for FJW Bridge Maine 
Importance: High

Ms. Martin,

I forwarded the following email to you last month and have not 
received any reply with comment.  If you read it in its entirety you will 
be aware of the various concerns I have encountered in the last two 
years or so regarding the status of the Frank J Wood Bridge.  It is 
rather lengthy but detail is important.
They are:  validity of the structure and governance of the Section 106 
process as administered, the difficulties of the Maine DOT insisting on 
only preferring the consideration of a new bridge (announced August 
2017 by Maine DOT) and a pervasive disregard by many that the FJWB 
is an historical structure eligible for the national register and should 
be rehabilitated. Rehabilitation is a fact and possible and many 
validities support that evaluation.
I have asked you before that we have a face to face meeting about the 
106 process but we/I have only attended meetings where participants 
were allowed to form a line, make comments and then return to their 
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seat. That is not how to resolve issues and promote understanding or 
consensus.
Here are three enclosures. One is about scheduling a meeting, a list of 
consulting parties, and the third is a guideline of how a Section 106 
process can function.
In brief, certain consultants did not receive treatment that allowed 
full and rightful participation and that resulted in a very one-sided 
administration of the 106 processes.
I would like your reply and comments regarding my allegations as 
presented in this message and emails and tell me if you think that this 
whole process is fair and valid.
The enclosure about the Consultants Role is a very good guide about 
the 106 process and how it should work and recommendations for a 
more exact execution of Section 106.
I also look forward to the consulting parties meeting tomorrow in 
Topsham.

Sincerely, William Morin
==========================================================
==========================================================
==========================================================
==================
  
From: William F. Morin <williammorin@midmaine.com>  
Sent: Monday, May 14, 2018 3:18 PM 
To: 'cheryl.martin@dot.gov' <cheryl.martin@dot.gov> 
Cc: 'Phinney Baxter White' <phin@governorbaxter.com> 
Subject: Section 106 Consulting Party for FJW Bridge Maine 
Importance: High

Cheryl Martin
Assistant Division Administrator
Federal Highway Administration
Maine Division
Edmund S. Muskie Federal Bldg.
40 Western Avenue, Room 614
August, ME 04330

Ms. Martin,
I am forwarding some items regarding my status as a Section 106 Consulting 
Party to verify that I applied for such in late 2016 and am listed on the enclosed 
attachment. 
The email below was to be sent to MARY ANN NABER, Senior program Analyst 
FHW Liaison ,Advisory Council on Historic preservation Washington, DC 20001, 
Subject: Frank J Wood Bridge (FJWB) Maine in January 2018 but was never sent 
to her as I found out she had left her position in late December 2017, so I 
forwarded it to Ms. Stokely, Program Analyst Federal Highway Administration, 
Agency Program: Federal Highway Administration, Advisory Council on Historic 
Preservation 401 F Street NW, Suite 308, Washington, DC 20001-2637, as she 
became the replacement for Ms. Naber.

Please read the entire two emails (Stokely and Naber), and the three 
attachments which will explain background information, my stand and 
explanation thereof for support of the Frank J. Wood Bridge.
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In late 2016 I wanted to have a more active role in the Section 106 review.  I 
have an interest in the outcome of the FJWB project as an individual, a member 
of a neighborhood association and strongly believe in historical preservation 
efforts.  I contacted Cassandra Chase and requested consulting party status. I 
was selected and duly noted are the other consulting parties listed on the 
attached document titled: Frank J. Wood Bridge (BR #2016) Route 201, 
Brunswick & Topsham, ME.  In the email to Ms. Naber, I explained my 
background that qualified me for such a status and then I stated my disdain 
about the 106 processes.
As of today Monday, May 14, 2018, I would like to discuss my status as a 
consulting party for the FJWB which I received but was essentially ignored while 
other major and equivalent participants (consulting parties) representative of 
substantial interest groups met with members of the two towns economic 
development departments and the Maine DOT. 
What they want is to promote their restricted personal and business-related 
interests and to again construct another attempt to remediate the horrendous 
traffic area immediately at the Topsham entrance to the FJWB.  It also 
encompasses a street from a large neighborhood which enters that area and 
also includes office buildings and two huge multi use structures all within a very 
confined space. This area is Maine street, a two-lane street which was totally 
rebuilt about ten years ago with new building structures too close to the street 
to allow a turning lane and thus it can only remain a two-lane street.  The 
estimated traffic count is 20,000 vehicles per day. This configuration also 
prevents the installation of a traffic light to allow safe exit from the various 
entrances as described. 

Early and strong preference for a new bridge was motivated by these conditions 
and Maine DOT was clearly supportive of that also early in the process. On the 
Brunswick side, economic interests chided in and voiced similar criticism of the 
FJWB.  Bicycle club interests also expressed their preference and found support 
from the Design Advisory Committee for a new bridge with two lanes on 
opposite sides of the new bridge. Other criticism of the preservation proposal is 
currently being expressed by the general populace which is not informed well 
because of inadequate portrayal of the condition of the FJWB and the proposed 
complete restoration. 

Most troubling is that there seemed to be a great urgency to introduce the 
bridge as a failed structure and needing immediate replacement.  That and very 
negative visual presentations and statements have encouraged many 
uninformed citizens to be inclined to accept the one-sided portrayal that the 
FJWB is not worth rehabilitation and deserves destruction. The cause: years of 
neglect and improper deck application contributed vastly to its current 
inexcusable condition. The Frank J. Wood Bridge is a national recognized 
historical structure situated in the Brunswick Topsham Industrial Historical 
District comprised of the Pejepscot Mill and Fort Andross (Cabot Mill) and is 
most appropriate for rehabilitation. There are no problems with the setting, size 
and function and can continue like that for another 75 years and stand as an 
increasingly extraordinary and historic structure.

Much of this is also explained in the two attached emails. These emails were 
sent to Ms. Stokely on March 25, 2018 which she received and the email to Ms. 
Naber on November 27, 2017 was sent but not received by her as she had 
vacated her position at that time and I had not received any reply. 
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These two emails are very important as they document the problems I have 
encountered and been aware from others in participating in the Section 106 
process.  These problems were caused by communication and a lack of 
procedural guidance from the Federal Highway Administration that should have 
resulted in an efficient process that was delegated to consulting parties.  The 
106 meetings that occurred were a disappointment to many people because 
Maine DOT presented too much negative comment and images against the 
FJWB and there was little or no question and answer means to ask questions 
and discuss points of contention. Instead, attendees were hurdled to staff 
members to review the displays and at the last meeting, the employment of a 
former judge and attorney served as a conduit of people’s comments with again 
little or no discussion about comments and little time to even make those 
comments.

After the March 28th meeting of which I am referring to, I spoke to you regarding 
the fact that myself and other consulting parties had never met FHWA and 
Maine DOT staff on a face to face basis.  I asked you about that immediately 
after the end of the meeting.  In the email of November 27, 2017, I wrote about 
my sincere concerns about the FJWB and explained why I felt I was a worthy 
consulting party in the Section 106 process because of my stated background 
and very familiar relationship with issues.   Cassandra Chase approved my 
participation and I am listed in the August 2017 section 106 listing.  I responded 
with appropriate written input several times and was not questioned or had 
further discussion with Maine DOT or FHWA. 

I regard this management of the Section106 process that we are in as being 
inconsistent with thorough public consultative decision making of which 
consulting parties are responsible.  Consultative decision making is a process in 
which the views of all stakeholders (or their representatives) are actively sought 
and taken into consideration.  I certainly agree with that definition and 
unfortunately, I and others believe haven’t been considered as such.
Other items of concern that I listed in the November27th email are: Consistency 
of the structure and governance of the Section 106 process, the difficulties of 
the Maine DOT insistence of only considering a new bridge (announced August 
2017) and a widespread disregard by many that the FJWB is an historical 
structure eligible for the national register.
We should make the effort to personally meet with other consultants to 
thoroughly discuss this. 
My description of where we are in this process is rather dismal but these 
challenges can be met.  There are approaches that can identify solutions of 
which can be used. I have referenced instruction from the following attachment 
main areas of concern as I have discussed and are described in a document 
titled:

Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act: BACK TO BASICS 
by Leslie E. Barras with a foreword by Richard Moe
Copyright © 2010, National Trust for Historic Preservation. All rights 
reserved. 

TRANSCRIBED VERBATIM

“CONTENTS 
 
PART I:   SUMMARY REPORT AND KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
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Key Recommendations

Improvements are needed to increase consulting party 
access and public involvement in the Section 106 
process

1) FEDERAL AGENCIES SHOULD HONOR THE REQUIREMENT TO DIRECTLY 
“INVITE” CONSULTING PARTIES TO PARTICIPATE. 

Sections 800.2(a)(4) and 800.3(f) of the Advisory Council’s regulations 
specifically require federal agencies 
(or their authorized representatives), at the initiation of Section 106 review, to 
identify parties that are entitled to participate in consultation on a project as 
consulting parties and then directly “invite” them to participate.  Among those 
entitled to participate are individuals and organizations that are concerned 
about the project’s impacts on historic properties. Unfortunately, the interview 
process used for this report identified very limited examples in which federal 
agencies or their authorized representatives (for example, some state 
departments of transportation) directly invited preservation advocacy groups 
and interested individuals to be engaged as consulting parties during reviews of 
federal or federally assisted projects.  
When they do occur, “invitations” are commonly irregular and indirect, such as 
Federal Register announcements and legal notices in newspapers. These 
perfunctory notices do not typically reach local individuals and organizations 
that are likely to be interested in how a project affects historic properties. 
Federal agencies and applicants for federal funding or permit approvals need to 
be more proactive in identifying and inviting by letter, or other direct means, 
individuals and local and statewide groups to serve as consulting parties, as 
required by the Section 106 rules.  Further, SHPOs and THPOs are supposed to be 
asked by federal agencies and their representatives to help identify potentially 
interested parties entitled to be invited to consultation. Some, not all, state and 
tribal offices reinforce federal agency responsibility to invite interested 
stakeholders to participate in individual reviews by formally requesting that 
agencies identify and submit documentation of whom they have contacted in 
this regard, a helpful practice that should be more widely followed.

2) CONSULTING PARTIES SHOULD BE PROVIDED A TENTATIVE PLAN OF 
ACTION OR ROADMAP FOR CONSULTATION

The Interior Department’s guidance on federal preservation programs directs 
agencies to explain to members of the public any rules, processes, or schedules 
that apply to consultation. Regardless of experience level, several preservation 
advocates interviewed for this report noted that there is little explanation or 
discussion of the basics of consultation during individual project reviews, and 
that standard practice varies widely among agencies. In their view, “the basics” 
include the definition of “consultation” (and its emphasis on trying to reach 
consensus during deliberations), the roles/responsibilities of each of the 
participants (including the Advisory Council’s staff, when the agency 
participates), a tentative outline of the project and consultation schedule, 
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specific work products or documents they will be asked to review, and their 
options for dispute resolution, including the underutilized appeal process 
adopted in the 2004 revisions to the Advisory Council’s Section 106 rules.  
Further, in order to promote a better understanding among consulting parties 
and the public regarding the identification of individuals actually authorized to 
make determinations and decisions in Section 106, consultants should clarify at 
the outset whom they work for, the name and contact information for their 
direct client contact, that they are acting as a technical expert for their client, 
and that the client (most often a federal agency) is responsible for all decisions 
in the consultation process, including commitments made in agreement 
documents.  

3) THE SECTION 106 ADVOCACY CAPACITY OF THE NATIONAL TRUST’S 
STATEWIDE AND LOCAL PRESERVATION PARTNERS REQUIRES 
STRENGTHENING

The National Trust currently produces a number of technical publications and 
offers training opportunities to boost the capability and capacity of statewide 
and local preservation organizations, including publications specifically targeted 
at helping such groups engage as policy advocates at the national and 
grassroots levels.  This recommendation encourages the Trust, possibly in 
collaboration with the Advisory Council, to consider producing similar guidance 
specifically targeted to encouraging these preservation stakeholders to become 
effective advocates as consulting parties in the Section 106 process. 
During the interviews for this study, several SHPOs and their review staff 
expressed concerns that statewide and local preservation advocacy groups are 
absent from many Section 106 consultations and are not involved in helping to 
monitor project MOAs and program alternatives. There are several barriers to 
such preservation advocacy at the state or local level, especially a lack of staff 
resources, because Section 106 consultation can be intensive, time-consuming, 
and costly (since travel is often required) for a volunteer advocacy group. While 
some statewide and local preservation organizations are active and effective 
participants in the Section 106 process, the concerns raised during interviews for 
this report suggest that additional support would be helpful in encouraging 
these organizations to participate as consulting parties at a more frequent and 
more effective level.

4) THE USE OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION MODELS OF INCLUSIVENESS HAS 
LANGUISHED AND NEEDS TO BE RESURRECTED.  

Sections 800.2(d) and 800.3(e) of the Advisory Council’s regulations reflect a 
strong policy in favor of early public participation in Section 106 
reviews.  Federal agencies must plan to notify and involve the public, whose 
views, in the express language of the Council, “are essential to informed Federal 
decision making in the Section 106 process.” 

Community wisdom exists and is an often an untapped resource in both 
environmental and historic preservation reviews of projects. People may not 
recognize the name of—or even care about—the Advisory Council, the National 
Trust, or federal agencies.  However, they do know their neighborhood, 
borough, city, pueblo, parish, or favorite place at a level of detail gleaned only 
by serving as a constant participant in life. They know, for example, the 
consequences to the environment when a developer dams a stream or fills a 
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sinkhole, thus affecting the movement of water, or destroys farm fields, thus 
displacing wildlife.  They know the places of looters, or where a pivot on a 
historic swing bridge snags, or how sound from a train or truck travels up a 
hollow or across an open body of water. 
Based on the experiences of interviewees for this study, little effort is invested in 
encouraging early public participation when planning for federal and federally 
assisted projects. A second theme expressed by many of the interviewees is that 
programs to involve the public in historic preservation must begin before 
individual projects ever reach the stage of Section 106 reviews.  Several SHPOs 
in particular emphatically commented that it is more effective to create an 
active interest in preservation among the public by first increasing their access 
to places where they can experience history, such as involving the community in 
work to survey architectural features of buildings or to help with an 
archaeological dig.  Once the interest is created, community participation in 
regulatory processes, like Section 106, is more likely to follow. 
  
Another theme raised in comments by interviewees is that better insights are 
needed into specific techniques of public participation in Section 106. Insightful 
models of inclusive public involvement developed over the past 15 years—
including guidance with respect to federal historic preservation programs, 
environmental justice projects, and civic engagement in archaeology—should be 
updated and applied in Section 106 reviews.  
These types of engagement programs are not difficult to carry out and are not 
expensive when considering the substantial costs of many large infrastructure 
projects. Alternative techniques for reaching out to the public on grounds and 
terms more familiar to everyday people are, however, unfamiliar territory to 
most bureaucracies and businesses where the values of control, a common 
technical language, efficiency, and unemotional dialogue rule (in varying 
degrees). Project delays can occur when managers are inattentive to, or 
intentionally avoid, early and direct interaction with locally affected members of 
the public. At a minimum, prudent risk management requires a thoughtful effort 
to attempt to engage the local community proactively.
.  
There is one caution about techniques of public engagement based on the 
experiences of some of the preservation advocates interviewed for this study. 
Federal agencies and their representatives should not orchestrate public 
information and participation in ways that override preservation principles (e.g., 
making design decisions by broad popular “vote” rather than basing decisions 
on standards of historic character and compatibility).

5) FEDERAL AGENCIES AND APPLICANTS FOR FEDERAL FUNDING OR 
PERMITS SHOULD BE MORE RESPONSIBLE TO THE PUBLIC FOR PROJECT 
CHANGES AND

     COMMITMENTS MADE IN SECTION 106 REVIEWS.   

Standard measures should be adopted by federal agencies themselves and 
imposed on all nonfederal applicants for federal assistance or approvals to 
promote accountability for project changes and follow through on commitments 
after Section 106 reviews are completed and funds are awarded or permits 
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issued.  Although projects are supposed to be reopened under the NHPA (and 
NEPA) when certain project changes occur, suggested measures to strengthen 
recognition of this requirement among all stakeholders, as well as promote 
implementation of all mitigation commitments, include the following: 

(1) Federal agencies should further the public’s access to information, beyond 
the minimum requirements in the Section 106 and NEPA rules, by posting 
historic preservation and environmental commitments in accessible public 
repositories (e.g., libraries, websites) and recording such commitments in the 
real property records of the locale where the project is proposed to be built;  

(2) Agencies should post copies of all studies or reports required as a result of 
Section 106 and NEPA reviews in the same repositories, as well as directly 
provide copies to all nongovernmental consulting parties that participated in 
the consultation process;  

(3) As a way to promote recognition of the Section 106 rules requiring that 
consultation be reopened for project changes made after Section 106 reviews 
are finished, applicants should be required to submit sworn certifications which 
affirm that their projects were built in substantial compliance with plans in 
place during the Section 106 and NEPA administrative processes (and identifying 
any substantial deviations from these initial plans).   This type of “truth, 
accuracy, and completeness” certification is widely required of applicants after 
environmental reviews are completed, and before projects are put into 
operation, to guard against the scenario in which as-built projects cause 
substantially new and harmful impacts that were not analyzed during the pre-
construction environmental review process.  Sworn certifications should also be 
required for implementation of cultural resource mitigation commitments in 
Section 106 agreement documents.   

(4) Federal agencies should also actively and aggressively implement their audit 
programs to specifically monitor compliance with, and hold applicants 
accountable for, the accuracy of the certifications proposed above, as well as 
other legal commitments in permits, licenses, and grant agreements.  Action on 
the recommended sworn certifications in (3) must be accompanied by at least 
some federal enforcement under the Fraud and False Statements Act—as is 
done when sworn statements in environmental documents are discovered to 
have been made falsely or fraudulently—in order that individuals who sign such 
statements have a reasonable belief that they might actually be held 
accountable for their actions and, therefore, will take such statements more 
seriously. 
  
Additionally, although the Advisory Council once suggested that it is not 
empowered to take corrective action when a Section 106 agreement is violated, 
the agency should reevaluate this position, because it is not in reality as 
powerless as it has suggested and should consider options such as suspending or 
terminating MOAs or applicable program alternatives, or at least exercising 
formal commenting authority. In general, applicants want predictability from 
regulators, but they crave flexibility in designing and implementing their 
projects. Funding availability, market 42 Section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act: conditions, and other similar factors at times promote 
intentional attempts to avoid finite project definition during federally required 
review processes. These factors often lead to inefficient and wasteful use of time 
and money by federal agencies and preservation advocates alike, for example, if 
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a project has no near-term chance to be built because funding has not been 
committed.  Further, because of funding or time lags, project design changes 
may occur in ways that pose new or unexamined impacts on historic properties 
and environmental resources.  

While project changes between the planning and implementation stages are 
common—and in some cases beneficial for a variety of reasons—those changes 
may affect historic properties in a manner that was not addressed in the original 
project review process.  Yet, interviews conducted for this report suggest that 
there is little evidence of project reviews being reopened in such cases, except in 
rare examples involving highly visible and controversial projects that are 
covered by the media. The typical land development project, or related 
infrastructure construction project, is seldom re-evaluated for project changes or 
implementation of required mitigation, according to interviewees. In addition, 
in the case of long-term multi-year projects, such as highways and bridges, there 
is a danger that the “institutional memory” of the commitments made in Section 
106 and NEPA documents may be lost, particularly as participants scatter and 
documentation is archived.  For all of these reasons, federal agencies and 
applicants should be more accountable to consulting parties and the public after 
initial Section 106 and NEPA reviews are completed. 

6) CONSULTING PARTY AND PUBLIC FEEDBACK ON THEIR EXPERIENCE IN 
SECTION 106 REVIEWS NEEDS TO BE ACTIVELY SOLICITED.  

Most of the information and data compiled by federal agencies, including the 
Advisory Council, and SHPOs/THPOs to measure the effectiveness of the Section 
106 process (also referred to as “performance metrics”) consist of the number of 
projects reviewed, and agreement documents or program alternatives adopted, 
during each year.  These kinds of metrics— which measure the quantity or 
volume of workloads— are useful when federal agencies, the states, and tribes 
develop their budgets, and their respective legislative bodies consider these 
budget proposals. Numerical measures have also been used to highlight the 
potential for chronic problems in Section 106 implementation. For a number of 
years, for example, the Advisory Council reported annually to the president and 
Congress the number and percentage of cases, separated by each federal 
agency, that were elevated to the Council’s membership panel for formal 
comment. The Departments of Interior, Transportation, and HUD collectively 
comprised the majority of such cases from FY 1974 through FY 1991.  
Raw numbers, however, reflect quantity rather than quality, and do not account 
for the complexity of particular cases, or single actions of an agency that can 
have a lasting and devastating impact on historic properties. Also, annual 
workload numbers do not measure the extent of participation by stakeholders 
and what participants thought about the quality of the process or the outcomes. 
Such feedback from consulting parties and the public can serve a useful purpose 
in improving the Section 106 process and outcomes if it is timely, specific, and 
provided to federal agency Senior Policy Officials and their staff and the 
Advisory Council.  Indeed, the Advisory Council has successfully used a survey at 
least once before to request feedback on the Section 106 process.  In the early 
1990s, the Council issued a questionnaire to 1,200 stakeholders— and received a 
remarkable 35 percent response rate within one month, which was used to 
guide subsequent regulatory revisions to the Section 106 rules. 
In the interviews for this report, some stakeholders reflecting on their Section 
106 consultation experience felt that the process effectively reached broad 
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consensus among all parties, often with creative compromise. Others came 
away from the Section 106 experience (most notably those involving housing 
development, disaster recovery projects, road projects, and Army Corps of 
Engineers’ permits) feeling highly frustrated and that Section 106 consultation is 
a charade.  Feedback from consulting parties could help the Council and 
agencies alike to find ways to reduce public dissatisfaction in future 
consultations.   
Many agencies already have existing policies, requirements, and tools to 
quantitatively capture feedback and lessons learned in their compliance 
programs.  These measures should be extended to Section 106 
implementation.  The use of accessible and cost-effective advances in web-
based surveys—or simply using e-mail questionnaires—should also be highly 
encouraged as a way for federal agencies and the Advisory Council to seek 
electronic feedback from nongovernmental consulting parties, e.g., as a 
consultation follow-up to gauge “customer satisfaction” from this underserved 
constituency.”

  

EMAIL TO SARAH C. STOKELY

From: William F. Morin  
Sent: Sunday, March 25, 2018 5:29 PM 
To: sstokely@achp.gov 
Subject: Frank J Wood Bridge (FJWB) Maine number 2016 MARY ANN NABER 
EMAIL  
Importance: High

Sarah C. Stokely
Program Analyst
Agency Program: Federal Highway Administration
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 
401 F Street NW, Suite 308 
Washington, DC 20001-2637
Ms. Stokely:

I am forwarding to you an email I had composed in December 2017 and was to 
send to Mary Ann Naber in January 2018.  I did not as I learned that she had left 
the ACHP agency at the end of last year.  She was aware of the Frank J Wood 
Bridge (FJWB) project in Brunswick and Topsham Maine and had said she would 
likely attend a meeting here with the Maine offices of the FHWA and Maine 
DOT.   There is a scheduled meeting termed Environmental Assessment Available 
for Public Review and Public Meeting in Topsham on Wednesday, March 28, 2018 
at Mt Ararat High School Commons 73 Eagles Way, Topsham, Maine.  
I wrote this email to Ms. Naber to express my dismay at how the Section 106 
process has been conducted and especially it not following a cooperative, 
transparent and good neighbor process and manner.  Section 106 was in motion 
before announcement of the FJWB project and the process continues to not be a 
coherent or I say credible process even from the start.
In the intervening last few months, the FJWB has been determined to be 
individually eligible for historical designation because of its function to convey 
over the Androscoggin River interurban or long distance cross country trolleys 
which connected to many small villages and larger towns and cities many miles 
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from Brunswick and Topsham.  Also, the bridge has recently been placed on the 
Maine Preservation Endangered List for 2017.
Nevertheless, the following email contains comments and accounts of how the 
process has not been evenly considerate of the participating consulting parties 
which is the main criticism of mine.  I do so because I think great harm will be 
done to this project if the bridge is demolished.  
I believe that this whole process of Section 106, The National Environmental 
Policy Act and Environmental Assessment has been biased to the assertions of the 
commercial activities of both Topsham and Brunswick which have exerted much 
determination to have the MDOT build a new bridge and not preserve an historic 
asset.  This fostered a premature decision by Maine DOT to approve the 
alternative of an upstream location of a new bridge.  Significant funds and staff 
time also have been expended on MDOT engineer designs and meetings of MDOT 
staff in preliminary planning in spite of the fact that a final decision about the 
FJWB has not been made.  Since this is a Federal funded project, it is of interest 
and should be explained and to an appropriate agency.  At the State of Maine 
level, their funding level is less (20%) but regardless, funds are and have been 
expended without final authority to build a new bridge. This is a case of 
transparency and coherent program administration that suggests the integrity of 
the program may possibly be deficient and not appropriately managed.
The State of Maine has a non-partisan independent legislative office that 
conducts independent and objective reviews of State programs that concentrate 
on financial resources to be used in the best manner to ensure the effectiveness 
and efficiency of these State programs.  It is titled the Office of Program 
Evaluation and Government Accountability (OPEGA) and they perform audits that 
also: “evaluates compliance with laws, regulations, policies and procedures…” and 
“in pursuit to be a model for best practices in government…”  I have not 
contacted them yet, but I think the FJWB difficulty could be a subject of their 
(OPEGA) involvement.  I do so because there could be overlap between your 
agency and them.  If appropriate, (OPEGA) can be contacted later.
In final remarks, I say that a cultural heritage asset such as this bridge is can be a 
continuing attraction of quality and authenticity if it is rehabilitated and 
designated its historical title. I and others invite you to offer your assistance in 
this matter.  Please do not hesitate to contact me for any further information or 
assistance.

Sincerely,
William F. Morin
6 Front Street
Topsham, Maine 04086
williammorin@midmaine.com
207.729.1760

EMAIL TO MARY ANN NABER
Date: Monday, November 27, 2017
Subject: Frank J Wood Bridge (FJWB) Maine number 2016

Dear Ms. Naber: 
Thank you for your kind acceptance of the opportunity to attend the next 106 
meeting in Topsham, Maine in the near future to discuss the current progress of 
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the evaluation to “rehabilitate or replace” the Frank J Wood Bridge (FJWB) Maine 
number 2016.  Our telephone conversation discussing this occurred last July as 
you may recall. The following is an accounting of the 106 processes that I 
participated in and my assessment of the level of impartiality displayed by 
governmental, economic planners, and singular issue citizen alliances in 
addressing the future preservation or destruction of the FJWB.
The 106 process which addresses the alternatives of the FJWB has not been the 
explicit and well-structured managed procedure it should be.  Participants have 
been the Maine Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, 
Maine State Historical Office, the towns of Brunswick and Topsham Maine 
through the town staffs, the town councilors and selectmen, authorized 
consulting parties and other local private, public and economic interests. 
I am not footnoting references about specific items but will provide them upon 
request as it would add much complex information.  
This process has many entry points for all the above participants plus the general 
public.  My entry point is as a consulting party to Maine DOT WIN: 22603.00, 
Federal Project No. STP-2260 (300) X (FJWB) in support of the 106 Process. I also 
qualify as a lifelong resident of the immediate area and location of the FJWB and 
have many concerns about the area and the bridge. I have lived for at least 60 
years in either Brunswick or Topsham within sight of the bridge from my home 
area and for many reasons favor its existence continuing.
I serve as a founding member of the Topsham Heights Neighborhood Association 
(THNA) which advocates for general improvements and resolution of 
neighborhood concerns and which encompasses the area next to the 
Androscoggin River which has two major other bridges which are historical in 
their own right. I have previously supported the preservation of a portion of the 
“Free Bridge” or Black Bridge number ME 0323 and encouraged residents from 
Topsham, Brunswick, and Harpswell to submit their concerns to Maine DOT of 
which some did.  All of them received a detailed reply from the MDOT and which 
they commented to me that they appreciated very much. I also assisted in final 
efforts of and dedication of the rehabilitated footbridge between Topsham 
Heights and Brunswick almost ten years ago. Our neighborhood association 
(THNA) continues to perform landscaping and grounds maintenance at a paved 
foot path that connects the footbridge to the area adjacent to the Black Bridge 
and a “stringer” to the Black Bridge connection which are both noted as being 
historical by MDOT in their 2002 inventory of Maine bridges. The footpath is 
greatly used and much positive comment has been made to that effect by users. 
Maine DOT provided the majority of the funding of the footpath to encourage 
walking connections in areas such as this.  
I have three major concerns in this discussion about the 106 processes and they 
are the consistency of the structure and governance of the process itself and 
secondly, the difficulty of the insistence of the local government and commercial 
interests to replace the FJWB bridge as well as MDOT assertions that it should be 
replaced.  A third concern describes the seemingly disregard of acknowledgement 
of the fact that the FJWB is an historical structure eligible for the national register 
and an integral and supporting component of the Brunswick Topsham Industrial 
Historical District. 
My first exposure to this process was an initial public meeting held in February 
2015 in Topsham and there was described through photos the rusted portions of 
the FJWB.  It was a definite display of a bridge looking neglected and badly 
maintained.  Discussion of the costs for renovation emerged and the overall 
presentation left one sensing it was perhaps not worthwhile to rehabilitate the 
FJWB. Consideration of the bridge being historical had little mention. Little other 
comment was made about the rehabilitation of the bridge and I recognized an 
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immediate partiality being revealed.  I also experienced this impression when I 
encouraged the saving of the lower auto deck of the aforementioned Black 
Bridge.
I did read a recent MDOT Yearly Workplan when the FJWB was listed as a 
budgeted item and it described the project as improvements costing $14.9 million 
but did not mention rehabilitation or replacement. That amount of funds 
incidentally reflected a later estimate for replacement of the FJWB. 
During the period of February 2015 to April 2016, MDOT performed a Preliminary 
Design Feasibility Study in which community interests were received such as 
detours, costs, life cycle projections and bicycle and pedestrian connectivity. Also 
included were design alternatives, meetings with town officials to discuss the 
project such as utilities, traffic, a Section 106 Architectural Survey and Town and 
Tribal notifications were completed. It appears that this period of time (14 
months), many meetings occurred pertaining to this study and a preferred result 
was evolving and that was the option of replacing the FJWB.
An April 25, 2016 public meeting occurred immediately after the study was 
completed to discuss these findings.  Then a period of “Additional Evaluation of 
Alternatives” (May 2016 to March 2017) occurred which included three Section 
106 Consulting Party Meetings, comments, and SHPO (State Historical 
Preservation Office) consultation. It is notable that after this period of time, the 
“Additional Evaluation of Alternatives” (May 2016 to March 2017) activity 
stressed the discussion of the five alternatives of the FJWB vigorously without a 
definitive outcome.
The three Section 106 Consulting Party Meetings occurred on July 11, August 18, 
and October 27, 2016.  I became aware of this from a consulting party and 
attended the October 2016 meeting whereupon I requested and received 
consulting party status. I in early 2017 as with other parties submitted comments 
to FHW/MDOT.  The consulting parties had a meeting schedule which was very 
compacted (July 11, August 18, and October 27, 2016) and structured as 
meetings where one could speak to the FHW and MDOT staff about concerns but 
not in the best way to discuss their concerns in detail. True, written comments 
were provided to staff but no face to face consulting discussions would occur.

Consistency of the structure and governance of the process:
I would like to point out the problematic manner of the 106 processes at this time 
that was not consistent with the structure and management of the 
program.  Many consulting parties are concerned that the opportunity to directly 
face Maine DOT and discuss the many facts of this project were not conveyed to 
in short meetings to them in July, August and October 2016.  However, as you can 
see from the previous time line, there were many opportunities for FHWA/MDOT 
to interact with town staff and other stakeholders and encourage their 
agreement.  From February 2015 to April 2016 (14 months), during the 
“Preliminary Design Feasibility Study” there was ample time to meet with 
adamant supporters of a new bridge.
These supporters in their comments responded to MDOT represented their 
interests and it is their right to do so.  But, their interests represent a smaller 
portion of our communities and may I say also the entire State of Maine.  This 
bridge is funded by Federal and State taxes and the historical preservation laws of 
the Federal government and states which advocate for deliberated treatment of 
our historical properties.
The above reference about the time and parties involved in close conferences was 
substantiated in the minutes of the TOWN OF TOPSHAM HISTORIC DISTRICT 
COMMISSION of May 11, 2016 when stated to the TOWN OF TOPSHAM HISTORIC 
DISTRICT COMMISSION by the Topsham Economic Development Director that 
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“the project has been in the works for the past 14 months with Topsham and 
Brunswick working closely with the Maine DOT staff.”
That would place the time of initial beginning of such coordination with the staff 
of the towns of Topsham and Brunswick starting 14 months prior to this May 
2016 meeting to be around March 2015 and at least eight months before the 
announced beginning of the 106 processes in November 2015.  During that time 
of March 2015 to May 2016 (14 months), there was much opportunity to 
cultivate support from the Brunswick and Topsham legislative bodies with their 
approvals on April 19th and May 5th, 2016 respectively.  Brunswick Town 
Councilors attending who spoke shared unanimously approval for replacement 
and Topsham adopted a resolution in favor of replacing the FJWB and voted to 
collaborate with Brunswick to form a design committee to design a bridge to 
satisfy Maine DOT’s stated transportation conditions.  A preliminary design 
proposal was also considered during this 14-month period by stakeholders and 
constituencies mainly stating bicycle and pedestrian use recommendations. The 
Board of Selectmen of Topsham, my town residence, in May 2016 passed an 
endorsement that the FJWB be replaced based upon their understanding of the 
project and again they reiterated their preference in December 2016 with an 
additional endorsement favoring replacement.

The difficulty of insistence is as follows:
Also stated at the May 11, 2016 meeting of the TOWN OF TOPSHAM HISTORIC 
DISTRICT COMMISSION, were the reasons that the town planning and economic 
staff of Topsham recommended replacement of the FJWB for Topsham as the 
bridge “was needing repair, concerns from local businesses and a new bridge 
would be safer.”  

The most significant reason stated by MDOT was the following: 
“Recommendation of the MDOT that the existing bridge be replaced after a year 
of careful consideration of all alternatives, including rehabilitation”.   This 
reason was also referenced in another input from Topsham Development Inc. This 
recommendation in essence said all five alternatives would be considered by 
Maine DOT but Maine DOT would definitely only approve a replacement after a 
year of consideration during the 106 Process. That is exactly what happened and 
that decision was announced in August 2017 by MDOT.

In April 2017 a public meeting / open house by MDOT was held but it consisted of 
a briefing of the bridge condition and visiting individual stations with exhibits 
where attendees could review and ask questions about certain aspects of the 
project. The public was not given the opportunity to ask questions of a moderator 
in an assembly format and many were quite offended because they could not ask 
a question and get an answer that the assemblage could hear.  
I personally asked a question of one staff at an individual station in regards to 
how the entrances to the new bridge would be and was told that the concern was 
not appropriate before the issue of the bridge was concluded.  I consider that is a 
part of an overall project and it was never addressed in any 106 meetings or 
discussions to my knowledge.  

The bridge is an historical structure eligible for the national register:
The disregard of acknowledgement and acceptance of the fact that the bridge is 
an historical structure eligible for the national register is described as follows and 
merits consideration of its significant prominence. 
A Memorandum from Earle Shettleworth SHPO of the Maine Historic 
Preservation Commission May 1999, Subject: Historic Bridge Survey-Truss 
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Bridges-National Register eligibility review to MDOT.
He communicates as follows. He concurs with Judith Lindsey-Foster of MDOT, OES 
that “previously unevaluated bridges merit nomination to the National Register 
of Historic Places either Criterion A or C or a combination there of”. Specifically, 
the Frank J Wood Bridge number 2016 of Brunswick he says “it is our opinion that 
it meets the National Register criteria which at this time “MDOT considers to be 
ineligible.” Further, the Frank J Wood Bridge is located near “historic resources 
that merit nomination to the Register as historic districts.” “In Brunswick, this 
includes the already listed Bowdoin Mill (located in Topsham) and the Cabot Mill 
on the other side of the river.” The Frank J Wood forms a link between these two 
industrial complexes and is, in its own right, a product of the industrial age.”
This was true in 1999 and still is in 2017!
Further in the memo, Mr. Shettleworth urges MDOT to review the inventory as 
bridges may continue to deteriorate or be replaced with the possibility that 
such a bridge type may no longer be in the inventory.
Almost 20 years later, a number of truss bridges have been replaced statewide 
and in two nearby towns Lisbon and Dresden Maine in the last few years.
Time has passed to year 2017 and these concerns were not addressed and now 
we are at this critical juncture where the FJWB will be demolished.  It is probably 
the most noted urban bridge in the mid coast region due to its length and setting 
in an historical industrial region – A TRUE GEM !
I hope I have expressed adequately some important concerns about the Section 
106 process.  It has been difficult and drawn out.  I understand there will be 
another meeting sometime in early 2018.  I look forward to your attendance and 
assistance in these matters.

William F. Morin
6 Front Street
Topsham, MAINE 04086
207.729.1760
WILLIAMMORIN@MIDMAINE.COM
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FOREWORD 

By Richard Moe 
President Emeritus, National Trust for Historic Preservation 

In the midst of the rapid post-war economic expansion 

of the 1960s, Americans saw their country’s historic 

buildings and sites disappearing at an unprecedented 

rate.  Out of this rush towards urban renewal, the con-

struction of the interstate highway system and the 

growth of suburbia, a forward-looking group of men 

and women identified government policy as both a 

primary cause and potential solution to this loss of our 

shared heritage. 

Their call to arms, the 1966 report With Heritage So Rich, 

made an eloquent statement of the importance of pre-

serving historic places as personal, community, and 

economic assets for the nation’s present and future 

generations.  The report also made a persuasive case that government institutions—particularly those of the fed-

eral government—need to exercise a strong leadership role in promoting the preservation of America’s heritage 

as a fundamental national policy. 

One of the direct results of this effort was the subsequent enactment of the National Historic Preservation Act, a 

law that is—hands down—the most important federal statute relating to the protection of America’s historic plac-

es.  Following the lead suggested by With Heritage So Rich, the NHPA sets out a strong statement of national poli-

cy to provide federal leadership in the preservation of America’s historic places and cultural resources.  Many of 

the nuts and bolts of the National Historic Preservation Act also follow from recommendations of the 1966 report:  

it authorizes the expansion of the National Register of Historic Places; creates a partnership relationship between 

the federal government, the states and tribes, local governments and the National Trust; sets out stewardship re-

sponsibilities for federal agencies for historic properties under their own jurisdiction and requires that they use 

historic buildings to the maximum extent possible; and establishes the independent federal Advisory Council on 

Historic Preservation to advise the president and Congress on matters relating to historic preservation, to encour-

age (with the National Trust) public participation in preservation, and to review and make recommendations re-

garding policies and programs of the various federal agencies that affect historic resources. 
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A lynchpin in bringing many of these components together to ensure 

effective federal leadership in the saving of America’s heritage is 

Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act—the focus of 

this report.  Section 106 essentially requires federal agencies to stop, 

look, and consider the effects that their activities have on historic 

properties.  While that requirement appears to be a simple review 

process, it has proved to be an extremely effective protective me-

chanism for historic and cultural resources under federal law. 

Unfortunately, the effectiveness of this cornerstone of federal preser-

vation law has diminished over time. Consequently, this report—

Back to Basics—is a wake-up call for all who care deeply about these 

unique places that define us as Americans. 

In commissioning this report, the National Trust was primarily con-

cerned about major federal undertakings where we felt the Section 

106 process was failing, such as in New Orleans.  Since the destruc-

tion of Hurricane Katrina, we have seen the demolition—with the Advisory Council’s concurrence—of 4,500 units 

of historic public housing that were not seriously damaged in the resulting floods.  More recently, the Section 106 

process has led to approval of the unnecessary demolition of over 150 historic properties for two new hospitals in 

the city. 

But the results of this study went much deeper than these high-profile, headline-grabbing Section 106 cases and 

identified numerous recommendations that will be extremely influential in improving the long-run effectiveness 

of this critical protective mechanism. 

There is some irony in labeling Section 106 a “protective mechanism,” since it is a legal requirement that is 

entirely procedural in character.  In other words, it effectively requires only that agencies consider alternatives 

and modifications to their projects and programs in order to avoid, minimize, and mitigate adverse impacts on 

historic properties and to consider the views of others—notably the federal Advisory Council on Historic 

Preservation.  But once they have met this threshold of review, agency officials are free to balance programmatic 

and preservation values as they believe appropriate.  In no sense does the law mandate preservation as an 

outcome.  At the same time, it is obvious that the statute is not neutral in its intent—it reflects and implements an 

unmistakable pro-preservation policy.  Despite its procedural character, it is no coincidence that many thousands 

of historic places across the country have been protected from inappropriate federal, and federally funded or li-

censed, projects because of the Section 106 process; that is what the drafters intended.  So long as the process is 

followed in good faith—and so long as agencies start the process while alternatives can still be considered—

consultation often results in projects being modified, alternatives explored, mitigation measures established, and 

historic places saved. 

Federally-sponsored demolition of 4,500 units of 
historic public housing in New Orleans—left intact 
by Hurricane Katrina—took place despite Section 
106. [NTHP] 
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Since the enactment of the NHPA, the National Trust for Histor-

ic Preservation has been an active participant in hundreds of 

Section 106 consultations.  Through the years, we have seen 

many successes (preservation alternatives followed or signifi-

cant mitigation successfully adopted), and many failures (pre-

servation alternatives rejected or ignored).  The National Trust 

has also played an important advocacy role in court, helping to 

enforce both Section 106 and the broader administrative process 

that supports it. 

Although many federal agencies follow Section 106 in good 

faith, in recent years the National Trust has become concerned 

that, in some circumstances, agencies have not been giving se-

rious consideration to real alternatives that would avoid or mi-

nimize harm to historic properties.  The National Trust has seen 

these problems occur more frequently with certain federal agen-

cies, where historic preservation is too often seen as an impedi-

ment to the agency’s core mission.  Often the problem can be 

attributed to an agency’s failure to initiate Section 106 consulta-

tion at an early stage—in other words, compliance is deferred 

until after initial agency decisions have been made. In such cas-

es, Section 106 consultation is little more than an exercise to 

identify minimal mitigation for projects that could have been 

planned to avoid significant impacts to historic resources in the first place. 

The effectiveness of agency Section 106 compliance is not a new issue or concern for preservation advocates; 

however, the need for strong protection strategies coming out of the Section 106 consultation process is especially 

critical today, particularly given the enormous amount of infrastructure work being generated through economic 

stimulus and recovery funding.  And other federal funding priorities—ranging from military base realignment to 

disaster assistance programs—will continue to place great pressure on Section 106 review at the state and local 

levels.  As a result, the National Trust is concerned that the pressure to spend federal funds very quickly will lead 

to a tendency for agencies to “game” the system, that is, to make decisions first and go through the motions of 

Section 106 consultation as an afterthought.  Thus, there is a strong need—both in the short term, as well as the 

longer term—for more effective and timely Section 106 compliance. 

Finally, we have become increasingly concerned about the role of public involvement in Section 106 consulta-

tion—an issue that is central to the National Trust’s mission, because our congressional charter emphasizes the 

importance of facilitating public participation in historic preservation.  Over the past decade, the Advisory Coun-

cil has scaled back its involvement in day-to-day Section 106 consultation and narrowed its participation to the 

more significant and complex cases.  Enhanced public involvement had been viewed as a way to offset the Advi-

Planning for a major housing project at Pearl Harbor’s 
Ford Island airfield—the heart of the Pearl Harbor Nation-
al Historic Landmark District—was well underway before 
commencement of the Section 106 process, leaving little 
opportunity for significant reshaping of the project to 
mitigate the effects on the historic setting. [NTHP] 
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sory Council’s more limited role in the Section 106 process.  Unfortunately, the assumption that additional public 

participation could help to address a reduced Advisory Council role has not been reliable, since consulting parties 

and the public have not always been welcomed or effectively included by the federal agencies. 

For all these reasons, the National Trust decided to commission an independent study to look specifically at the 

current state of Section 106 implementation and to make recommendations that might help to improve the 

process.  For this effort, we asked Leslie Barras, a lawyer with extensive practical experience in federal environ-

mental and preservation law, to research implementation practices, and in particular to interview and gain in-

sight from other practitioners in the field—including current and former agency officials, state and tribal 

preservation officers, local preservation advocates, and consultants.  Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation 

Act:  Back to Basics is the result of that review. 

Ms. Barras’ findings and recommendations are her own, but the themes that she sets out in the attached report, 

we believe, are exactly on point.  In one sense, the title she has chosen for her report, Back to Basics, says it all—

that the core principles of Section 106, laid out with clarity in the Advisory Council rules, need to be reaffirmed 

and made the basis of federal practice: 

“The goal of consultation is to identify historic properties potentially affected by the undertaking, assess its 
effects and seek ways to avoid, minimize or mitigate any adverse effects on historic properties . . . . The agen-
cy official shall ensure that the section 106 process is initiated early in the undertaking's planning, so that a 
broad range of alternatives may be considered during the planning process for the undertaking.” 

Her key recommendations ring true to all of us who have worked for many years to ensure an effective Section 

106 process.  Section 106 must be at the core of the work of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation.  Earlier 

and broader integration of preservation values in federal agency planning is crucial if we are to move Section 106 

from a perfunctory review to the role in establishing federal leadership in historic preservation that the law’s au-

thors intended. Public access to the Section 106 review process is a key component to finding alternatives that 

meet agency goals and protect our common heritage. 

We hope this report will serve as a starting point for a re-examination of federal agency implementation of Sec-

tion 106: a refining of practice and procedures to ensure more meaningful consideration of preservation values, a 

strengthening of performance and accountability standards, and an effort to better engage the public and other 

stakeholders in the process. 

Despite its procedural character, the substantive effectiveness of Section 106 as a preservation tool has been dem-

onstrated time and time again in practice; it is only appropriate that we explore every opportunity possible to en-

sure that this tool remains an effective means to protect America’s heritage. 

 

—Richard Moe, September 2010 
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INTRODUCTION 

BACK TO BASICS considers federal agency imple-

mentation of Section 106 of the National Historic Pre-

servation Act of 1966, a paramount national policy 

directive regarding historic preservation. Comprising 

a remarkably spare 126 words in two sentences, Sec-

tion 106 provides that: 

The head of any Federal agency having direct or  
indirect jurisdiction over a proposed Federal or  
federally assisted undertaking in any State and 
the head of any Federal department or indepen-
dent agency having authority to license any un-
dertaking shall, prior to the approval of the 
expenditure of any Federal funds on the under-
taking or prior to the issuance of any license, as 
the case may be, take into account the effect of the 
undertaking on any district, site, building, struc-
ture, or object that is included in or eligible for in-
clusion in the National Register. The head of any 
such Federal agency shall afford the Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation established un-
der title II of this Act a reasonable opportunity to 
comment with regard to such undertaking.1  

This basic procedural obligation—simply requiring 

federal agencies to consider the effects of their actions 

on historic sites and cultural resources, and obligating them to obtain outside views regarding those actions—

stands as one of the most important aspects of federal historic preservation policy.  The substantive impact of the 

law has resulted in the adaptive reuse of historic buildings, preservation of archaeological sites, and design of 

projects to blend in—rather than conflict—with historic landscapes. This report was commissioned to assess fed-

eral agency implementation of this important statutory obligation and to identify ways to improve current prac-

tices. Many agencies conscientiously meet their Section 106 obligations when planning for and carrying out 

programs and projects. Others, however, either comply with the requirements of Section 106 belatedly, when it is 

The past is not the property of historians; it is a public possession.  It belongs to anyone 

who is aware of it, and it grows by being shared.  It sustains the whole society, which 

always needs the identity that only the past can give. 

— Walter Havighurst, quoted in With Heritage So Rich, 1966 
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difficult to give meaningful consideration to avoidance options or mitigation, or simply fail to comply with Sec-

tion 106 altogether when carrying out individual projects.  

Several recent evaluations of the national historic preservation program have included Section 106 as an element. 

These efforts include findings of the “Preserve America” summit sponsored by the Advisory Council on Historic 

Preservation in 2006; reports by the National Academy of Public Administration in 2007 and 2009; and three  

reports in 2009—two on federal real property management and the other a Preserve America “expert panel” re-

port on structural improvements to the national historic preservation program.2 

These seven key recommendations in Back to Basics were consciously developed to build on and extend these oth-

er recent analyses:  

1. Federal agencies must endorse and compel compliance with Section 106.  

2. Federal agencies need to ensure earlier and broader integration of preservation values in their 

planning processes.  

3. The Advisory Council should vigorously assert Section 106 as its core mission.  

4. Improvements are needed to increase consulting party access and public involvement in the Section 

106 process. 

5. State and tribal Section 106 programs should be supported by fees and full appropriation of proceeds 

in the national Historic Preservation Fund account.  

6. Prior to further federal agency use of alternative approaches to comply with Section 106, the Advisory 

Council should establish standards to promote accountability for implementing these “program 

alternatives.”  

7. Section 106 stakeholders should pursue new ways of using technology, while improving and expand-

ing existing uses. 

This report differs from the other recent reports in two basic ways. Because it is solely devoted to Section 106, this 

study provides a more intensive evaluation of experiences and development of findings and recommended ac-

tions. Additionally, it is the first formal report commissioned by the National Trust for Historic Preservation on 

Section 106, a primary advocacy tool for the organization.  

Today, as it has been since its enactment in 1966, Section 106 remains an imperfect but essential requirement for 

protecting the nation’s historic properties. While it is well known as a procedural protection only, its legislative  

history and chronicles of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation highlight the critical substantive impor-

tance of Section 106 as a protection tool at the federal level. It is no exaggeration to say that thousands of historic 

places across the country have been protected from the adverse effects of federal projects, or projects receiving 

federal permits, other types of formal approvals, or funding, as a result of Section 106.  

When considering the number of federal and federally assisted projects reviewed within required Section 106 

deadlines each year, and the relatively modest size of reviewing agency staff levels and budgets, this level of pro-

tection has come at a relatively small cost.  On an annual basis, state historic preservation officers (SHPOs) and 
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tribal historic preservation officers (THPOs) report on their Section 106 project review workload to the National 

Park Service. (The roles of SHPOs and THPOs—who provide critical checks-and-balances in Section 106 imple-

mentation—are described in Section 2 of Part II of this report.)  These reported numbers belie any generalizations 

from those regulated by Section 106 that the law impedes the work of government and business. From 2004 

through 2008, for example, the states reviewed an annual average of 114,000 actions relating to federal or federal-

ly assisted projects. Approximately 85 percent of this Section 106 caseload resulted in “no historic properties af-

fected” determinations, 13 percent in “no adverse effects” determinations, and 2 percent in a “memorandum of 

agreement” because particular projects caused adverse effects to historic properties, therefore requiring mitiga-

tion of those harms.3  

As a relatively small agency with substantial responsibility under Section 106, the Advisory Council on Historic 

Preservation must itself efficiently and judiciously use the time and expertise of its professional staff and mem-

bership in commenting on Section 106 cases (the “members” are federal agency officials, individual presidential 

appointees, and other stakeholder positions identified to serve on the agency’s board by the NHPA).  Section 2 of 

Part II of this report includes an analysis of the Advisory Council’s Section 106 workload over the decades, com-

piled from the agency’s annual reports to the president and Congress.  In summary, the staff’s Section 106 casel-

oad more than quadrupled from the late 1960s through the late 1990s, although declining by more than half from 

2000 through the present. However, the current caseload is comprised of matters that tend to be more complex 

and significant. Since 2000, the Council caseload has been much more discretionary and within the Council’s own 

control, as the revised regulations give the Council the option to choose whether or not to participate in individu-

al Section 106 cases. The Advisory Council’s staff participated in 3 percent of federal or federally assisted projects 

undertaken each year by the late 1990s and, more recently, approximately 1 percent.  Formal comments by the 

members of the Advisory Council are issued in less than 0.01 percent of all projects undertaken yearly by federal 

agencies or with their support.  Although direct involvement of the Council’s staff and membership in projects is 

uncommon, because the rules implementing Section 106 have delegated the vast majority of Section 106 reviews 

to the SHPOs and THPOs, the expertise of the agency’s professional staff and its members is nonetheless very im-

portant—and often pivotal—in the relatively few controversial, policy-setting, or complex cases that meet the cri-

teria for the Council’s review. The majority of the interviewees expressed a clear desire for greater Council 

involvement, and stronger Council advocacy for preservation values and outcomes in the Section 106 process. 

Interviewees for this study generally regard the existing Section 106 statutory and regulatory framework as  

providing sufficient policy guidance for the program today. Indeed, a number of interviewees suggested that the 

Advisory Council should proceed very cautiously in evaluating further regulatory changes to its Section 106 im-

plementing rules (currently codified at 36 Code of Federal Regulations Part 800). Past regulatory actions have 

consumed the small agency for years. Further, its caseload actually increased for a period of time after these regu-

latory revisions—particularly the 1986 revisions which were designed to extricate the agency from consultation in 

the overwhelming majority of cases.  

While the statutory and regulatory framework of Section 106 remains sound, actual implementation of this  

important preservation tool suffers in several key respects. The title of this report—Back to Basics—was chosen to 
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call out two troubling patterns in Section 106 implementation that have developed over the past couple of dec-

ades. One of these involves federal agencies that recognize their responsibilities and ensure that their Section 106 

paperwork is managed relatively well (examples include federal highway division offices in certain parts of the 

country whose Section 106 work is substantially carried out by state agencies under formal delegation). A consen-

sus emerged among those interviewed for this report that these types of agencies need to become less “rote” in 

their approach and should exercise more critical thinking at the project planning stage about ways to avoid harm-

ing historic landscapes, sites, and buildings. On the other hand are the agencies for which Section 106 implemen-

tation or oversight needs to become more rote. These agencies include those whose mission does not routinely 

trigger Section 106, because, for example, they do not manage real property or build projects. They also include 

agencies that provide financial assistance, permits, or other approvals to tens of thousands of applicants each 

year, such as the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and the Army Corps of Engineers.  In 

these latter cases, both applicants and the regional or local staff of the federal agencies do not often understand, or 

give only perfunctory attention to, their compliance responsibilities, based on the interviews for this study.  

In both cases along the spectrum of Section 106 compliance, there is a compelling need for attention to and  

reinforcement of the basic purposes of the review and consultation process. Those goals are clearly spelled out by 

the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation in Subpart A of the agency’s Part 800 rules (“Purposes and Partici-

pants”): 

The section 106 process seeks to accommodate historic preservation concerns with the needs of Federal 
undertakings through consultation among the agency official and other parties with an interest in the ef-
fects of the undertaking on historic properties, commencing at the early stages of project planning. The 
goal of consultation is to identify historic properties potentially affected by the undertaking, assess its ef-
fects and seek ways to avoid, minimize or mitigate any adverse effects on historic properties . . . . The 
agency official shall ensure that the section 106 process is initiated early in the undertaking's planning, so 
that a broad range of alternatives may be considered during the planning process for the undertaking.4   

As one interviewee noted, the status of this portion of the regulations is too often treated by federal agency offi-

cials as if it were a nonbinding preamble. Emphasizing Subpart A would require federal agencies to recognize 

and compel their compliance responsibilities during planning, staffing, budgeting, and evaluating their perfor-

mance, and would allow the Advisory Council to reassert Section 106 as its core mission. The first sentence in the 

quote above from the “Purposes” introduction to Subpart A also reminds nonfederal stakeholders that, even if 

the review and consultation process is conducted early, authentically, and with federal leadership, Section 106 is 

ultimately about balancing competing values and interests.  

Part I of this report is intended to provide a summary overview of the key findings and recommendations result-

ing from this study.  Part II, which can be read as a complete, stand-alone report, provides a more technical analy-

sis and associated references.  This more detailed assessment begins with a background review of the role of 

Section 106 (and the National Environmental Policy Act) in federal preservation policy, and continues by explain-

ing the steps involved—and different participants—in the Section 106 process, leading to the recommendations 

summarized in Part I.  It is worth noting that the report emphasizes findings and recommendations regarding 

federal agencies, including the Advisory Council, because they bear the bulk of Section 106 statutory responsibili-
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ties. At the same time, the report also recognizes the important roles played by state and tribal preservation offic-

es in the day-to-day implementation of Section 106, particularly by emphasizing the need for full and more relia-

ble funding, including fees, of those programs. SHPO and THPO offices cumulatively provide Section 106 

consultation input over 100,000 times a year. These roles resulted from amendments to the Section 106 rules be-

ginning in the early 1980s which shifted such responsibilities from the Advisory Council to the states (and later, 

the tribes), with the overwhelming support of federal agencies and industry.  As project review and consultation 

duties have, therefore, shifted more heavily to state and tribal programs, ensuring more funding of these essential 

preservation partners should be a priority.  

Research leading to the preparation of this report included an extensive literature review spanning more than 40 

years of the NHPA’s history. Annual reports submitted to the president and Congress until fiscal year 2000 by the 

Advisory Council provide a useful long-range perspective on Section 106 implementation—including flaws, dis-

appointments, and successes. Interviews yielded insights into current compliance issues, mostly from the pers-

pective of SHPOs and their staff, THPOs, preservation advocates, cultural resource consultants, and current and 

former staff of the Advisory Council. Those interviews also provided a useful glimpse of what practitioners feel is 

especially innovative about Section 106 today—including (among other things) opportunities to consider tradi-

tional cultural properties, to identify newly National Register-eligible resources from the mid-20th century, and to 

use new mechanisms to engage the public with advances in World Wide Web technology and social media. On 

the other hand, the interviews also suggested that many practitioners have serious concerns today about the im-

plementation of Section 106.  These concerns include the absence of early federal agency planning, as well as the 

absence of direct involvement by federal agencies in consultations on individual projects; funding shortfalls for 

Section 106 review and implementation at all levels of government; and the Section 106 role of applicants for fed-

eral funding, permits, or other types of approvals. A number of these concerns—and opportunities—are detailed 

in this report. 

The Section 106 consultation process involves hundreds of federal agencies and offices, thousands of federal  

programs, projects, and activities, and many thousands of individuals at all levels of government and within the  

private sector.  Given the breadth of the law’s application, and an implementation record spanning more than 

four decades, any attempt at assessment and analysis will have its limits. While recognizing those limits, this re-

port is intended to identify areas in which the process might be improved, based in particular on the observations 

of practitioners who have worked in the field for many years. At the same time, the study’s recommendations are 

not intended in any way to diminish the important and often heroic work of those individuals who strive daily to 

implement this essential law, including employees of federal agencies, the Advisory Council specifically, state 

and tribal preservation offices, and cultural resource professionals in the private sector. 
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KEY RECOMMENDATIONS 

The core of Part I of this report, which follows, describes seven key recommendations resulting from the research 

and analysis described in more detail in Part II.  These key recommendations correspond to the following catego-

ries: Federal Agencies, Planning, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, Public Participation, Funding, 

Program Alternatives, and Technology. 

As will become apparent to the reader, the seven key recommendations and 31 sub-recommendations included in 

this report are not directed uniformly to a particular entity.  Instead, depending on the nature of the issue in  

question, the recommendation may be best considered by, respectively, individual federal agencies, the president, 

the Advisory Council, Congress (particularly with respect to funding), and even to public interest organizations 

(including the National Trust).  At the same time, the core themes reflected in this document are offered for the 

consideration of all those individuals, agencies, and entities that are responsible for helping to guide implementa-

tion of Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act. 
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RECOMMENDATION 1 

Almost five decades have passed since federal agen-

cies were directed by Congress to support a national 

policy of historic preservation.  That policy directive 

requires intentional planning to use federally owned 

historic properties in ways that maintain and promote 

their use, as well as considering ways to avoid harm-

ing historic properties when federal programs or 

projects are implemented. Other legislative or presi-

dential directives have expanded or supplemented the 

core set of federal preservation responsibilities since 

1966, but have not changed much of the basics of Sec-

tion 106.  

In terms of implementing the law, interviews for this 

report suggest that there are problems on two ends of 

the scale. On the one hand are the more sophisticated 

agencies that, at least as a matter of process, manage 

their paperwork well.  A consensus emerged among 

those interviewed that these agencies need to become 

less “rote” and should exercise more critical thinking 

at the project planning stage about ways to use historic 

properties in a positive way and avoid harming histor-

ic landscapes and buildings. On the other hand are the 

agencies for which Section 106 implementation or 

oversight needs to become more rote. These agencies 

include those whose mission does not routinely trigger 

Section 106 reviews. They also include agencies that 

provide financial assistance, permits, or other formal 

approvals to tens of thousands of business applicants 

and local governments each year.  In these cases, both 

the applicants and the local or regional staff of the fed-

eral agencies often do not understand or give only per-

functory attention to their compliance responsibilities. 

The following recommendations are intended to focus 

the need for federal government leadership to endorse 

Section 106 as a responsibility and to compel com-

pliance at all levels within their agencies—reinforcing 

agency responsibilities at the highest level, increasing 

oversight and enforcement over their representatives 

and delegates who carry out Section 106 on their be-

half, and requiring greater public disclosure about all 

of these activities. 

Federal Agencies Must Endorse and Compel 
Compliance With Section 106 
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A PRESIDENTIAL MEMORANDUM 
SHOULD BE ISSUED REINFORCING 
FEDERAL AGENCY RESPONSIBILITIES 
UNDER THE NATIONAL HISTORIC 
PRESERVATION ACT AND REQUIRING 
REPORTING ON CURRENT COMPLIANCE.   

There are many federal laws, and several key execu-

tive orders, that clearly and comprehensively describe  

federal agency responsibilities regarding historic 

properties. More laws are unnecessary, a point upon 

which almost all interviewees agreed. Executive or-

ders, such as E.O. 11,593 (Protection and enhancement of 

the cultural environment) and E.O. 13,287 (Preserve 

America), have provided important policy guidance 

and expanded scope to the NHPA in key points dur-

ing its history.  Accordingly, a new presidential direc-

tive in the form of a memorandum targeted to the 

heads of federal agencies may help to address agency 

compliance responsibilities on a more detailed level.  

Therefore, this report recommends that policy empha-

sis on existing compliance responsibilities and a re-

porting directive should be issued through a 

presidential memorandum. Such a memorandum 

would reinforce the roles and responsibilities of feder-

al agencies under Sections 106 and 110 of the NHPA, 

and Subpart A of the Advisory Council’s Section 106 

regulations, through a formal order to the heads of 

federal agencies, both the 15 executive departments 

and 65 independent agencies.  

The first element of such a memorandum should be a 

strong policy statement identifying the existing laws, 

orders, and rules that commit the federal government 

to preserving the diverse tangible and intangible her-

itage of this country and that impose specific com-

pliance responsibilities on federal agencies. A 

component of this statement should reiterate the ad-

ministration’s support of historic preservation values 

as a matter of national policy and a commitment to full 

executive branch compliance.  

In addition, the recommended reporting directive to 

federal agencies should include specific requirements 

to report progress on inventorying historic properties  

(expanding current executive order requirements, as  

detailed in Section 3-1 of Part II of this report) and for 

quantifying their historic preservation staff capacity. 

Subsections 112(a)(1)(A) and (B) of the NHPA require 

that federal agencies ensure that the actions and quali-

fications of employees meet professional standards 

established by the Secretary of the Interior, in consul-

tation with the Advisory Council and the federal Of-

fice of Personnel Management (OPM).  The results of a 

review of federal employment data conducted during 

research for this report (see discussion that follows) 

warrant formal exploration regarding the deployment 

and adequacy of current historic preservation staffing 

levels.  

Further, recent personnel data submitted by some  

federal agencies to the chair of the Council on Envi-

ronmental Quality (CEQ) tends to confirm the impres-

sion of some interviewees that in-house environmental 

staff may be assigned historic preservation compliance 

duties in some agencies. Specific procedures for ensur-

ing the appropriate professional credentials in procur-

ing outsourced historic preservation services (i.e., 

those contracted outside the agency) should be in-

cluded in the reporting directive as well. 

The recommended reporting directive should also re-

quire agencies to demonstrate or develop and adopt 

specific procedures in three areas where this study 

finds weaknesses: 

(1) The duty of federal agencies to make indepen-

dent findings and determinations during the Sec-

tion 106 process, and to initiate government-to-

government consultation with Indian tribes, when 

nonfederal parties have been formally authorized 

to initiate consultation—federal agencies should 
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also be asked to provide an updated list of such 

authorized parties or activities; 

(2) Internal agency reviews of applicants that re-

ceive federal financial assistance or approvals for 

procedural compliance with the Advisory Coun-

cil’s Section 106 rules—federal agencies should al-

so be required to report on the results of such 

reviews, including corrective measures taken for 

program deficiencies; and   

(3) Preventing anticipatory demolition of historic 

properties by applicants for federal funding or 

approvals to avoid Section 106 review. 

Finally, a presidential memorandum should consider 

instilling more managerial and line staff responsibility 

for historic preservation compliance through the  

performance evaluation process for individual em-

ployees. Federal agencies are already instructed to 

evaluate historic preservation staff on how well they 

perform their duties.  This recommendation proposes 

to systematically extend such reviews to other posi-

tions filled by employees who are responsible for fed-

eral lands or buildings or for issuing funds or 

approvals to business applicants or local governments. 

These individuals, thus, bear some responsibility for 

Section 106 compliance, including consideration of 

historic property reuse and retention during project 

planning and development of alternatives. 

THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR AND 
ADVISORY COUNCIL CHAIR SHOULD 
CONSULT WITH FEDERAL AGENCIES ON 
THE ADEQUACY OF HISTORIC 
PRESERVATION STAFF CAPACITY.   

Section 112(a) of the NHPA directs federal agencies to 

protect historic properties by ensuring that the staff 

they employ in this regard meet certain professional 

qualifications established by the OPM and the 

Department of the Interior.    

During the research for this report, a uniform classifi-

cation system that readily identifies the historic pre-

servation staffing levels of federal agencies was 

sought. None was found. However, a detailed and 

documented review of federal employment data for 6 

of the 7 historic preservation disciplines identified in 

Section 112 of the NHPA, conducted for this study, 

raises substantial questions regarding the sufficiency 

of staffing for historic preservation program imple-

mentation, including Section 106. At the very least, the 

numbers warrant additional detailed review.  

Research results presented in Section 3-2 of Part II of 

this report provide a relative indication of federal 

agency preservation staff levels, at a total count of 

4,421 historic preservation professionals employed 

within the 15 executive departments (e.g., Transporta-

tion, Energy, Justice, HUD). However, the data—

which does not include the 65 independent federal 

agencies—is likely to be too imprecise to draw firm 

conclusions and requires more examination through 

the federal agency reporting directive recommended 

above.  

This total number of 4,421 preservation professional 

employees was further evaluated in the detailed re-

view presented in Part II of this report to analyze staff-

ing among individual agencies that make up the 15 

large executive departments. The more specific num-

bers identified in this inquiry shore up perceptions of 

interviewees, and are consistent with the Advisory 

Council’s yearly reports of activities from 1969 to the 

present, regarding agencies that at least appear to be 

staffed sufficiently to carry out their responsibilities, as 

well as those that are associated with chronic Section 

106 implementation problems.  
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In particular, the following agencies may not be inter-

nally staffed at a level that supports their responsibili-

ties under the NHPA, based on the OPM data that was 

reviewed: HUD, the Office of Surface Mining Recla-

mation Enforcement (OSM) and the Minerals Man-

agement Service (Department of the Interior), Federal 

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) (Depart-

ment of Homeland Security), the Rural Utilities Ser-

vice (Department of Agriculture), the Economic 

Development Administration (EDA) (Department of 

Commerce), the Bureau of Prisons (Department of Jus-

tice), the Department of Education, the Federal Depo-

sit Insurance Corporation, the Federal Highway 

Administration (FHWA), the Federal Transit Adminis-

tration, and the Federal Railroad Administration (De-

partment of Transportation). 

Other agencies appear to be staffed to some extent but 

not at levels that appear sufficient based on the scope 

of their mission or real property portfolio, including 

the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and De-

partments of Energy and Veterans Affairs (VA). Al-

though some or much of the day-to-day preservation 

work may be outsourced or contracted outside these 

agencies (there is no clear tracking system for the pub-

lic to identify and monitor outsourced preservation 

work, however), some in-house capacity is neverthe-

less essential to ensure that the services and work 

products of these consultants meet professional stan-

dards.  

FEDERAL AGENCIES THAT OVERSEE OR 
DELEGATE SECTION 106 COMPLIANCE 
TO NONFEDERAL APPLICANTS FOR 
PROJECT FUNDING OR APPROVALS 
SHOULD IMPLEMENT ROBUST 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS TO ENSURE 
PROCEDURAL COMPLIANCE WITH THE 
LAW.    

Section 106 applies when a federal agency carries out 

projects and activities directly, but also applies to fed-

eral agencies that exercise indirect jurisdiction over 

programs or projects that have the potential to affect 

historic properties.  This type of activity occurs in two 

ways: (1) when federal agencies oversee nonfederal 

parties that are legally authorized to fully carry out 

Section 106 themselves (e.g., HUD); and (2) when 

agencies provide funding or issue permits and other 

types of approvals to business applicants and local 

governments. Neither the NHPA nor the Advisory 

Council’s Section 106 rules authorize a waiver of the 

requirements when a federal agency exercises indirect, 

as opposed to direct, jurisdiction over a project. The 

law and rules apply in both circumstances.  

Every nonfederal preservation stakeholder inter-

viewed for this study emphatically commented that 

most federal agencies are largely absent from, or have 

abdicated responsibility for, the Section 106 process in 

cases involving federal assistance or permits. By far, 

the majority of examples given involved agency pro-

grams that fund housing, infrastructure, or economic 

development projects, or federal agencies that directly 

issue environmental permits (particularly permits to 

dredge and fill wetlands and other Clean Water per-

mits issued by the Army Corps of Engineers). The ap-

plicants for these federal benefits are the immediate 

focus of much of the frustration expressed in the inter-

view process because in most cases Section 106 im-

plementation has been formally—or more 

commonly—informally delegated to them by the fed-
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eral agencies. (See Section 2 of Part II of this report for 

an overview explanation of the diversity and magni-

tude of parties that are “applicants.”) 

In the case of housing and community development 

programs, states, local governments, and other HUD 

funding recipients are directly and fully responsible 

for Section 106 compliance—instead of HUD—under 

“delegated” authority of federal housing laws.  HUD, 

however, bears responsibility for ensuring that these 

parties comply with the procedures of Section 106.   

In addition, changes to the Advisory Council’s Part 

800 rules in 1999 and 2000 allow federal agencies to 

notify SHPOs and THPOs that the agencies authorize 

certain nonfederal applicants to initiate Section 106 

consultation.  A common experience among SHPO 

staff interviewees is that rather than simply allowing 

applicants to initiate consultation, federal agencies 

now expect these nonfederal parties to assume lead 

authority for carrying out Section 106 responsibilities.  

This practice of informally delegating Section 106 re-

sponsibility also greatly concerns tribal representatives 

because of the clear mandate for direct federal gov-

ernment-to-government relations and consultation 

under the NHPA.    

The research for this report sought to understand and 

identify specific areas that might improve Section 106 

compliance when federal agencies oversee nonfederal 

parties or projects.  After a more detailed review in 

Section 3-3 of Part II of this report, this study con-

cludes that there are no clearly identifiable problems 

with the laws related to Section 106 or its implement-

ing rules.  Legal requirements regarding federal agen-

cy duties in indirect jurisdiction cases are sufficiently 

clear.   

One identified problem, however, is that many federal 

agencies lack formal procedures and criteria describ-

ing the responsibilities and necessary qualifications of 

their nonfederal applicants in the Section 106 process.  

The first part of this problem occurs when federal 

agency information to applicants obscures Section 106 

by treating the law as subsumed by the broader envi-

ronmental review under NEPA, rather than as an in-

dependent legal requirement.  A key example of this 

issue is HUD programs, which fund tens of thousands 

of state and local projects run by offices with insuffi-

cient cultural resource staff that often experience high 

turnover as well.  These funding recipients are directly  

responsible for environmental and Section 106 re-

views. In its oversight role to ensure procedural com-

pliance with these laws, HUD has understandably 

tried to standardize, summarize, and distill informa-

tion to facilitate the compliance programs of numerous 

different state and local governments and businesses.   

However, neither HUD’s environmental regulations, 

nor its important Request for Release of Funds and Certi-

fication form, independently address Section 106 com-

pliance.  Particularly in urban areas, the most likely 

resources affected by HUD-supported activities are 

historic properties, rather than natural resources such 

as drinking water or wild and scenic rivers. Nonethe-

less, the NHPA is buried in obscure references found 

in subsections of HUD’s environmental regulations, as 

well as the important funding release form that con-

tains a legal certification of compliance with NEPA.  

Unless and until the agency explicitly delineates and 

impresses upon its applicants the requirements for 

compliance with Section 106, as the agency does re-

garding NEPA, preservation issues will not be ade-

quately addressed by HUD applicants. To hold out 

even a remote possibility that this outcome can be 

achieved, Section 106 must be independently ad-

dressed in federal agency regulations and other infor-

mation and reporting systems.  
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The second part of the problem in full or partial dele-

gation of Section 106 responsibilities to nonfederal ap-

plicants occurs in instances where federal agencies 

either have no formal structure in place whatsoever to 

explain Section 106 responsibilities whatsoever, or the 

information they provide to applicants is inconsistent 

with the Advisory Council’s Section 106 rules.  As re-

ported in Section 3-3, an example in this regard is the 

funding programs of the Department of Commerce 

and two of its associated agencies. These programs 

typically fund projects that may directly harm historic 

properties, but also can also cause substantial “indirect 

and cumulative effects” by facilitating land or coastal 

development that impacts such resources (e.g., EDA’s 

economic development projects, and coastal zone 

grants awarded by the National Oceanic and Atmos-

pheric Administration). Applicants for these funding 

programs are already predisposed to avoid Section 106 

review and consultation for the indirect and cumula-

tive effects of their projects, according to many of 

those interviewed for this report.  

Finally, federal agencies may lack sufficient internal 

management controls to ensure procedural com-

pliance with Section 106. Three areas were identified 

in particular: (1) explicit procedures have not been 

developed by federal agencies to ensure the profes-

sional qualifications of nonfederal parties that are au-

thorized to directly carry out Section 106; (2) explicit 

procedures have not been developed by federal agen-

cies describing how they make independent findings 

and determinations during the consultation process or 

pursuant to programmatic agreements when they 

have legitimately delegated some responsibilities to 

consultants or applicants; and (3) systematic internal 

monitoring, auditing, and enforcement of Section 106 

responsibilities and commitments among applicants 

for financial assistance or permitting are simply not 

carried out.  

Federal agency monitoring, auditing, and enforcement 

of Section 106 responsibilities in cases involving non-

federal projects offers one of the most promising  

avenues for improvements in the law’s requirement to 

“consider” historic properties in indirect jurisdiction 

cases—if such systems are fully developed and im-

plemented. In one case, reported in the Advisory 

Council’s 1985 annual report, HUD’s threat to with-

hold funding when city officials in Pennsylvania 

would not fully comply with Section 106 brought 

about a change in the city’s position in favor of com-

pliance. More recently, HUD’s Office of Inspector 

General recommended that a city in Puerto Rico be 

required to return federal funds for willful noncom-

pliance with Section 106 (intentional demolition of a 

historic house of worship) during a waterfront redeve-

lopment project. That case, in 2000, came to the audi-

tor’s attention based on the public’s complaints.  

For now, however, there does not appear to be any  

systematic program for such reviews, at least among 

the federal agency programs surveyed for this report. 

One possible mechanism to support the development 

of such systems may be through Office of Manage-

ment and Budget (OMB) Circular A-133, which re-

quires federal agency program audits of local and state 

units of government, Indian tribes, and nonprofit or-

ganizations that spend $500,000 or more of federal 

funds in a year. Currently, Section 106 compliance is 

completely omitted from every audit instruction relat-

ing to federal construction funding programs, even 

though NEPA is included in some instructions. The 

Advisory Council should inform OMB of the need to 

add Section 106 compliance as an element of the “spe-

cial test” reviews for federal agency funding programs 

as a necessary update to the circular’s supplemental 

instructions and as an independent audit evaluation 

factor, separate from NEPA.  
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SPECIAL RESPONSIVE STRATEGIES 
SHOULD BE DEVELOPED TO ADDRESS 
THE CHALLENGES OF SECTION 106 
COMPLIANCE WHEN NONFEDERAL 
PARTIES RECEIVE PROJECT FUNDING 
OR APPROVALS AS A RESULT OF 
MASSIVE ECONOMIC OR DISASTER 
RECOVERY INITIATIVES. 

A recurring theme in the Advisory Council’s yearly  

reports to the president and Congress since 1969 is the 

challenge in balancing a quick federal response to  

economic downturns and natural disasters with con-

sideration of historic properties, mandated by Section 

106. Over the years, the Council has implemented 

models of rapid response solutions, including training, 

program alternatives, and, in the late 1980s, an innova-

tive historic property identification and acquisition 

partnering arrangement with the states and nonprofit 

organizations, in order to facilitate Section 106 com-

pliance during implementation of these episodic pro-

grams.  These responsive solutions should continue to 

be explored in concert with federal agencies and other 

preservation stakeholders. 

As the most recent example of the types of federal  

initiatives that pose challenges in Section 106, compar-

ing the levels of stimulus funding between the last  

significant federal job creation bill—the Emergency 

Jobs Act of 1983—and the American Recovery and 

Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009 gives credence to 

the level of anxiety among interviewees regarding Sec-

tion 106 compliance. The 1983 jobs creation legislation 

had a $9 billion price tag distributed over 77 federal 

programs and activities—which corresponds to $19.5 

billion in 2009 dollars.  

By contrast, the ARRA, signed into law on February 

17, 2009, has a $787 billion price tag. Of this total, $275 

billion (over 14 times the size of the 1983 stimulus pro-

gram) was designated to be directly distributed to ap-

plicants, including $60 billion for general infrastruc-

ture (including technology), $85 billion for competitive 

grant awards, $75 billion for education (including 

buildings), $8 billion for housing, and $37 billion for 

highways and transit projects.  By June 2010, about 43 

percent of this $275 billion had been received by states, 

local governments, and businesses, based on the fed-

eral government’s ARRA website.  Federal agencies 

must commit by Sept. 30, 2010 to disburse the remain-

ing $156 billion of project funds. However, since the 

actual funds can be spent after this general obligation 

date, there is still a massive workload of Section 106 

reviews for stimulus projects.  

The importance of Section 106 compliance for ARRA 

funds (and other comparable federal initiatives) was 

emphasized during the interviews for this study.  

SHPO offices reported that, even during routine fed-

eral government spending periods, the lack of compe-

tency for Section 106 implementation among HUD 

funding recipients, other applicants for federal fund-

ing and permits, and congressional earmark recipients 

is high. As a result, SHPO staffs perform basic tasks of 

historic property identification and evaluation that 

should be completed by federal agencies or their ap-

plicants.  

The challenge is made even greater because some ap-

plicants view Section 106 and environmental reviews 

as a hindrance. Consideration of indirect and cumula-

tive effects in many cases is entirely missing. Most ap-

plicants “start from a narrow landscape,” in the words 

of one interviewee, and avoid addressing such im-

pacts.  Tribal historic preservation officers are especial-

ly concerned about omitting the crucial government-

to-government consultation that is a mandated federal 

agency responsibility.  

Being a small federal agency has provided certain  

advantages for the Advisory Council in the past, in 
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that it can be nimble and quick when needed. For ex-

ample, the agency initiated an innovative and quick 

response to the Resolution Trust Corporation’s (RTC) 

disposition of real property of failed savings and loan 

associations from the late 1980s through early 1990s. 

Over 10,000 properties in RTC’s portfolio were inven-

toried in a little over a year by SHPOs’ staff and non-

profit organizations under subcontract to the Advisory 

Council, with funding provided by the RTC; of these 

properties, 1,100 or so were determined to be National 

Register-eligible.  Other examples of creative solutions 

to facilitate Section 106 reviews during challenging 

times, identified in Section 3-4 of Part II of this report, 

include the Council’s successful efforts to secure addi-

tional funding for Gulf Coast SHPOs after Hurricane 

Katrina, and the California SHPO’s designation of an 

experienced cultural resource consultant to serve as 

the SHPO representative during preservation reviews 

following the 1994 earthquake in the Los Angeles area.  

The training and program alternatives that the Council 

has initiated in response to ARRA are welcomed by 

interviewees for this report.  On the other hand, the 

continuing caseload, in their view, requires the  

involvement of any and all willing participants (under 

the supervision of qualified preservation profession-

als, as needed), as has been accomplished in the past. 

GOVERNMENT PERFORMANCE AND 
ACCOUNTABILITY REPORTS SHOULD 
MORE SPECIFICALLY AND 
PROMINENTLY IDENTIFY PROGRESS 
MADE AND IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED IN 
FEDERAL PRESERVATION PROGRAMS. 

This recommendation supports the use of government 

performance and accountability reports (PARs) to 

expand federal agency reporting on implementation of 

Sections 106 and 110 of the NHPA.  Further, Section 3-

5 of Part II of this report identifies specific preserva-

tion performance tracking goals for these annual  

reports and suggests that the OMB, Federal Financial 

Accounting Standards Board, and preservation stake-

holders develop a technical release or guide on federal 

agency disclosure of preservation compliance in the 

prominent “management discussion and analysis”  

section of each PAR report.  

Federal agencies issue PARs each year, which combine 

program and financial analysis mandates from the  

Government Performance and Results Act of 1993, 

Chief Financial Officers Act of 1990, and related laws.  

In an attempt to empower taxpayers to more readily 

understand the specific activities of each agency and 

how successful they were in meeting their program 

goals, PARs include information and data intended to 

improve accountability for agency performance.  Each 

agency, therefore, has to collect millions of pieces of 

information from their headquarters in Washington, 

DC, as well as regional and field offices and operating 

sites (e.g., national laboratories, military installations). 

These reports also include auditable financial state-

ments, which adhere to many of the same accounting 

standards that apply to private businesses.  

A recent welcome direction in PAR reporting is an 

amendment to the Statement of Federal Financial  

Accounting Standards 29 (SFFAS 29), which requires 

that federal agencies identify the numbers of heritage 

assets and stewardship lands under their jurisdiction 

or control in an explanatory note to their balance 

sheets. “Heritage assets” includes properties that are 

listed or eligible for listing in the National Register. 

This new reporting requirement began with FY 2009 

PARs. 

At the same time, practical use of SFFAS 29 informa-

tion by preservation advocates is hindered by lack of 

clarity in how such assets are defined and “counted,” 

the absence of any easy way to compare the number of 
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reported heritage assets and stewardship lands to an 

agency’s overall progress in inventorying historic  

properties and landscapes, and the location of the data 

in an obscure financial footnote.  

In a related and also welcome direction, a federal real 

property database has been established pursuant to 

E.O. 13,327 (Federal real property asset management), is-

sued in 2004.  Federal agencies are required to record 

in the database each building or property, whether it 

has been surveyed to determine its historic signific-

ance, and its National Register-status (listed, not eligi-

ble, eligible).   

However, the detailed federal real property database 

is not accessible to the public. Summary reports of the 

database issued by the General Services Administra-

tion (GSA) provide only a top-level overview and ex-

clude any reference to historic status or attributes. The 

usefulness of information from the database and asso-

ciated summaries is further hindered by significant 

exceptions in the presidential directive that established 

the requirement. Fifty six of the 65 independent feder-

al agencies are exempted from the order (including the 

U.S. Postal Service, the Smithsonian Institution, the 

Federal Reserve, and the Presidio Trust), and the order 

excludes national parks, forests, and wildlife refuges, 

as well as land reserved or dedicated for military pur-

poses, Indian trust purposes, or reasons of national 

security, foreign policy, or public safety.  

The following example illustrates some limitations of 

these recent initiatives. The FY 2009 balance sheet 

SFFAS 29 note for NASA identifies 12 heritage build-

ings and structures, for an agency with a $17.78 billion 

budget and over 18,000 employees. Eighty-nine addi-

tional buildings and structures are identified in the 

note as “multi-use” heritage assets. To provide a com-

parison that is missing in this balance sheet, one has to 

look separately at the most current federal real proper-

ty database summary.  That summary identifies a total 

of 4,719 NASA buildings and structures.   

Comparing these independent reports suggests that 

slightly over 2 percent of all of NASA’s buildings are 

historic (101 out of 4,719), and raises questions regard-

ing the extent to which surveys have been completed 

for all of the agency’s buildings. (Further, there are 19 

NASA National Historic Landmarks, identified as a 

result of a congressionally mandated theme study in 

1984.  The PAR does not clearly identify where these 

structures or buildings are included in the heritage 

asset data.) For a young agency like NASA, the com-

parison also calls into question how the agency plans 

to evaluate buildings approaching 50 years of age (and 

thus possibly newly eligible for the National Register). 

This illustrative exercise, along with other examples in 

Section 3-5 of Part II of this report involving the De-

partments of Agriculture and Defense, highlights po-

tential limitations of these recent heritage reporting 

initiatives, in terms of fully informing the public on 

overall progress in implementing federal agency pre-

servation programs.  

As a second element of this recommendation, federal 

agencies are required to disclose and discuss in narra-

tive form “known and contingent material liabilities” 

as part of their PARs. This analysis appears in the 

prominent section on management’s discussion and 

analysis of the PAR report, not in the balance sheet 

itself or appended as an obscure financial footnote.  

The OMB, Federal Financial Accounting Standards 

Advisory Board, and preservation stakeholders should 

develop a technical release or guide on federal agency 

disclosure of compliance with preservation laws in the 

prominent section on management’s discussion and 

analysis of PAR reports.  

Part II of this report also identifies specific preserva-

tion measurements (“performance metrics”) recom-
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mended for reporting in annual PARs, such as: (1) 

identifying historic properties in NEPA documenta-

tion, including such properties affected by alternatives 

not selected; (2) quantifying the professional resources 

of agency programs through routine reporting of staff 

qualifications; (3) website posting of Section 106 

agreement documents to facilitate public involvement; 

and (4) tracking the number of Section 106 appeals to 

the Advisory Council as a measure of consensus out-

comes in consultations. 

Interviewees for this report generally agreed that set-

ting federal agency preservation goals and measuring 

whether they are met would be useful. At the same 

time, the logistics of doing so seemed impossible or 

impractical to many interviewees, concerns shared in a 

January 2009 report of the National Academy of Public 

Administration. As noted above, however, federal 

agencies routinely identify and compile cumulative 

performance data from thousands of field and regional 

offices for PAR purposes. Demolitions of abandoned 

or vacant houses across the country, for example, are 

individually counted in HUD’s performance report-

ing, although not specifically for historic preservation 

purposes. As another example, the Maritime Adminis-

tration monitors the number of contracts awarded to 

dismantle and scrap aging merchant vessels (FY 2008 

goal=10; actual=21).  Neither agency likely intended to 

report on the goal and their accomplishments as a way 

to assess their federal preservation program perfor-

mance. Both measurements, nevertheless, reflect agen-

cy practices that permanently destroyed properties 

and objects, some of which were undoubtedly historic.  

Another concern expressed among interviewees was 

that measuring federal agency performance through 

setting and tracking numerical preservation goals 

could invite questionable practices, similar to manipu-

lating accounting data.  On the other hand, historic 

preservation could be promoted by requiring federal 

agency staff at all levels to spend more time thinking 

about what they are actually doing to build their pre-

servation program and consider historic properties, 

even if the data quality is imperfect at times. Some 

interviewees responded that tracking some types of 

numerical metrics would compare to counting “snail 

darters” (of Tellico Dam, Tennessee, litigation fame). 

However, this tiny invertebrate inculcated federal 

agency compliance with the Endangered Species Act. 
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RECOMMENDATION 2

By all measures there is no dearth of planning by the 

federal government. Agencies adopt management 

plans, resource plans, strategic plans, long-range 

plans, short-range plans, and even plans to make 

plans. Where there is a void, however, as reported by 

practically every person interviewed for this report, is 

the lack of critical thinking during the planning process 

about early strategies to identify historic properties 

and to develop alternatives, once project evaluation is 

underway, that incorporate historic properties in a 

positive way or that avoid and minimize harm to these 

properties. Instead, consideration of historic properties 

is too often conducted well down the path of project 

refinement, not the early planning stage, when key 

decisions have already been made. Today, the over-

whelming experience of the National Trust, tribal offi-

cials, state historic preservation agency staff, cultural 

resource consultants, and the public is that all too of-

ten Section 106 has become “back-end loaded,” focus-

ing solely on mitigating harmful impacts from 

predetermined project site locations, design layouts, or 

infrastructure corridors.  

This recommendation promotes the integration or 

coordination of Section 106 compliance in environ-

mental reviews and environmental management sys-

tems for certain federal agencies; encourages the 

Advisory Council to be more active in commenting on 

NEPA documentation; suggests disincentive measures 

to address agencies that are dilatory in initiating Sec-

tion 106 compliance; urges preservation advocates to 

participate in agency planning and advisory commit-

tees; and highlights the need to expand awareness of 

Section 106 by the media and among other stakehold-

ers that do not traditionally participate in Section 106 

reviews. This section also addresses concepts to im-

prove planning methodology for archaeological inves-

tigations during Section 106 reviews for interstate 

projects. The goal is to encourage federal agencies to 

then undertake archaeological surveys more proac-

tively in the future, bolstered by the strategic lessons 

learned from more effective field testing and data 

management models developed through these project 

examples.  

Federal Agencies Need to Ensure Earlier and 
Broader Integration of Preservation Values in 
Their Planning Processes 
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IN MANY CASES, CONSIDERATION OF 
HISTORIC PROPERTIES COULD BE 
IMPROVED THROUGH BETTER 
COORDINATION OR INTEGRATION WITH 
NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT 
COMPLIANCE.    

Over four decades ago, Congress enacted the NHPA, 

followed by NEPA, which together require federal 

agencies to identify and consider environmental and 

cultural resources in a broad, interdisciplinary, and  

integrated fashion when planning for and conducting 

their own projects and reviewing plans for nonfederal 

projects they fund or approve (see Section 1 of Part II 

of this report for more background on these two laws).   

This planning recommendation supports two concepts 

to improve meaningful consideration of historic prop-

erties in federal planning processes: (1) adherence to 

the specific coordination milestones in environmental 

and historic property reviews identified below from a 

Preserve America expert panel report issued in 2009 

under the auspices of the Advisory Council; and (2) 

increased use of the authorized (but seldom em-

ployed) formal “substitution” process adopted by the 

Advisory Council in 1999 for full integration of Section 

106 compliance in NEPA documents and reviews.    

In 2009, an expert panel, convened by the Council to 

identify structural improvements needed in the na-

tional historic preservation program, recommended a 

simple set of clear coordination milestones between Sec-

tion 106 and the stages of NEPA documentation:   

(1) Before a draft environmental assessment (EA) or EIS 

is finished or issued, the following three stages of Sec-

tion 106 review should occur: consultation should be 

initiated, geographic areas where project impacts 

could occur (“areas of potential effects” [APE] in Sec-

tion 106 terminology) should be identified, as well as 

historic properties within the APE; and impacts to 

these historic properties should be identified in con-

sultation with Section 106 stakeholders; and  

(2) Commitments to minimize predicted harmful  

impacts to historic properties should be negotiated 

and documented before the final NEPA decision doc-

ument is issued (i.e., before issuing any categorical 

exclusion document, EA, Finding of No Significant 

Impact [FONSI], or final EIS/record of decision 

[ROD]).   

These coordination milestones were intended by the 

panel to be followed regardless of whether agencies 

comply with NEPA and Section 106 on separate tracks 

(most common) or whether agencies follow the formal 

NEPA substitution process for Section 106, now au-

thorized by the Advisory Council.  To promote the 

expert panel’s recommendations in practice, this re-

port proposes including these specific coordination 

milestones in construction project management soft-

ware products (described in the technology recom-

mendations below) to help solidify recognition of the 

requirements of Section 106 among federal agency 

managers, engineering consultants, and other parties.  

Systematic failure to respect these important coordina-

tion milestones could justify imposition of the possible 

sanctions identified below in this recommendation.   

In 1999 and 2000, the Advisory Council adopted 36 

C.F.R. §800.8(c) which authorizes a formal NEPA  

substitution path for federal agencies to fully integrate  

Section 106 into their natural and cultural resource 

planning processes.  This outcome has not been  

substantially realized, however.  Only 28 NEPA subs-

titution notices in total have been submitted to the 

Council from FY 1999 through FY 2007, based on the 

agency’s yearly reports to the president and Congress. 

Section 4-1 of Part II of this report identifies possible 

reasons for this trend based on experiences of some  

interviewees.   
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Interviewees for this report did generally agree that  

federal agencies are relatively more proficient in com-

plying with NEPA than Section 106. Opinions varied 

substantially, however, on the advisability of using the 

formal NEPA substitution rule as a way to fully inte-

grate consideration of historic properties in agency 

planning. Professional concerns were also expressed 

during the interviews with regard to cultural resource  

professionals’ unfamiliarity with NEPA or the fear 

that Section 106 would be “whittled down” in the 

formal substitution process.  

However, given the limited substantive consideration 

of preservation values currently afforded in the NEPA 

process even by some proficient federal agencies, ap-

plicants, and consultants, Section 106 is often “whit-

tled down” and belated in any event under the status 

quo. On the other hand, if substitution is correctly im-

plemented based on compliance with the require-

ments in the Council’s rules, specific models of 

implementation, and following the coordination miles-

tones of the Preserve America expert panel report, 

consideration of historic properties in carrying out 

projects could be improved, and could be much more 

influential in shaping early decisions about alterna-

tives.  

Barriers to better NHPA-NEPA coordination and  

integration appear to be founded primarily on past  

institutional practices and mind-set differences be-

tween career environmental and cultural resource pro-

fessionals alike. In particular, some professionals may 

tend to compartmentalize their work and embrace the 

regulatory process and resources with which they are 

most familiar, thereby diminishing a more holistic 

evaluation of projects, alternatives, and impacts. The 

public, on the other hand, does not make narrow or 

legalistic distinctions when considering the historic 

properties and landscapes—and associated environ-

mental features—they value and want to protect.   

While guidance to integrate and coordinate Section 

106 and NEPA would be helpful (and is being jointly  

developed by the Advisory Council and the CEQ), 

potential users interviewed for this report indicated 

that abstract guidance, or guidance that simply res-

tates the regulations, would not be helpful in their 

evaluation of whether to use the NEPA substitution 

rule. In addition to the NEPA coordination and inte-

gration guidance jointly underway, this report sug-

gests that representative projects from various federal 

agencies be cooperatively selected with the Advisory 

Council’s and CEQ’s input; the mechanics of imple-

mentation for both an EA and EIS should be mapped 

out in project management plans and consciously 

tracked and checked along the way; and an after-the-

fact review of lessons learned should be developed to 

guide other similar projects.  However, a project se-

lected to develop a model for coordination and inte-

gration in this recommended manner should not be 

chosen from a federal program area known for signifi-

cant Section 106 implementation problems (e.g., hous-

ing—see Section 3-3 of Part II of this report). Instead, 

one or more appropriate projects should be identified 

based on Advisory Council and CEQ experiences with 

agencies that have a solid track record for complying 

with both NEPA and Section 106.  

As a small, but important, first step, in the practical 

use of NEPA integration documents in individual 

projects, federal agencies, their consultants, or appli-

cants should provide Section 106-relevant information 

contained in NEPA documents to state and tribal re-

view offices in a format that facilitates review by 

SHPO and THPO staff (e.g., identifies the sections in a 

300-pg. EIS upon which staff should focus their atten-

tion). Cultural resource information in NEPA docu-

ments should also be provided in a format that 

supports data entry requirements for state and tribal 

electronic databases. Additionally, training may need 

to be provided to SHPO (and Advisory Council) staff 
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that may be unfamiliar with the mechanics of NEPA 

and associated documentation.  Some gray areas of 

legal interpretation regarding the formal NEPA substi-

tution option should also be addressed through opi-

nion letters or guidance issued by the Advisory 

Council (Section 4-1 of Part II of this report identifies 

specific questions that may need to be resolved to fur-

ther the use of this option). 

THE ADVISORY COUNCIL SHOULD BE 
MORE ACTIVE IN FULFILLING ITS  
COMMENTING RESPONSIBILITIES UNDER 
THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
POLICY ACT.   

Part of the interagency coordination and cooperation 

mandate of NEPA requires that federal agencies  

“consult with and obtain the comments of any (other) 

Federal agency which has jurisdiction by law or spe-

cial expertise with respect to any environmental im-

pact involved” in an EIS and that agencies “shall 

comment on (EISs) within their jurisdiction, expertise, 

or authority.”  The Advisory Council has independent 

power under the NHPA to review federal agency ac-

tivities and information for consistency with the 

NHPA.  This independent authority is broad enough 

to including commenting on any type of NEPA docu-

ment, including EAs and categorical exclusions (the 

latter is intended to be used in NEPA reviews for 

projects with minor or no impacts).  

Yet, the Advisory Council rarely submits comments as 

a federal expert agency during the NEPA scoping 

process for EISs (where important issues are identified 

early in the study) or in response to draft or final 

NEPA documents. This omission represents a signifi-

cant missed opportunity for positive preservation out-

comes. Many federal agencies have a more ingrained 

history of planning for projects and analyzing their 

impacts through NEPA than through Section 106; as a 

result, it may be more effective to address the agencies 

in the regulatory framework with which they are most 

familiar or comfortable. Additionally, participating 

more actively in EIS scoping opportunities and com-

menting on NEPA documents would present a forum 

for the Advisory Council to raise the consciousness of 

other federal agencies and prod them to plan for Sec-

tion 106 consultation and to coordinate NEPA and 

Section 106 at a much earlier point in the review 

process than would otherwise be the case.   

This recommendation does not suggest that the Advi-

sory Council immerse itself in the 200 to 300 EISs cur-

rently issued each year, or the 50,000 EAs that the CEQ 

estimates are prepared annually.  Rather, this report 

suggests that the Council and the EPA jointly work on 

opportunities for select Council input into NEPA cases 

that pose significant impacts or policy implications 

relating to historic properties or integration of NEPA 

and Section 106 (see the recommendation below on 

imposing sanctions on inadequate NEPA documenta-

tion, in which the EPA’s role in these environmental 

reviews is described).  

Identified ways in which the Advisory Council’s role 

could be facilitated in this regard include: (1) establish-

ing a formal or informal staffing arrangement between 

the Advisory Council and EPA by assigning a point of 

contact at the Advisory Council to answer questions 

from EPA’s regional NEPA review offices; (2) seeking 

early and informal referral to the Advisory Council 

from regional EPA office NEPA staff of cases that de-

fer or do not adequately consider impacts on historic 

properties; and (3) temporarily assigning an Advisory 

Council Section 106 caseworker to the NEPA Com-

pliance Division in EPA headquarters to review draft 

NEPA documents on a short-term, periodic basis. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEMS SHOULD BE EXPANDED TO 
ENCOMPASS CULTURAL RESOURCES, 
INCLUDING SECTION 106 
IMPLEMENTATION.   

Within the past 15 years, the principles of quality 

management traditionally applied to manufacturing 

processes have been extended to business and gov-

ernment environmental programs required to protect 

air, water, and land. Standard 14001 of the Interna-

tional Organization for Standardization (ISO 14001), 

adopted in 1996, established a voluntary framework 

for these “environmental management systems” 

(EMS).   This study of Section 106 recommends that 

agencies expand their required EMS programs to eva-

luate and improve cultural resource compliance in an 

earlier and more systematic fashion with the involve-

ment of key federal managers. 

The EMS model is an elaboration of the “plan-do-act-

check” quality management cycle, with an emphasis 

on improving regulatory compliance through routine 

internal reviews and manager-level commitments to 

remedy any problems found through these reviews. A 

presidential executive order issued in 2000 directed 

federal agencies to improve environmental compliance 

by developing their own EMS and to include key fed-

eral agency officials in their implementation; the Inte-

rior Department’s 1998 guidelines for federal 

preservation programs encourage the use of manage-

ment systems “to ensure that historic preservation is-

sues are considered in [federal agency] decision-

making.” 

It would be very useful for federal agencies to adapt 

EMS commitments for internal audits or compliance 

evaluations to include Section 106.  Experienced cul-

tural resource consultants interviewed for this report 

could not identify any example of a federal agency 

EMS being used to evaluate Section 106 compliance, 

even though they are used at times to assess NEPA 

compliance.  As an environmental professional with 

over 20 years of experience working for federal agen-

cies, the author of this report can identify only one 

federal facility that has conducted a cultural resource 

compliance review as part of its internal EMS assess-

ment program. Strengthening consulting party rela-

tionships as a result of the review significantly 

facilitated a subsequent Section 106 consultation for a 

major, time-sensitive project.  In its annual reports, the 

Advisory Council has identified only one instance of a 

federal agency conducting an internal cultural re-

source audit (the U.S. Forest Service, in 1987, because 

of a lawsuit), which subsequently increased the fre-

quency of the forest agency’s Section 106 reviews and 

consultation.  The Advisory Council attributed the 

increase to an enhanced recognition among employees 

of this compliance duty as a result of the assessment.   

Implementation of Section 106 will continue to be re-

legated to a collateral or extraneous function for some 

agencies in the absence of a systematic internal as-

sessment that reaches key federal managers. Such 

managers include the Senior Policy Officials who are 

designated as the “responsible official” for purposes of 

their federal agency’s preservation responsibilities 

under the 2003 Preserve America presidential execu-

tive order, as well as Federal Preservation Officers 

which each agency is required to appoint pursuant to 

the NHPA.  Expansion of the required EMS would 

provide an available and familiar framework to im-

prove cultural resource compliance performance with-

in federal agencies. 
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SANCTIONS SHOULD BE IMPOSED ON 
FEDERAL AGENCIES THAT MISUSE 
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEWS AND 
PREVENT MEANINGFUL SECTION 106 
COMPLIANCE.    

As explained above in this recommendation, a Pre-

serve America expert panel recently identified discrete 

Section 106 compliance milestones that must be 

achieved before certain steps in the NEPA process for 

projects, in order to avoid thwarting the meaningful 

consideration of alternatives to avoid and minimize 

harm to historic properties. When federal agencies or 

nonfederal parties systematically fail to follow the 

panel’s coordination milestones in NEPA review time-

tables, such omissions should be penalized by EPA by 

lowering the project’s NEPA rating in the process de-

scribed below and/or by the Council’s suspension of 

approved program alternatives to Section 106 com-

pliance.  

EPA fulfills two roles in reviewing NEPA documents.  

First, as an expert agency, it critiques EIS (and, at 

times, EA) analyses of impacts to air, water, wetlands, 

and other natural resources.  Secondly, the agency ex-

ercises a less well-recognized but, nonetheless, manda-

tory duty under the Clean Air Act in which it “rates” 

the severity of impacts from projects and the adequacy 

of NEPA documents and analyses.    

Ratings are not limited to a review of environmental 

impacts or air quality. The agency’s review and rating 

jurisdiction extends to all resources affecting the quali-

ty of the human environment through the Clean Air 

Act’s reference to NEPA’s national policy, which in-

cludes cultural resources, a subset of which is historic 

properties.  In practice, the EPA grades only project 

impacts studied in an EIS, although it is not exclusive-

ly limited to these documents by the Clean Air Act.  

This review authority provides a possible way for the 

Advisory Council, EPA, and CEQ to collaborate on 

strengthening consideration of historic properties and 

coordination of NEPA and Section 106.  Further, the 

rating process—and the possible sanctions that fol-

low—does not have to be limited to EISs.  Preservation 

and environmental practitioners report an increasing 

trend in which federal agencies use less-documented 

EAs in lieu of full EISs for actions that significantly 

impact the environment.  Reasons for this uniformly 

observed trend may be that EAs do not require that 

the lead federal agency conduct early “scoping” (iden-

tifying issues or concerns) with other agencies, do not 

require issuance of a draft document for agency and 

public review, and entail much less opportunity for 

public involvement overall.  For these reasons, this 

recommendation for sanctions includes actions 

processed with NEPA EAs as well as full impact 

statements.   

Options for EPA to lower a formal project rating in 

response to a NEPA review that hinders or prevents 

meaningful compliance with Section 106 include: (1) 

assigning a lower “grade” to the NEPA document in 

response to Section 106 compliance concerns; (2) de-

signating an EIS or EA as “inadequate” and unsuitable 

for public review and comment until revised; or (3)  

designating an EIS or EA as “environmentally unsatis-

factory” for potential historic property impacts not 

adequately addressed or foreclosed from considera-

tion due to dilatory Section 106 compliance. An “envi-

ronmentally unsatisfactory” grade automatically 

triggers project referral to the CEQ for formal consid-

eration and comment, and is not limited to EISs. The 

downside to project sponsors of a lowered NEPA rat-

ing can take the form of project delays—and asso-

ciated costs—and negative publicity.   

The Advisory Council should also consider a set of 

sanctions over which it has direct control—using its 

commenting authority under §800.9(a) and (b) of its 

rules to directly criticize agencies that have improper-
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ly failed to meaningfully consider historic properties 

in project implementation. The other sanction that 

should be considered for significant misuse of NEPA 

in a way that forecloses meaningful consideration of 

historic properties is the Advisory Council’s suspen-

sion of project-related program alternatives, particu-

larly programmatic agreements, or withdrawal of 

approved program comments (see the discussion of 

program alternatives in another recommendation be-

low). 

Assigning a lower rating or suspending a program  

alternative should depend on factors such as the re-

curring nature of federal agency Section 106 com-

pliance problems, the significance of the resources, 

and scope/severity of impacts. A progressive system of  

invoking all of these sanctions could also be instituted 

by the EPA and the Advisory Council.   

INTERSTATE PROJECTS PROVIDE AN 
OPPORTUNITY TO PLAN FOR STRATEGIC 
AND CONSISTENT WAYS TO IDENTIFY 
AND EVALUATE ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
SITES.    

A theme emerged during several interviews of  

archaeologists for this study, which was generally  

expressed as a concern that there are few opportuni-

ties or incentives for consultants (who perform the 

bulk of archaeological investigations during Section 

106 reviews) to recommend or implement possible  

improvements in the methodology for planning and 

carrying out archaeological surveys and for evaluating 

and reporting on the results. This report therefore  

recommends a specific model of experimentation with 

federal-level planning for archaeological survey, iden-

tification, and evaluation work for illustrative types of 

interstate projects (e.g., pipelines, highways, electric 

power lines), with due consideration of input from 

Indian tribes and states, to improve ways to identify 

and evaluate archaeological sites.   

To a large extent, there should already be ongoing op-

portunities to improve investigation strategies and 

interpretation of results through systematic identifica-

tion of sites carried out in the comprehensive federal 

agency preservation programs required under Section 

110(a) of the NHPA.  Few such systematic programs 

are being conducted, however. The proposal in this 

recommendation could benefit business sponsors of 

the selected interstate projects through planning for 

more consistent and possibly less resource-intensive 

archaeological investigations. However, a key objec-

tive is to achieve a broader benefit to the public by 

encouraging federal agencies to then undertake Sec-

tion 110 surveys more proactively in the future, en-

hanced by the strategic lessons learned from more 

effective field testing and data management models 

developed through these Section 106 experimentation 

cases.  

Archaeologists work to reveal the subsurface through 

successive phases of terrestrial or aquatic field work, 

with increasing levels of intensity and corresponding 

costs. Archaeology is also a scientific endeavor with 

significant legal consequences in the Section 106 re-

view process, because impacts to prehistoric or histor-

ic archaeological sites must be evaluated (as they must 

be for any historic building or structure), and harmful 

impacts similarly require attempts to avoid or minim-

ize damage to these sites. Decisions regarding how a 

“reasonable and good faith” effort to identify sites is 

accomplished when designing field testing strategies 

in three dimensions, and how the findings are eva-

luated for the purpose of assigning National-Register 

eligibility determinations to sites, therefore serve as 

the crux of many conflicts in Section 106 project re-

views, especially when the impacted area may stretch 
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over hundreds, if not tens of thousands, of acres of 

land.  

A fundamental dilemma is that more than 90 percent 

of the archaeological investigations conducted in this 

country are carried out to comply with Section 106  

reviews for particular projects, as opposed to NHPA 

Section 110 surveys, or through surveys sponsored by 

states or local governments. Section 106 is driven by 

project budgets, deadlines, and sometimes intractable 

positions among stakeholders, all of which are not 

necessarily conducive to designing and implementing 

strategic scientific research priorities. Representation 

of preservation interests on federal advisory commit-

tees and use of federal agency performance and ac-

countability reports—elsewhere addressed in this 

report—could promote decoupling project-initiated 

archaeological surveys in favor of proactive Section 

110 surveys, at least for the federal land management 

agencies.  

Nonetheless, as a practical matter, archaeological in-

vestigations are likely to continue to be motivated 

primarily by reactive forces rather than proactive ef-

forts at resource identification.  This situation is even 

more challenging with respect to federally licensed, 

permitted, or funded projects that are carried out by 

nonfederal parties. Archaeology will always suffer to a 

large extent in these cases because the scientific en-

deavor is so incompatible with commercial develop-

ment interests.  

When archaeological investigations are carried out 

during Section 106 project reviews, the methodology 

for field work, data documentation, reporting, and 

evaluation of results is primarily established by each 

state since there is no national standard for archaeo-

logical investigations. However, specifications for sur-

vey work vary from state to state in areas such as the 

extent of coverage of systematic shovel testing of soil 

or the space between paths walked in a field to visual-

ly scan for evidence of artifacts. There are different 

interpretations from state to state regarding the defini-

tion of a “site” (thus, requiring boundary delineation 

and possible Section 106 review) versus an “isolated 

find” (which does not require further Section 106 re-

view). Collection and disposition of the material gen-

erated from shovel testing or more extensive 

excavation create management issues because state 

standards for treatment of excavated materials also 

vary. Recovered materials, if returned to a federal 

agency, are subject to exacting curatorial standards for 

federally owned and administered archaeological col-

lections and, therefore, pose an additional layer of cost 

and resource management requirements. 

These details are not simply a matter of fine-tuning 

but can pose significant cost implications when consi-

dering large projects that may involve tens or hun-

dreds of thousands of acres of land or that cross 

several state boundaries.  Typically, permit applicants 

(who are the business sponsors for the project) pay for 

this work, and understandably question the state-by-

state variability of archaeological investigation ap-

proaches for these types of projects.  

Under the recommended approach (Section 4-5 of Part 

II of this report) which proposes planning for more 

consistent and strategic archaeological investigations 

in interstate projects, first, a lead federal agency would 

hire a cultural resource consultant independent from 

the applicant or sponsor proposing the interstate 

project. This lead consultant would be tasked to de-

velop: (1) a research design and survey strategy that 

synthesizes and evaluates background literature (in-

cluding historic contexts), available data, tribal input, 

and state priorities for archaeological investigation; 

and (2) a field testing approach that relies on predic-

tive modeling to prioritize fieldwork in direct impact 

areas within the right-of-way of the project.  The re-
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sulting survey strategy and criteria for evaluating the 

results would be consistently applied during the in-

vestigation, regardless of the location along the corri-

dor in which the fieldwork was conducted.   

The lead consultant would not conduct the fieldwork 

(instead, the consultant conducting the fieldwork 

would be directly hired by the applicant proposing the 

interstate project).  Rather, the lead firm would be re-

tained by the federal agency for peer review and “val-

ue analysis” of the field archaeology firm’s 

implementation of the survey strategy and evaluation 

of results.  The federal agency’s consultant would also 

have authority to make ongoing and timely recom-

mendations to modify the plan of investigation being 

carried out by the field archaeologists, as site condi-

tions warrant. Dividing the roles and responsibilities 

between two different consultants is a purposeful 

strategy in this recommendation to introduce a com-

petitive dynamic to invigorate creative thinking about 

strategic investigations.  There is a practical dynamic 

as well—by elevating the research design to a federal 

planning-level exercise, the field investigators are 

somewhat relieved of the responsibility to establish 

work plans that respond to each state review office 

along the interstate corridor, each with possibly differ-

ing standards. 

To save costs in carrying out the field work, survey 

methods would rely on real-time digital recordation of 

field observations, measurements, and decisions, 

which could lessen the need for paper notes, forms, 

and subsequent production of bulky reports. Where 

appropriate, surveys would emphasize the use of 

equipment, such as ground-penetrating radar, in lieu 

of shovel or other intrusive testing of ground and sub-

surface conditions, as warranted by the probability of 

findings in direct impact areas and other relevant fac-

tors that support a less-intensive level of effort. 

This overall recommendation is borrowed in part from 

models ultimately leading to significant changes and 

cost reductions in environmental geology fieldwork 

during the 1990s. 

EARLIER CONSIDERATION OF 
PRESERVATION VALUES SHOULD BE 
PROMOTED THROUGH INCREASING 
PRESERVATION ADVOCATES’ 
PARTICIPATION IN AGENCY ADVISORY 
COMMITTEES.   

There are over 1,000 advisory committees that make 

program or project recommendations to 49 federal 

agencies, and whose membership includes representa-

tives of multiple stakeholder interest groups.  Many of 

these advisory committees have no preservation inter-

ests represented—even though the committees deal 

with issues that are relevant to the preservation com-

munity. Based on a review of the federal advisory 

committee public database for FY 2009, agencies with 

no current preservation representation on their advi-

sory committees include the Departments of Defense, 

Commerce, Energy, and Transportation; the VA; and 

the Bureau of Reclamation (within the Department of 

the Interior).  

Preservation advocates should ensure that their pers-

pective is maintained on relevant committees, espe-

cially at the local or regional level. These members can 

serve as invaluable eyes and ears regarding agency 

land use and construction project planning that may 

affect historic properties. The other reason to promote 

preservation representation on these committees is the 

opportunity to build relationships with local federal 

agency staff and other stakeholders. State and tribal 

preservation officers uniformly report that positive 

preservation solutions are more likely to occur when 

they invest time with federal agency staff or state 

agencies authorized to exercise delegated Section 106 
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responsibilities. Even better preservation outcomes are 

achieved when these relationships are first built apart 

from the Section 106 process for individual projects. 

In Section 4-6 of Part II of this report, this recommen-

dation further suggests that preservation advocates  

explore opportunities for involvement in local advi-

sory committees and associated processes that are 

mandated by federal law, including those related to 

housing, coastal development, transportation, and wa-

ter and sewer infrastructure. 

OUTREACH TO GROUPS NOT 
TRADITIONALLY FAMILIAR WITH 
SECTION 106 SHOULD BE FURTHER 
EXPANDED, INCLUDING DEVELOPMENT 
INTERESTS AND THE MEDIA.  

Both the Advisory Council and key nonfederal Section 

106 stakeholders (e.g., the National Trust, National 

Conference of State Historic Preservation Officers,  

National Association of Tribal Historic Preservation 

Officers) should continue to expand opportunities for 

education and relationship building among organiza-

tions affiliated with development. Candidate organi-

zations include the National Association of 

Development Organizations, Air and Waste Manage-

ment Association, American Public Works Associa-

tion, and engineering students (e.g., National 

Association of Student Engineering Councils). The 

goal is not to “convert” these organizations. Instead, 

the benefit of receiving such outreach, from these 

groups’ perspective, is to: (1) educate and train their 

members in ways that will increase their effectiveness 

in planning and implementing projects; and (2) mi-

nimize schedule, budget, and legal risks associated 

with poor planning and project development that fails 

to consider historic properties.  

 

Media interests should also be better cultivated. Re-

porting on Section 106, if it occurs at all, is typically 

staffed in large urban market areas by an environmen-

tal or land use reporter. They know NEPA, but are 

generally not familiar with Section 106. For example, 

opportunities should be sought by preservation pro-

fessionals to speak at the annual conference of the So-

ciety for Environmental Journalists. Journalist 

members report on the environment, energy, natural 

resources, and climate change—all of which impact 

historic properties and landscapes and often relate to 

Section 106 implementation. 

The National Trust and the Advisory Council should 

also pursue opportunities to provide Section 106 train-

ing and education specifically for federal judges. 
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RECOMMENDATION 3

Congress created the Advisory Council on Historic 

Preservation in 1966 as an expert watchdog over other 

federal agencies’ implementation of their Section 106 

responsibilities, and to provide its expertise to these 

agencies, the president, Congress, state and local gov-

ernments, and the public. The Council’s Section 106 

regulations establish mandatory requirements for how 

historic properties are identified and reviewed in fed-

eral or federally assisted actions, who is involved in 

the process, and the circumstances in which the Coun-

cil itself will become directly involved in individual 

cases.  As an independent federal agency, the Advi-

sory Council is composed of a “membership” body, 

established in the NHPA, as well as professional and 

administrative staff.  There are 23 Advisory Council 

members, whose role is similar to that of a board of 

directors, and 36 full-time equivalent staff positions 

within the agency. Based on the agency’s fiscal year 

(FY) 2010 budget report, this staffing level includes 

eight professional staff members and three profession-

al managers who primarily focus on Section 106 re-

views and compliance.  In addition to these regular 

employees, eight temporary employees, called “liai-

son” staff members, provide some level of Section 106 

compliance services for certain federal agencies that 

fund their positions within the Advisory Council.   

Based on the interviews conducted for this report, 

there are realistic expectations of the Advisory Council 

among the state and tribal historic preservation offic-

ers, nonprofit groups, members of the public, and cul-

tural resource consultants. When interviewees were 

asked to describe the role of the Advisory Council, 

answers included protecting the Section 106 process, 

interpreting its Section 106 rules, and balancing mul-

tiple interests when the agency becomes directly in-

volved in project reviews (with a thumb on the 

preservation side of the scale).  Interviewees respect 

the Council’s past work and current capabilities. The 

majority of those interviewed, however, raised signifi-

cant concerns regarding whether the Council is effec-

tively asserting its core role in Section 106. Some of the 

specific issues cited by interviewees included the 

Council’s closure of its western office in FY 2006, the 

limited availability of Council staff  to provide on-site 

assistance desired by stakeholders, a general percep-

tion that the Council focuses too much on helping 

agencies streamline their procedural obligations, and a 

common perception that the Council’s attention in re-

cent years to the Preserve America initiative has de-

tracted from the agency’s “check and balance” role in 

The Advisory Council Should Vigorously Assert 
Section 106 as its Core Mission 
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Section 106 cases. Preservation professionals, SHPOS 

and their staff, and members of the public interviewed 

for this study called for the Council to more vigorous-

ly assert Section 106 as its core mission and thereby 

demonstrate the strong leadership role envisioned by 

Congress. Interviewees felt this leadership role should 

reflect a renewed emphasis on advocating and pro-

moting preservation outcomes in consultations on 

projects. 

ADVISORY COUNCIL MEMBERS SHOULD 
INCREASE THEIR DIRECT INVOLVEMENT 
IN STRATEGIC SECTION 106 CASES. 

The ability of the Advisory Council’s membership to 

influence federal agencies through its power of moral 

persuasion has been tangibly demonstrated over the 

decades. In the past—indeed from the inception of the 

Section 106 process—the serious possibility that a  

specific matter may be elevated to the full Council 

(which currently includes high-level officials from 10 

federal agencies) has often motivated low- to mid-

level federal agency managers to resolve project con-

flicts at their level of the organization, without the 

need to involve the highest officials of their agencies.  

Further, the Council membership’s formal statements 

regarding the sufficiency of the process for consider-

ing impacts to historic properties, as well as comment-

ing on substantive impacts of particular projects, are 

viewed with authority by federal courts who some-

times are asked by plaintiffs to review specific 

projects.   

While the membership’s power has always been selec-

tively applied to cases that present strategic policy or 

implementation issues, given the sheer volume of fed-

eral actions each year, the authoritative role of the 

members themselves in Section 106 matters has varied 

over the years, and should be increased as part of the 

Advisory Council’s assertion of Section 106 as its core 

mission.   The Council’s budget justification reports for 

FY 2000-FY 2002 state that the membership had de-

cided to focus and increase its role in high-profile and 

policy-setting Section 106 cases after adoption of the 

1999 regulatory amendments. Although the BJRs for 

the succeeding decade do not emphasize this goal, the 

Council should consider a renewed commitment to 

this policy. For example, two recent formal actions of 

the membership—one in October 2008, which declined 

to endorse the Army Corps of Engineers’ concept for 

revisions to its Section 106 procedures, and the other 

in April 2010 when formal comments on a proposed 

wind energy project in Nantucket Sound were is-

sued—represent the type of vigorous actions that have 

been a hallmark of the agency’s leadership. 

Section 5-1 of Part II of this report explains the types of 

Section 106 commenting authority that may be exer-

cised by the Council membership. Based on the agen-

cy’s annual reports of activities, the membership body 

formally commented on approximately 167 cases from 

FY 1968 through FY 2008. Council-initiated termina-

tions have not been discussed in the agency’s annual 

reports since the late 1990s, although this fact may re-

flect a policy shift by the Council toward deferring 

termination decisions to the SHPOs and the other fed-

eral agencies.  

THE AGENCY’S ROLE IN “PRESERVE 
AMERICA” SHOULD BE REDEFINED. 

Unveiled in 2003, “Preserve America” has two facets 

(a presidential executive order and a White House in-

itiative) that collectively promote productive use of 

historic properties and bestow recognition, awards, 

and grants. This new initiative has provided helpful 

publicity and discrete funding support for preserva-

tion activities, particularly at the community level, 

benefits that are not at issue in this discussion.  How-

ever, significant concerns were aired during inter-
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views for this study that the Advisory Council’s 

weighty Section 106 regulatory work has been over-

shadowed by the Preserve America initiative as it has 

developed.  This shift in the Council’s focus and work 

appears to be reflected in the Council’s own reports on 

budget and staff impacts, presented in more detail in 

Section 5-2 of Part II of this report.  

The dominance of Preserve America in the Advisory 

Council’s work since 2003 is apparent in its budget 

justification reports and budget increases in travel, 

“branding,” and communications. At the same time as 

the Council’s Preserve America’s activities have in-

creased, it appears that the agency’s core Section 106 

staffing levels have decreased, or at the least been 

shifted to agency “liaison” staff.  The FY 2004 through 

FY 2010 budget reports reflect Section 106 caseworker 

positions at the lowest numbers since the Advisory 

Council’s detailed reporting of staffing levels began in 

its FY 1985 annual report (from a high of 13 in the 

1990s to 8 in the current budget report, although 7 po-

sitions are shown on the Council’s website).  The core 

Section 106 caseworkers are in-house historic preser-

vation specialists and program analysts, as distin-

guished from the temporary “liaison” positions 

established through funding contracts between the 

Advisory Council and certain federal agencies (dis-

cussed below). (Historical and current Council staffing 

levels are identified in Appendix 5-2 of Part II of this 

report.)   

The Council’s staff leadership has emphatically stated 

that staffing and support for Section 106 compliance 

has not been adversely affected by the Council’s in-

volvement in Preserve America, and that any shift in 

resources over the past several years primarily reflects 

a more limited role assigned to Council staff due to 

changes in the Section 106 regulations.  Regardless of 

the reasons for this shift in resources, many of those 

interviewed for this report expressed concern that the 

Council’s increased involvement in Preserve America 

has detracted from its programmatic focus on Section 

106, and that staffing and support for Section 106 

compliance should be strengthened, even if that were 

to mean a diminished involvement in the Preserve 

America initiative. 

Suggestions presented in Part II of this report for rede-

fining the Council’s Preserve America involvement 

include seeking cooperative agreements or under-

standings with other federal agencies or nonprofit  

organizations to share or delegate certain responsibili-

ties for the initiative. 

 THE ADVISORY COUNCIL SHOULD 
CONSIDER REOPENING A WESTERN 
OFFICE.   

In the past, the Advisory Council’s western office has 

played an essential role in the Council’s complex Sec-

tion 106 work, and has helped the agency maintain an 

effective national presence.  For over 30 years, a pro-

fessional staff of 4 to 5 individuals in the Council’s 

Denver office delivered Section 106 expertise and as-

sistance to the western states, Alaska, and Hawaii. The 

Denver office was closed in the first quarter of FY 

2006, abolishing four senior positions, and the funds 

were reprogrammed to add six junior positions in the 

D.C. office.  

Between FY 2004 and FY 2009, the Council’s overall 

budget increased from $3,951,000 to $5,498,000, an in-

crease of 39 percent. The two largest components of 

the increase were a 138.6 percent increase in travel and 

a 140.6 percent increase in “rent, communications, and 

miscellaneous.” During the same period, however, 

experienced core mission staffing levels declined with 

the closure of the Denver office, although additional 

junior staff positions were added in Washington, D.C.  
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At the time, a number of reasons were cited to support 

these changes, including the changing nature of the 

Council’s Section 106 casework under revised regula-

tions, the need to enhance the Council’s ability to de-

velop guidance and other services for Section 106 

users, the need to better use existing resources, and the 

need to better position the agency to promote Preserve 

America initiatives.  

While recognizing the Council’s prerogative to shift 

resources to enhance efficiency and address identified 

needs, the closure of the agency’s western office was 

sorely felt in the field, at least according to a broad 

range of interviewees for this report (including state 

and tribal historic preservation officers, the public, 

preservation advocates, and cultural resource consul-

tants).  Accessibility is a relative concept in the west 

and the far-flung 49th and 50th states. Although many 

interviewees expressed appreciation for the efforts of 

the agency’s caseworkers and managers to provide 

compliance assistance from Washington, DC, they also 

indicated that access to the Advisory Council’s exper-

tise would be improved if the Council’s staff was lo-

cated within the same or proximate time zones or a 

half- to one-day flight or drive from these dispersed 

constituents. 

A western office may not necessarily need to be lo-

cated in Denver again. Any evaluation of a western 

site should consider expanded reaches of commercial 

air service and proximity to major metropolitan areas 

in the west and midwest; tribal and state Section 106 

staffing capacity; and regional office locations of the 

major federal land management agencies.  

CHECKS AND BALANCES ARE NEEDED  
TO REDUCE CONFLICT-OF-INTEREST 
CONCERNS WHEN THE ADVISORY  
COUNCIL’S “LIAISON” STAFF 
PARTICIPATE IN SECTION 106 REVIEWS 
FOR THEIR FUNDING AGENCIES’ 
PROJECTS.   

In 1997, a “liaison” position first appeared in the Ad-

visory Council’s Section 106 caseworker staff list in the 

agency’s annual report to the president and Congress.  

Liaison positions have increased from approximately 1 

or 2 in the late 1990s to 7 or 8 since 2005, and the num-

ber currently stands at 8.  These positions are filled by 

temporary employees funded by individual federal 

agencies through renewable interagency contracts 

with the Advisory Council. Federal agencies that cur-

rently fund positions for individuals working in the 

Council’s office in DC include the Bureau of Land 

Management, the Army, the Energy Department, 

GSA, FEMA, FHWA, and the VA. The Department of 

Agriculture and HUD have funded liaison positions in 

the past.  

Previously, the Council had expressed concerns to 

Congress regarding such arrangements. One primary 

concern at the time (1996) was a practical and policy 

problem—still present today—that such funding or 

reimbursement agreements could strip the agency of 

certainty in its own budget and program planning, 

and in setting its own priorities.  

Another strong concern identified by the Advisory 

Council in 1996 related to liaison responsibility for 

“individual [Section 106] case reviews and related 

consultation assistance provided [by staff], those 

process-driven agreements that deal with specific 

complex or lengthy projects, or other Council actions 

that comprise the Council’s ‘comment’ on a given situ-

ation to meet Section 106 requirements.” These objec-

tions were based on the Council’s conclusion that its 
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Section 106 responsibilities are nondiscretionary (i.e., 

are required by law) and that such funding arrange-

ments with “regulated” federal agencies could create 

conflict-of-interest concerns. On the other hand, activi-

ties such as training federal agency staff and assisting 

with general program compliance did not appear to 

create these types of conflicts, according to the Coun-

cil.  

The expansion of such interagency agreements from 

2003 to the present, notwithstanding the Council’s 

concerns as expressed to Congress, appears to have 

provided external funding for the Advisory Council to 

maintain, at least on paper, the semblance of past  

Section 106 staff levels during the same time that the 

Preserve America initiative ramped up. In reality, 

however, permanent historic preservation specialist 

and program analyst positions dedicated to Section 

106 reviews have declined by almost 40 percent since 

the early 2000s.  

As a policy matter, it is debatable whether regulated 

federal agencies should fund Section 106 direct-review 

services within the Council. Members of the public 

and nonprofit groups interviewed for this report 

strongly perceive that the Advisory Council’s primary 

statutory mission to watch over Section 106 com-

pliance is compromised by these agreements. None-

theless, if the practical realities are such that liaison 

positions are tasked to directly participate in their 

funding agencies’ Section 106 cases, then interagency 

contracts need to include consistent terms and condi-

tions that impose administrative and supervisory 

checks and balances. Specific contractual protections 

in the public’s interest include requiring that liaison 

staff hiring decisions and performance evaluations be 

made solely by the Advisory Council, not by the fund-

ing agency or jointly with the Council.  Further, a 

couple of recent agreements require liaison positions to 

support their funding agencies’ public relations pro-

grams and project timetables—conditions that raise 

legitimate concerns about maintaining impartiality in 

Section 106 reviews—and, for that reason, should be 

prohibited in contracts to fund liaison positions.  

THERE IS A COMPELLING NEED FOR 
TIMELY AND CONCRETE SECTION 106 
ADVICE FROM THE ADVISORY COUNCIL; 
OPINION LETTERS ARE ONE POSSIBLE 
SOLUTION.   

From the start, Congress expected the Advisory Coun-

cil to serve as an expert resource for the president, the 

legislature itself, federal agencies, and the public. The 

agency has issued at least 35 policy or guidance doc-

uments since the early 1980s relating to Section 106  

implementation. Issuing guidance is not as simple as 

putting the federal agency pen to paper, however. A 

series of restrictions and protocols has been developed 

over the years by the OMB relating to how informa-

tion is collected and guidance is issued by federal 

agencies, including the Advisory Council.  These re-

quirements are based on principles of openness, 

transparency, and inclusion—all good goals—but the 

procedural requirements can make it difficult as a 

practical matter for a federal agency to provide timely 

guidance on newly emerging issues or project propos-

als.   

One approach to providing insightful and timely 

guidance on specific problems has been developed by 

other federal agencies through the use of advisory 

opinions or interpretive letters in response to written 

requests. 

Investigatory letters or opinions issued in response to 

questions involving fact-specific determinations about 

a matter or case is generally not included within the 

scope of OMB instructions requiring formal notice and 

prior review procedures for information collection and 
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issuance of guidance.  The OMB’s instructions also 

exclude from formal notice and review procedures 

documents that relate to the use, operation, or control 

of a government facility or internal documents solely 

directed to another federal agency.  It is likely that Sec-

tion 106 opinion letters would not be subject to these 

formal administrative procedures based on the exist-

ing exemptions.   Filling the Advisory Council’s long-

vacant general counsel position may be required in 

order to ensure timely responses if opinion letters cur-

ry favor among Section 106 stakeholders.  

Posting such opinion letters and related documents on 

the Advisory Council’s website (discussed in the tech-

nology recommendation below) would also better 

help align agency practices with current presidential 

policies on public access to federal government infor-

mation—just starting by posting the entire body of 

Council comments and other written statements al-

ready issued in individual Section 106 case reviews on 

the website would be helpful, and should not neces-

sarily require increased staffing resources. During 

preparation of this report, the agency provided many 

requested documents for review, and explained a new 

document management system that is now in place.  

However, the Council was unable to provide certain 

types of important documents, including the records 

of Council comments and federal agency responses 

regarding consulting party appeals of “no adverse ef-

fect” determinations under 2004 changes to the Section 

106 rules.  These changes in the rules required the Ad-

visory Council to build a record to facilitate public 

access to information on Section 106 appeals, in ex-

change for lessening the Advisory Council’s involve-

ment in many project reviews.  However, it is difficult 

to access some of this information, thereby undermin-

ing the policy intent of the rules.  

FACILITATED NEGOTIATIONS SHOULD  
BE CONDUCTED MORE OFTEN IN 
CONTROVERSIAL SECTION 106 CASES, 
AND TRAINING IN CONFLICT 
RESOLUTION SKILLS SHOULD BE 
PROVIDED TO THE ADVISORY 
COUNCIL’S STAFF.    

Independent, third-party conflict resolution assistance 

should be explored more frequently by federal agen-

cies to help in disputed Section 106 consultations that 

involve multiple stakeholders.  The Advisory Council 

has encouraged federal agencies to do so in the past. 

For example, in late 2008, the membership commented 

formally to the Interior Department on the Bureau of 

Land Management’s failure to connect its alternative 

dispute resolution process with Section 106 consulta-

tion with respect to a controversial firearms shooting 

range in Arizona. During the research for this report, 

only one case was identified from the Advisory Coun-

cil’s annual reports in which formal mediation by an 

independent agent was conducted during Section 106 

consultation. However, that example (the Stillwater 

Bridge between Minnesota and Wisconsin) provides a 

useful illustration of the value of formal mediation at 

the administrative stage of complex and contentious 

Section 106 cases (see Section 5-6 of Part II of this re-

port for more information on this example).  

Only a relatively small universe of federal actions that 

are subject to Section 106 reviews become highly  

controversial.  Nevertheless, federal agencies should 

be encouraged to weigh the following factors in consi-

dering outside assistance in these types of projects: the 

cost of conflict resolution services during consultation 

in light of the overall cost of the project (which can 

exceed $1 billion for many large construction projects), 

the cost and time associated with litigation that can 
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possibly be avoided through effective assistance, and 

the benefit to avoiding or minimizing lasting commu-

nity mistrust or hostility against the agency.   A com-

parison of two controversial hydroelectric dam 

relicensing projects—one project (1998 to 2009) that 

ended in litigation at a high cost to the federal gov-

ernment, and another that was effectively facilitated in 

the early 2000s to a consensus outcome during the ini-

tial stage of Section 106 consultation—is also pre-

sented in Section 5-6. 

As a key stakeholder in the consultation process, the 

Advisory Council encourages and assists participants 

in Section 106 reviews to try to reach consensus solu-

tions, a function that is appropriate especially because 

of the agency’s extensive knowledge base of past prac-

tices that effectively identified project alternatives and 

measures that positively adapted historic properties to 

meet federal needs or that minimized or avoided 

harming such properties.  In order to facilitate the 

Council’s work in this regard, this recommendation 

suggests that the Section 106 caseworker and mana-

gerial staff be provided an opportunity for training in 

conflict resolution skills.    

Helping to resolve disputes is not necessarily an in-

nate skill.  Strengthening an understanding of differ-

ent styles of learning and communication; diversity of 

all types; effective questioning and discernment prac-

tices; and recognizing issues and promoting common 

interests are types of conflict resolution skills that 

could be enhanced through formal, structured train-

ing.  This element of the recommendation is not meant 

to propel the Advisory Council staff into formal facili-

tation or mediation roles, nor does it imply any partic-

ular areas of improvement for staff and management.   

Instead, the proposal is intended to provide the staff 

more tools to effectively participate in the high-profile 

cases in which the Council elects to become involved.  

EXPANSION OF BASIC AND ADVANCED 
SECTION 106 TRAINING SHOULD BE 
FACILITATED BY THE ADVISORY 
COUNCIL.    

The Advisory Council offers regularly scheduled basic 

and advanced training by seasoned agency staff.  Such 

programs are valued and welcomed by practitioners.  

Based on the experience of SHPOs interviewed for this 

study, federal agencies that commit to assigning quali-

fied staff to Section 106 compliance duties, and then 

provide ongoing opportunities to enhance their know-

ledge of best practices, are more successful in Section 

106 implementation than those that do not.  However, 

very few of the nationwide programmatic agreements 

require federal agency staff training, as one example of 

a needed measure.  Given the significant practical 

benefits of training, the Advisory Council should 

promote that federal agencies provide expanded learn-

ing opportunities (from a variety of sources) for quali-

fied staff as a standard condition of every Section 106 

agreement document and particularly for program 

alternatives to Section 106 implementation.  These 

standard requirements should also promote general 

Section 106 awareness training for federal agency em-

ployees, as well as nonfederal applicants, who are not 

directly responsible for compliance, but who supervise 

or otherwise oversee staff that manages projects sub-

ject to Section 106 reviews.    

At the same time, the Advisory Council’s current ap-

proach to training depends heavily on a traditional 

model in which Section 106 staff takes time away from 

their casework in order to conduct the training live at 

intensive one- or two-day sessions in about a dozen 

cities around the country during the course of a year.  

The cost of travel often makes such training prohibi-

tive for key stakeholders such as tribal, state, and local 

governments.  The Council should explore leveraging 

its staff’s expertise more broadly through the ex-
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panded use of web-based training, which can be ac-

cessed at any time without the need to travel.  More 

initiative in delivering on-demand training this way 

would also conserve professional staff time and travel 

budgets for the critical face-to-face consultations 

which occur when the Council participates directly in 

high-profile or complex cases.  Although a web-based 

training format prevents the live question-and-answer 

dialogue that is often useful, this potential downside 

could be somewhat mitigated if preservation stake-

holders use the option of requesting opinion letters 

from the agency, as recommended above. 
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RECOMMENDATION 4 

The vitality and effectiveness of Section 106 depends 

on active and engaged preservation advocates and 

members of the public.  During the Section 106 process 

for a project, interested groups and individuals can 

ask the lead federal agency for the opportunity to par-

ticipate as a “consulting party,” entitled to be included 

in discussions with the agency about alternatives and 

mitigation, or they can provide their views on the 

project through opportunities to speak at a public fo-

rum or submit written comments.  As the concept of 

“consultation” has developed through Section 106 

rulemaking and the Interior Department’s guidance 

on federal preservation programs, serving as a con-

sulting party in the Section 106 process can provide 

one of the most empowering avenues for individuals 

and groups to positively impact federal decision mak-

ing on plans and projects, if federal agencies fully ad-

here to the meaning of consultation—seeking, 

discussing, and exchanging ideas, and trying to reach 

an agreement on project alternatives, their impacts, 

and ways to avoid or minimize such impacts.  Consul-

tation, as additionally described by the Interior De-

partment, is not “simply providing information” or 

sending paperwork to consulting parties and asking 

for written comments in response.     

A key finding of this study is that many federal agen-

cies and nonfederal stakeholders have reduced direct 

contacts with preservation groups and interested indi-

viduals, and thus fail to expressly encourage and 

promote their participation in Section 106, either by 

formally serving as consulting parties or providing 

comments as members of the public.  These efforts—

required by the Advisory Council’s Section 106 rules—

must be reinvigorated.  One important premise of ma-

jor changes to the Section 106 regulations in 1999 and 

2000 was to enhance and invigorate consulting party 

and public involvement, in part to counterbalance the 

Council’s intention to remove itself from the vast ma-

jority of individual Section 106 reviews. Based on the 

interviews of preservationists for this study, the Coun-

cil’s policy intention to strengthen consulting party 

and public involvement in Section 106 has not proven 

to be effective.  Also, the practical, on-the-ground con-

sequences of a January 2009 presidential directive to 

federal agencies to create an “unprecedented level” of 

openness, transparency, and public participation and 

collaboration is not yet clear when applied to Section 

Improvements are Needed to Increase Consulting 
Party Access and Public Involvement in the 
Section 106 Process 
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106 reviews. These are issues of critical importance to 

the National Trust because of the Trust’s congressional 

charter and its mission to “facilitate public participa-

tion” in historic preservation.  

Section 106 is a regulatory process that can seem 

overwhelming to individual preservation advocates 

and local preservation groups, especially in high-

profile, controversial cases.  Experienced practitioners 

who lead Section 106 consultations on specific projects 

should always provide instructive information about 

the process from the very start so that individuals and 

groups who participate as consulting parties know 

what to expect in terms of consultation steps, the roles 

and responsibilities of stakeholders in the review 

process, and an overall tentative timeline.  Additional 

recommendations regarding public involvement in-

clude the following:  (1) expanding and strengthening 

the Section 106 knowledge of the National Trust’s 

statewide and local preservation partners, and the im-

portance of their involvement; (2) reinstituting the use 

of public participation models of inclusive community 

involvement; (3) holding federal agencies and appli-

cants accountable, through specific recommended 

measures, for notifying consulting parties and the 

public about project changes that impact historic 

properties after Section 106 reviews have taken place, 

and for progress in meeting commitments made in 

consultation processes; and (4) actively soliciting con-

sulting party and public feedback on their experience 

in Section 106 reviews to identify methods of improv-

ing the process.  

FEDERAL AGENCIES SHOULD HONOR 
THE REQUIREMENT TO DIRECTLY 
“INVITE” CONSULTING PARTIES TO 
PARTICIPATE. 

Sections 800.2(a)(4) and 800.3(f) of the Advisory Coun-

cil’s regulations specifically require federal agencies 

(or their authorized representatives), at the initiation 

of Section 106 review, to identify parties that are en-

titled to participate in consultation on a project as con-

sulting parties and then directly “invite” them to 

participate.  Among those entitled to participate are 

individuals and organizations that are concerned 

about the project’s impacts on historic properties. Un-

fortunately, the interview process used for this report 

identified very limited examples in which federal 

agencies or their authorized representatives (for ex-

ample, some state departments of transportation) di-

rectly invited preservation advocacy groups and 

interested individuals to be engaged as consulting par-

ties during reviews of federal or federally assisted 

projects.  

When they do occur, “invitations” are commonly  

irregular and indirect, such as Federal Register an-

nouncements and legal notices in newspapers. These 

perfunctory notices do not typically reach local indi-

viduals and organizations that are likely to be interest-

ed in how a project affects historic properties. Federal 

agencies and applicants for federal funding or permit 

approvals need to be more proactive in identifying 

and inviting by letter, or other direct means, individu-

als and local and statewide groups to serve as consult-

ing parties, as required by the Section 106 rules.  

Further, SHPOs and THPOs are supposed to be asked 

by federal agencies and their representatives to help 

identify potentially interested parties entitled to be 

invited to consultation. Some, not all, state and tribal 

offices reinforce federal agency responsibility to invite 

interested stakeholders to participate in individual 

reviews by formally requesting that agencies identify 

and submit documentation of whom they have con-

tacted in this regard, a helpful practice that should be 

more widely followed. 
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CONSULTING PARTIES SHOULD BE 
PROVIDED A TENTATIVE PLAN OF 
ACTION OR ROADMAP FOR 
CONSULTATION.    

The Interior Department’s guidance on federal preser-

vation programs directs agencies to explain to mem-

bers of the public any rules, processes, or schedules 

that apply to consultation. Regardless of experience 

level, several preservation advocates interviewed for 

this report noted that there is little explanation or dis-

cussion of the basics of consultation during individual 

project reviews, and that standard practice varies 

widely among agencies. In their view, “the basics” 

include the definition of “consultation” (and its em-

phasis on trying to reach consensus during delibera-

tions), the roles/responsibilities of each of the 

participants (including the Advisory Council’s staff, 

when the agency participates), a tentative outline of 

the project and consultation schedule, specific work 

products or documents they will be asked to review, 

and their options for dispute resolution, including the 

underutilized appeal process adopted in the 2004 revi-

sions to the Advisory Council’s Section 106 rules.  

Further, in order to promote a better understanding 

among  consulting parties and the public regarding 

the identification of individuals actually authorized to 

make determinations and decisions in Section 106, 

consultants should clarify at the outset whom they 

work for, the name and contact information for their 

direct client contact, that they are acting as a technical 

expert for their client, and that the client (most often a 

federal agency) is responsible for all decisions in the 

consultation process, including commitments made in 

agreement documents.  

THE SECTION 106 ADVOCACY CAPACITY 
OF THE NATIONAL TRUST’S STATEWIDE 
AND LOCAL PRESERVATION PARTNERS 
REQUIRES STRENGTHENING.   

The National Trust currently produces a number of 

technical publications and offers training opportuni-

ties to boost the capability and capacity of statewide 

and local preservation organizations, including publi-

cations specifically targeted at helping such groups 

engage as policy advocates at the national and gras-

sroots levels.  This recommendation encourages the 

Trust, possibly in collaboration with the Advisory 

Council, to consider producing similar guidance spe-

cifically targeted to encouraging these preservation 

stakeholders to become effective advocates as consult-

ing parties in the Section 106 process. 

During the interviews for this study, several SHPOs 

and their review staff expressed concerns that state-

wide and local preservation advocacy groups are ab-

sent from many Section 106 consultations, and are not 

involved in helping to monitor project MOAs and 

program alternatives. There are several barriers to 

such preservation advocacy at the state or local level, 

especially a lack of staff resources, because Section 106 

consultation can be intensive, time-consuming, and 

costly (since travel is often required) for a volunteer 

advocacy group. While some statewide and local pre-

servation organizations are active and effective partic-

ipants in the Section 106 process, the concerns raised 

during interviews for this report suggest that addi-

tional support would be helpful in encouraging these 

organizations to participate as consulting parties at a 

more frequent and more effective level. 
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THE USE OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 
MODELS OF INCLUSIVENESS HAS 
LANGUISHED AND NEEDS TO BE 
RESURRECTED.   

Sections 800.2(d) and 800.3(e) of the Advisory Coun-

cil’s regulations reflect a strong policy in favor of early 

public participation in Section 106 reviews.  Federal 

agencies must plan to notify and involve the public, 

whose views, in the express language of the Council, 

“are essential to informed Federal decisionmaking in 

the Section 106 process.” 

Community wisdom exists, and is an often an un-

tapped resource in both environmental and historic 

preservation reviews of projects. People may not rec-

ognize the name of—or even care about—the Advi-

sory Council, the National Trust, or federal agencies.  

However, they do know their neighborhood, borough, 

city, pueblo, parish, or favorite place at a level of detail 

gleaned only by serving as a constant participant in 

life. They know, for example, the consequences to the 

environment when a developer dams a stream or fills 

a sinkhole, thus affecting the movement of water, or 

destroys farm fields, thus displacing wildlife.  They 

know the places of looters, or where a pivot on a his-

toric swing bridge snags, or how sound from a train or 

truck travels up a hollow or across an open body of 

water. 

Based on the experiences of interviewees for this 

study, little effort is invested in encouraging early 

public participation when planning for federal and 

federally assisted projects. A second theme expressed 

by many of the interviewees is that programs to in-

volve the public in historic preservation must begin 

before individual projects ever reach the stage of Sec-

tion 106 reviews.  Several SHPOs in particular emphat-

ically commented that it is more effective to create an 

active interest in preservation among the public by 

first increasing their access to places where they can 

experience history, such as involving the community 

in work to survey architectural features of buildings or 

to help with an archaeological dig.  Once the interest is 

created, community participation in regulatory 

processes, like Section 106, is more likely to follow.   

Another theme raised in comments by interviewees is 

that better insights are needed into specific techniques 

of public participation in Section 106. Insightful mod-

els of inclusive public involvement developed over the 

past 15 years—including guidance with respect to fed-

eral historic preservation programs, environmental 

justice projects, and civic engagement in archaeolo-

gy—should be updated and applied in Section 106 

reviews.  

These types of engagement programs are not difficult 

to carry out and are not expensive when considering 

the substantial costs of many large infrastructure 

projects. Alternative techniques for reaching out to the 

public on grounds and terms more familiar to every-

day people are, however, unfamiliar territory to most 

bureaucracies and businesses where the values of con-

trol, a common technical language, efficiency, and un-

emotional dialogue rule (in varying degrees). Project 

delays can occur when managers are inattentive to, or 

intentionally avoid, early and direct interaction with 

locally affected members of the public. At a minimum, 

prudent risk management requires a thoughtful effort 

to attempt to engage the local community proactively.  

There is one caution about techniques of public  

engagement based on the experiences of some of the 

preservation advocates interviewed for this study. 

Federal agencies and their representatives should not 

orchestrate public information and participation in 

ways that override preservation principles (e.g., mak-

ing design decisions by broad popular “vote” rather 

than basing decisions on standards of historic charac-

ter and compatibility). 
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FEDERAL AGENCIES AND APPLICANTS 
FOR FEDERAL FUNDING OR APPROVALS 
SHOULD BE MORE RESPONSIBLE TO THE 
PUBLIC FOR PROJECT CHANGES AND 
COMMITMENTS MADE IN SECTION 106 
REVIEWS.    

Standard measures should be adopted by federal 

agencies themselves and imposed on all nonfederal 

applicants for federal assistance or approvals to pro-

mote accountability for project changes and follow-

through on commitments after Section 106 reviews are  

completed and funds are awarded or permits issued.  

Although projects are supposed to be reopened under 

the NHPA (and NEPA) when certain project changes 

occur, suggested measures to strengthen recognition 

of this requirement among all stakeholders, as well as 

promote implementation of all mitigation commit-

ments, include the following: 

(1) Federal agencies should further the public’s access 

to information, beyond the minimum requirements in 

the Section 106 and NEPA rules, by posting historic 

preservation and environmental commitments in ac-

cessible public repositories (e.g., libraries, websites) 

and recording such commitments in the real property 

records of the locale where the project is proposed to 

be built;  

(2) Agencies should post copies of all studies or re-

ports required as a result of Section 106 and NEPA 

reviews in the same repositories, as well as directly 

provide copies to all nongovernmental consulting par-

ties that participated in the consultation process;  

(3) As a way to promote recognition of the Section 106 

rules requiring that consultation be reopened for 

project changes made after Section 106 reviews are 

finished, applicants should be required to submit 

sworn certifications which affirm that their projects 

were built in substantial compliance with plans in 

place during the Section 106 and NEPA administrative 

processes (and identifying any substantial deviations 

from these initial plans).   This type of “truth, accura-

cy, and completeness” certification is widely required 

of applicants after environmental reviews are com-

pleted, and before projects are put into operation, to 

guard against the scenario in which as-built projects 

cause substantially new and harmful impacts that 

were not analyzed during the pre-construction envi-

ronmental review process.  Sworn certifications should 

also be required for implementation of cultural re-

source mitigation commitments in Section 106 agree-

ment documents.   

(4) Federal agencies should also actively and aggres-

sively implement their audit programs to specifically 

monitor compliance with, and hold applicants accoun-

table for, the accuracy of the certifications proposed 

above, as well as other legal commitments in permits, 

licenses, and grant agreements.  Action on the recom-

mended sworn certifications in (3) must be accompa-

nied by at least some federal enforcement under the 

Fraud and False Statements Act—as is done when 

sworn statements in environmental documents are 

discovered to have been made falsely or fraudulent-

ly—in order that individuals who sign such state-

ments have a reasonable belief that they might 

actually be held accountable for their actions and, 

therefore, will take such statements more seriously.   

Additionally, although the Advisory Council once 

suggested that it is not empowered to take corrective 

action when a Section 106 agreement is violated, the 

agency should reevaluate this position, because it is 

not in reality as powerless as it has suggested, and 

should consider options such as suspending or termi-

nating MOAs or applicable program alternatives, or at 

least exercising formal commenting authority. 

In general, applicants want predictability from regula-

tors, but they crave flexibility in designing and im-

plementing their projects. Funding availability, market 
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conditions, and other similar factors at times promote 

intentional attempts to avoid finite project definition 

during federally required review processes. These fac-

tors often lead to inefficient and wasteful use of time 

and money by federal agencies and preservation ad-

vocates alike, for example, if a project has no near-

term chance to be built because funding has not been 

committed.  Further, because of funding or time lags, 

project design changes may occur in ways that pose 

new or unexamined impacts on historic properties and 

environmental resources.  

While project changes between the planning and im-

plementation stages are common—and in some cases 

beneficial for a variety of reasons—those changes may 

affect historic properties in a manner that was not ad-

dressed in the original project review process.  Yet,  

interviews conducted for this report suggest that there 

is little evidence of project reviews being reopened in 

such cases, except in rare examples involving highly 

visible and controversial projects that are covered by 

the media. The typical land development project, or 

related infrastructure construction project, is seldom 

re-evaluated for project changes or implementation of  

required mitigation, according to interviewees. In  

addition, in the case of long-term multi-year projects, 

such as highways and bridges, there is a danger that 

the “institutional memory” of the commitments made 

in Section 106 and NEPA documents may be lost, par-

ticularly as participants scatter and documentation is  

archived.  For all of these reasons, federal agencies and 

applicants should be more accountable to consulting 

parties and the public after initial Section 106 and 

NEPA reviews are completed. 

CONSULTING PARTY AND PUBLIC 
FEEDBACK ON THEIR EXPERIENCE IN 
SECTION 106 REVIEWS NEEDS TO BE 
ACTIVELY SOLICITED.    

Most of the information and data compiled by federal 

agencies, including the Advisory Council, and 

SHPOs/THPOs to measure the effectiveness of the  

Section 106 process  (also referred to as “performance 

metrics”) consist of the number of projects reviewed, 

and agreement documents or program alternatives 

adopted, during each year.  These kinds of metrics—

which measure the quantity or volume of workloads—

are useful when federal agencies, the states, and tribes 

develop their budgets, and their respective legislative 

bodies consider these budget proposals. Numerical 

measures have also been used to highlight the poten-

tial for chronic problems in Section 106 implementa-

tion. For a number of years, for example, the Advisory 

Council reported annually to the president and Con-

gress the number and percentage of cases, separated 

by each federal agency, that were elevated to the 

Council’s membership panel for formal comment. The 

Departments of Interior, Transportation, and HUD 

collectively comprised the majority of such cases from 

FY 1974 through FY 1991.  

Raw numbers, however, reflect quantity rather than 

quality, and do not account for the complexity of par-

ticular cases, or single actions of an agency that can 

have a lasting and devastating impact on historic 

properties. Also, annual workload numbers do not 

measure the extent of participation by stakeholders 

and what participants thought about the quality of the 

process or the outcomes. Such feedback from consult- 
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ing parties and the public can serve a useful purpose 

in improving the Section 106 process and outcomes if 

it is timely, specific, and provided to federal agency 

Senior Policy Officials and their staff and the Advisory 

Council.  Indeed, the Advisory Council has successful-

ly used a survey at least once before to request feed-

back on the Section 106 process.  In the early 1990s, the 

Council issued a questionnaire to 1,200 stakeholders—

and received a remarkable 35 percent response rate 

within one month, which was used to guide subse-

quent regulatory revisions to the Section 106 rules. 

In the interviews for this report, some stakeholders  

reflecting on their Section 106 consultation experience 

felt that the process effectively reached broad consen-

sus among all parties, often with creative compromise. 

Others came away from the Section 106 experience 

(most notably those involving housing development, 

disaster recovery projects, road projects, and Army 

Corps of Engineers’ permits) feeling highly frustrated 

and that Section 106 consultation is a charade.  Feed-

back from consulting parties could help the Council 

and agencies alike to find ways to reduce public dissa-

tisfaction in future consultations.   

Many agencies already have existing policies, re-

quirements, and tools to quantitatively capture feed-

back and lessons learned in their compliance 

programs.  These measures should be extended to Sec-

tion 106 implementation.  The use of accessible and 

cost-effective advances in web-based surveys—or 

simply using e-mail questionnaires—should also be 

highly encouraged as a way for federal agencies and 

the Advisory Council to seek electronic feedback from 

nongovernmental consulting parties, e.g., as a consul-

tation follow-up to gauge “customer satisfaction” from 

this underserved constituency. 
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RECOMMENDATION 5 

There were no state or tribal historic preservation  

officers when the NHPA was enacted in 1966.  The 

U.S. Department of the Interior quickly asked gover-

nors to identify state offices to receive the historic pre-

servation grant funding provided in the 1966 act, but 

formal recognition of SHPOs under federal law did 

not occur until the 1980 amendments to the NHPA.  

Section 106 reviews of federal projects affecting reser-

vations and ancestral or cultural lands of Indian tribes 

are reported in the Advisory Council’s documents dat-

ing back to the late 1960s; however, THPOs were not 

formally recognized under federal law until the 1992 

amendments to the NHPA.   

Beginning in the mid 1980s and continuing through 

the late 1990s, revisions to the Advisory Council’s Sec-

tion 106 rules pulled the Council back from most Sec-

tion 106 cases and thrust the SHPOs and, later, the 

THPOs into the primary role of reviewing an extensive 

number of federal and federally supported projects 

each year. Federal agencies and industry welcomed 

these changes.  There is also a benefit to local com-

munities when state or tribal staff, who are geographi-

cally closer to projects, review the identification of 

historic properties and landscapes that may be im-

pacted, negotiate ways to avoid or mitigate those im-

pacts, and connect federal agencies or applicants with 

people and groups that are likely to be interested in 

participating in Section 106 consultation.   

In the absence of SHPO and THPO participation in the 

Section 106 program, the Advisory Council would be 

responsible for consulting with federal agencies or  

applicants in over 100,000 projects each year under the 

express language of the statute and the Part 800 rules. 

Given the critical nature of state and tribal participa-

tion, the federal statutory and regulatory mandates  

associated with state and tribal preservation pro-

grams, and the desire of federal agencies and industry 

to delegate the Advisory Council’s role in Section 106 

over the decades, it is essential that state and tribal 

Section 106 programs be fully funded and staffed to 

State and Tribal Section 106 Programs Should Be 
Supported by Fees and Full Appropriation of 
Proceeds in the National Historic Preservation 
Fund Account 
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carry out this important work. This recommendation 

encourages SHPOs and THPOs to analyze their own 

authority to collect user fees from federal agencies and 

applicants to fund all parts of state and tribal preserva-

tion programs that support their Section 106 review 

responsibilities. Full congressional appropriation of 

the proceeds in the Historic Preservation Fund ac-

count of the U.S. Treasury is further recommended. 

This account contains annual deposits from leasing the 

federal government’s offshore mineral interests to 

businesses for oil and gas exploration and production.  

Although the receipts deposited each year equal the 

maximum amount authorized by Congress for this 

account, the legislature has never approved disbursing 

the full amount of these funds to support state and 

tribal preservation partners during the annual federal 

budget process.  

THE AUTHORITY OF STATES AND TRIBES 
TO ASSESS FEES TO SUPPORT THEIR 
SECTION 106 REVIEW RESPONSIBILITIES 
SHOULD BE SERIOUSLY EXPLORED.   

In the 20th anniversary report on the NHPA, the  

Advisory Council recognized that, as its role in Section 

106 reviews becomes more decentralized and dele-

gated to the states, “it is inevitable that the question of 

paying for the services arises.” The Council predicted 

that the debate over who should pay for  

Section 106 reviews “will undoubtedly sharpen.” In 

the face of severely declining finances—and substan-

tially incomplete allocation of proceeds from the na-

tional fund for historic preservation—interested states 

or tribes should evaluate their own authority as a mat-

ter of state or tribal law to systematically assess user 

fees (also commonly referred to as service fees) to 

support their Section 106 responsibilities and man-

dates, as they have with respect to fees that support 

their environmental review programs.  Further, the 

EPA has supported state, tribal, and local fees as a pol-

icy matter to ensure adequate implementation of fed-

eral air, water, and land protection programs as the 

responsibilities have shifted to these governments.  On 

the other hand, the Advisory Council’s initial analysis 

of user fees, in 2001, seems based on a very cautious 

and narrow reading of the agency’s own Section 106 

rules. This report recommends that the result of the 

2001 analysis should be reevaluated on broader legal 

and policy grounds.   

State environmental and natural resource agencies 

employ staff and invest in equipment to perform mul-

tiple functions in carrying out air, water, and waste 

permit programs and associated plan reviews under 

authority of EPA. (Tribes often are responsible for 

both environmental and historic preservation pro-

grams.)  The EPA establishes performance require-

ments and standards for these programs, and audits 

program performance.  Inadequate performance 

and/or budget allocations have resulted in EPA’s tem-

porary suspension or revocation of delegated program 

elements (in a recent example, in June 2010, the agency 

rejected a major air quality permitting program im-

plemented under delegation to the state of Texas).  

Regulated industries, including federal agencies, dis-

like these sanctions because often the regional EPA 

offices then directly step into the environmental re-

view role for projects.  

Although Congress authorized EPA to support these 

delegated programs through grants, annual appropri-

ations through the federal budget process do not al-

ways reach the level of grant funding needs and 

cannot, therefore, be completely relied upon by states, 

tribes, and local governments. As a result, a system 

has evolved that largely relies on user fees to support 

state and local environmental review programs, in-

cluding staff time for permit and plan reviews, deter-

mination requests, training, public education, 

monitoring, enforcement, and administrative over-
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head. Such user or service fees (examples of which are 

provided in Section 7-1 of Part II of this report) can 

often be imposed through administrative rules, rather 

than require legislative action.  These charges apply to 

all types of regulated industry, and generally apply to 

federal facilities as well.  Environmental fees are wide-

ly recognized as a “cost of doing business” and are 

completely separate from the cost to federal agencies 

and businesses of hiring their own consultants to col-

lect required information and prepare permit applica-

tions or compliance plans. 

The Advisory Council’s 2001 memorandum on fees 

was issued in response to a “growing concern about 

the practice of charging fees from Federal agencies or 

their applicants for their participation in the Section 

106 process.”  The specific practice identified in the 

analysis was requests by Indian tribes “to be compen-

sated for activities connected to the Section 106 

process.” The memorandum concluded that tribes can 

“ask” for fees if they are “treated” by a federal agency 

or applicant as a “consultant” (by conducting survey 

work, for example) or seek reimbursement for travel; 

otherwise, there are no legal mandates under the 

NHPA and the Section 106 rules for fee payment, ac-

cording to the analysis.   

A broader view of this issue, if the Advisory Council 

reconsidered fee assessment, could instead focus on 

whether there are any federal barriers if the tribes or 

states determine that, in order to support their historic 

preservation programs approved by the Department 

of the Interior under the NHPA, they need to impose 

user fees as a necessary and appropriate mechanism to 

support the costs of state and tribal review and consul-

tation roles. If states and tribes do exercise these re-

sponsibilities as a required, not discretionary, 

function—which appears to be the case, at least based 

on a recent Interior Department audit of Hawaii’s pre-

servation program, including the “mandated activi-

ties” of Section 106 review and compliance—then 

states and tribes are obligated to perform to certain 

levels by federal mandate.  As a consequence, SHPOs 

and THPOs, as essential preservation partners, should 

determine how best to financially distribute the costs 

of their required roles among all stakeholders.   

Any further evaluation of a widespread fee structure 

for Section 106 reviews should also address whether 

Congress has waived the federal government’s “sove-

reign immunity” from state requirements. Under the 

legal concept of sovereign immunity, the federal gov-

ernment is not subject to certain liabilities or require-

ments of state laws, among other matters, unless the 

U.S. Congress has directed otherwise.  Congress can 

either specifically waive sovereign immunity in a law, 

or language in a law can be interpreted by courts as 

implying a waiver.  In this regard, it is worth noting 

that Section 110(g) of the NHPA (Preservation activities 

as an eligible project cost) appears to expressly waive 

federal agency immunity regarding Section 106 user 

fees through its recognition that project costs may in-

clude federal agency monies paid to states “to be used 

in carrying out . . . preservation responsibilities of the 

Federal agency under this Act . . . .”  Sovereign im-

munity does not apply to nongovernmental parties; 

therefore, fees can clearly be charged to private appli-

cants for federal funding or permits. 

Finally, many SHPO offices employ “liaison” staff, 

similar to the Advisory Council liaison positions  

described elsewhere in this report. Most of these staff 

positions are directly funded by state departments of 

transportation or housing and community develop-

ment agencies to conduct Section 106 reviews for the 

federal funds managed by these agencies.  These ar-

rangements, therefore, often create the same conflict-

of-interest concerns among the public that exist for the 

Advisory Council’s liaison positions.  Section 106 user 

fees could support state preservation agency staffing 
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levels in a more predictable and consistent way, while 

at the same time eliminating concerns about the poten-

tial for partiality in project reviews.  Environmental 

review fees can be reliably estimated for budget pur-

poses.  Once collected, these fees are typically depo-

sited into the general revenue fund of the pollution 

control agency.  The proceeds can then be directly ap-

portioned by agency directors and their boards or 

commissions according to federally required, overall 

program priorities. In contrast, there is no certainty in 

funding staff liaison positions; payments are made by 

a “regulated” state agency that can impose its own 

project and staffing priorities for Section 106 reviews 

and may elect to withhold or discontinue funding ar-

rangements at any time. 

CONGRESS SHOULD FULLY 
APPROPRIATE THE PROCEEDS IN THE 
NATIONAL HISTORIC PRESERVATION 
FUND ACCOUNT.   

The Minerals Management Service, a bureau of the  

Department of the Interior that manages the Outer 

Continental Shelf program, touts itself as “one of the 

largest revenue generators for the Federal govern-

ment” because of the receipts it collects from industry 

for offshore leases. Each year, the agency deposits $150  

million of royalty payments into the U.S. Treasury 

Historic Preservation Fund account from leasing 43 

million acres within the Outer Continental Shelf of the 

Atlantic Ocean and Gulf of Mexico for oil and gas ex-

ploration and production, possibly to be expanded by 

another 167 million acres in the future as a result of a 

presidential proclamation in early 2010.  This royalty 

deposit sets aside funds, which the Interior Depart-

ment is authorized to use to support state and tribal 

preservation programs, up to the maximum amount 

authorized by Congress through the NHPA.  

Congressional authorization does not equate to actual 

appropriations when the federal budget is approved 

each year, however. The Historic Preservation Fund 

was established by Congress in 1977 to provide a 

matching grant program to the states (and later the 

tribes) for implementation of their preservation pro-

grams. Unfortunately, Congress has never approved 

disbursing even the majority of the fully authorized 

amount from the proceeds in the Fund account; on 

average over the past 20 years, only 25 to 50 percent of 

the maximum authorized amount of $150 million has 

been appropriated for use in the grant program.   

Data developed by the National Conference of State 

Historic Preservation Officers has shown in the past 

that federal support of state preservation programs is 

more cost-effective than the federal government’s  

assumption of the work, another reason for full ap-

propriation of the Fund account to support state (and 

tribal) Section 106 review activities.  

Federal mandates on SHPOs and THPOs continue to 

escalate, particularly as a result of special legislation 

like ARRA, 14 times the size of the last significant jobs 

creation bill.  At the same time, state and tribal budg-

ets have suffered dramatically during the recent and  

ongoing financial crisis.  State and tribal funding has 

been slashed for functions carried out to fulfill respon-

sibilities delegated by the Advisory Council, and staff-

ing for many offices has been cut severely. Congress 

should support full appropriation of the proceeds in 

the Historic Preservation Fund account of the U.S. 

Treasury to help these essential preservation partners. 
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RECOMMENDATION 6 

Further federal agency use of alternative ways to  

comply with Section 106, categories of which are  

authorized as “program alternatives” in the Advisory 

Council’s Section 106 rules, should be limited until 

standard terms and conditions that promote accounta-

bility for implementation are established and syste-

matically imposed.  Suggested standards include 

facilitating public access to agreement documents used 

in alternative procedures (through website posting), 

requiring federal agencies and their nonfederal repre-

sentatives to ensure qualified staffing and adequate 

funding to carry out the alternative approach, report-

ing on implementation on a routine basis and making 

such reports easier for the public to access, and moni-

toring performance through internal reviews and, pe-

riodically, outside audits.  Further, as needed, there 

are sanctions that can be imposed by the Advisory 

Council for noncompliance with requirements of al-

ternative approaches—including terminating approval 

of an agency’s use of a program alternative.  

Regulations by nature invite exceptions and alterna-

tives to implementation. Such is the case with the Ad-

visory Council’s Section 106 rules, although they are 

among the most flexible and least prescriptive of fed-

eral agency regulations.  Soon after promulgation of 

the initial rules in 1974, the federal land management 

agencies (e.g., National Park Service) promoted using 

a “programmatic memorandum of agreement” to tai-

lor the step-by-step review process of the rules for rou-

tine individual projects and activities that posed minor 

to no effects on historic properties.  Nineteen “pro-

grammatic agreements” (a phrase that replaced “pro-

grammatic MOAs”) between the Advisory Council 

and other federal agencies have been executed on a 

national level of coverage (i.e., apply to the specified 

activities of the signatory agencies when carried out 

throughout the nation) since this option was formally 

authorized in the 1970s.  However, there is no com-

prehensive list of the number of programmatic agree-

ments in effect at the state or local level of coverage.   

In 1999 and 2000, amendments to the Section 106 rules 

added further options for alternative ways to imple-

menting the step-by-step procedures of Section 106 for 

Prior to Further Federal Agency Use of 
Alternative Approaches to Comply with Section 
106, the Advisory Council Should Establish 
Standards to Promote Accountability in 
Implementing These “Program Alternatives” 
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projects or activities: program comments (nine are cur-

rently in effect, including disposal of historic naval 

ships and service craft, and technical guidance on cer-

tain repairs to historic federal buildings), exempted 

categories of projects (two are currently in effect, one 

for the interstate highway system, the other for natural 

gas pipelines), alternate procedures (one is currently 

in effect that can be used by individual Army installa-

tions, at their option), and standard treatments (none 

have been approved to date).  Opportunities are pro-

vided in the rules for upfront consultation from mul-

tiple stakeholders (including SHPOs/THPOs) when 

these options are proposed to be used for a specific 

category of programs or projects, or type of historic 

property.  However, interviewees reported that con-

cerned stakeholders, such as local or statewide preser-

vation groups, often do not provide input when 

program alternatives of statewide or nationwide ap-

plicability are negotiated, because they are not directly 

made aware of the opportunity to do so.   

The Advisory Council’s agreement or authorization 

for a federal agency to use a program alternative is  

essentially the Council’s one-time “comment” on the 

covered activity, project, or program. As a practical 

matter, these alternatives generally provide for cate-

gorical treatment of certain types of historic resources 

or projects, instead of following the step-by-step 

process of consulting with the SHPOs/THPOs and 

other consulting parties on the area of potential effects, 

historic properties within this area, impacts to these 

properties, and mitigation of harmful impacts.   

Conceptually, program alternatives are a legitimate 

way to improve administrative and professional effi-

ciency when federal agencies (or their nonfederal rep-

resentatives) follow the NHPA’s mandate to 

“consider” the effects of their projects on historic 

properties. One state department of transportation 

estimates a total savings of $480,000 to $540,000 an-

nually in streamlined review of minor road projects 

through execution of a programmatic agreement.   Ex-

empting certain types of Cold War-era family housing 

on military bases from Section 106 altogether through 

a “program comment” alternative was estimated to 

have saved the Army $5.5 million in avoided Section 

106 reviews.  Further, such agreements or approvals 

for alternative compliance approaches can reduce the 

workload on state and tribal review offices to sift 

through thousands of projects that pose only minor 

effects. A SHPO interviewee reported that program-

matic agreements have freed up at least three full-time 

positions, thus allowing for staff to focus on more sub-

stantial reviews.  

At the same time, significant concerns about program 

alternatives were raised in the interview process for 

this study, in response to questions about the practical 

consequences of agreements and approvals to comply 

with Section 106 in alternative ways.  The interview 

questions in this regard focused in particular on how 

the public can be assured that such alternatives are 

fully and correctly carried out.  Most of the reported 

experiences and concerns focused on programmatic 

agreements (PAs) because they are the oldest program 

alternative and by far the most widely used.  Part of 

the concern when evaluating how the public can be 

assured that PA documents are fully and correctly car-

ried out is that it is difficult even to verify how many 

PAs are currently in effect. The Advisory Council’s 

website list of 19 PAs (including programmatic 

MOAs), executed since 1975, includes only those that 

apply to certain federal agencies on a nationwide ba-

sis, and does not include PAs that have been executed 

between the Advisory Council and federal agencies or 

individual federal operating facilities, as well as states 

and local governments.  

When asked during interviews, SHPOs and their staff 

reported a wide variation in the ability to readily iden-
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tify PAs in effect in their states.  Some interviewees 

indicated that their office has almost no ability to pro-

duce a comprehensive list or copies of all such agree-

ments, while others reported that they maintain a set 

of binders with paper copies collected over the years. 

Based on the Advisory Council’s annual reports of its 

activities, and the states’ annual Historic Preservation 

Fund reporting to the National Park Service, it appears 

that several thousand PAs may exist (see Appendix 2-

2 of Part II of this report).  Further, the legal validity of 

PAs signed before major changes to the Section 106 

rules in 1986, 1999, 2000, and 2004 is questionable 

since these documents may be inconsistent with cur-

rent regulatory requirements. For example, as re-

ported by the National Trust, the Department of 

Defense continues to adhere to an outdated 1986 pro-

grammatic MOA that allows the demolition of World 

War II temporary buildings without Section 106 re-

view, regardless of their historic significance (which 

often increases with the passage of time as the surviv-

ing buildings become more rare). 

Programmatic agreements are often disfavored by the 

public as giving too much unscrutinized authority to 

individual agencies, a concern that appears warranted 

in many cases because there does not appear to be any 

systematic monitoring of their implementation after 

these agreements are signed. While some PAs require 

reporting of activities—usually once per year—it is not 

clear that any review of these reports happens syste-

matically at the federal level, including whether they 

are even submitted as required.  State historic preser-

vation officers and their staff reported very mixed ex-

periences with the success of federal and nonfederal 

agency reporting under PAs.  Some agencies and their 

representatives dutifully report their activities, partic-

ularly those that use consultants to collect information 

and write the report, but others miss up to 50 percent 

of their reporting requirements, based on one particu-

lar example.  In another state, SHPO staff members 

conduct field audits of PA implementation, but can 

only review about 10 percent of these agreements each 

year due to budget restrictions on travel.   

Although program alternatives provide agencies with 

the procedural tools to avoid the time and costs of de-

tailed Section 106 reviews for specific types of historic 

properties or projects, further federal agency use of 

these alternatives (particularly PAs) should be severe-

ly limited until standard terms and conditions are 

adopted to strengthen accountability for implementa-

tion.  In addition, actual monitoring and implementa-

tion of these requirements should be the responsibility 

of federal agencies or their authorized representatives, 

instead of the Advisory Council, THPOs, SHPOs, or 

the public. 
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RECOMMENDATION 7 

Technology is an important tool in the national histor-

ic preservation program. One of the earliest instances 

of employing technology to support preservation oc-

curred in the 1960s when the National Park Service 

collaborated with International Business Machines 

(IBM) to modify the nomination form for the National 

Register of Historic Places. The outcome of this effort 

enabled machines to process data from the completed 

forms. The first reference in an Advisory Council’s 

annual report to the use of a computer database for 

recording historic properties occurred in 1988, in rela-

tion to a system developed by the Army Corps of En-

gineers Construction Engineering Research 

Laboratory. 

Each of the Section 106 stakeholder agencies and 

groups now uses technology in some way in the re-

view and consultation process.  Improvements in ad-

ministering the Section 106 review programs of 

SHPOs, for example, are facilitated by using websites 

which are often replete with instructions, forms, and 

contacts and, increasingly, databases and geographic 

information systems.  Federal employees or consul-

tants who oversee large construction projects, especial-

ly “megaprojects” exceeding $1 billion in cost, rely on 

complex project management software to ensure that 

key milestones are met.  Public interest groups are 

themselves adept at deploying technology, setting up 

advocacy websites or using webcams to participate in 

Section 106 consultations.    

“WEB 2.0” TECHNOLOGY SHOULD BE 

HARNESSED TO ENHANCE 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NATIONAL 

HISTORIC PRESERVATION ACT.   

The Internet offers a vast, quick, and inexpensive op-

portunity to involve significant numbers of the public 

in one of the most important preservation activities—

identifying historic properties—and to improve Sec-

tion 106 information about community resources, as 

well as improving information collected for environ-

mental reviews conducted under NEPA.  “This Place 

Matters,” a website feature of the National Trust, pro-

vides a good example of how “Web 2.0” technology—

Internet applications that promote information sharing 

among individual users, particularly through the ex-

panded use of social media technology—can be used 

to encourage any Internet user to identify historic or 

community interest buildings, objects, structures, and 

natural resources in an on-line format. This kind of 

Section 106 Stakeholders Should Pursue New 
Ways of Using Technology, While Improving and 
Expanding Existing Uses 
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community-generated list of “places that matter” 

could be used to augment the National Register of 

Historic Places, the existing formal recognition system 

for historic places which is operated by the National 

Park Service.  

An emphasis on the importance of the public’s recog-

nition of historic properties and their involvement in 

preservation efforts dates back to enactment of the 

NHPA. At that time, promoters of a national policy on 

preservation recognized that a more widespread ap-

preciation of history must be based on its relevance to 

contemporary personal and economic needs and 

broader community values. As the groundwork was 

laid in the mid-1960s for a new national preservation 

law, a collective sense emerged among decision mak-

ers that preservation protections should be expanded 

beyond properties and places identified as historic 

under traditional approaches.  

The growth in the last several years of Web 2.0 tech-

nology provides a remarkable opportunity to enhance 

and expand this early vision of the role of the public in 

the work of historic preservation at the grassroots lev-

el.  This type of technology lends itself, in particular, 

to: (1) expanding the universe of places identified as 

historic (which may, in turn, be eligible for listing in 

the National Register); and (2) increasing public 

awareness of specific federal or federally assisted 

projects affecting historic properties (therefore increas-

ing public interest in the processes that afford public 

participation through Section 106). 

While “nominating” historic places through social web 

media cannot serve as a direct substitute for the  

National Register, information collected and devel-

oped in this manner by grassroots groups and local  

governments could, if well promoted and well orga-

nized, enhance the National Register.  In the spirit of 

its designation as a Preserve America community, for  

example, the city of Austin, which will host the Na-

tional Trust’s annual conference in October 2010, is 

collaborating with the University of Texas to develop a 

moderated page on the city’s website where individu-

als can input data on historic properties, associated 

architectural features, and their connections to past 

events and people.  

One or more databases or lists developed in this man-

ner by preservation advocates could further serve as a  

resource for Section 106 users (planners, consultants, 

federal agencies) to identify potential historic re-

sources in communities.  The goal of this collective 

“Wiki Register” would be to alert planners and project 

proponents of the potential for an eligible historic 

property to be affected by their activities. The burden 

would then shift to reviewers to undertake further 

research on their own, consult with the nominator, 

local groups, THPOs or SHPOs, and so on. 

Of course, judgments regarding the National Register-

eligibility of inventoried properties must be based on 

professional standards, which serve as the check and 

balance in the regulatory process outlined in the  

Advisory Council’s Section rules. However, even if a 

property is not National Register-eligible, and thus not 

subject to Section 106, it might be recognized and ana-

lyzed within the broader scope of NEPA review as a 

natural, aesthetic, cultural, or social resource. 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE 
NEEDS TO INCLUDE SECTION 106 
COMPLIANCE MILESTONES TO HELP 
EARLY AND COORDINATED 
CONSIDERATION OF HISTORIC 
PROPERTIES IN CONSTRUCTION 
PROJECTS. 

Initiative should be taken to modify the major project 

management software products used to plan, sche-

dule, budget, and execute construction projects to ex-

plicitly incorporate deadlines and tracking milestones 
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relating to Section 106 compliance. Most existing soft-

ware products feature environmental review com-

pliance steps and deadlines under NEPA, but lack 

corresponding milestones for activities required in the 

Section 106 process.  

The Advisory Council and other preservation stake-

holders could provide guidance to major vendors of 

software developed for different industrial or gov-

ernment construction activity areas (e.g., transporta-

tion, hospitals, land development) to identify the 

appropriate timelines and ranges of hours estimated to 

complete Section 106 compliance steps. The guidance 

should include, but not be limited to, the steps of In-

dian tribal consultation, public outreach, historic 

property identification, and mitigation implementa-

tion. Guidance developed in this manner should also 

include specific instructions on coordination and inte-

gration between Section 106 and NEPA, such as the 

milestone recommendations in the Preserve America 

expert panel report of 2009, to prevent or minimize 

foreclosure of historic property consideration before 

key project deadlines have taken place. 

THE ADVISORY COUNCIL SHOULD 
ESTABLISH DEEPER CONTENT ON ITS 
WEBSITE FOR SECTION 106 
PRACTITIONERS, CONSIDER 
ESTABLISHING A COMPLIANCE-
ORIENTED WEBSITE NAME FOR 
INEXPERIENCED SECTION 106 
STAKEHOLDERS, AND OFFER A 
TARGETED SECTION 106 LINK FOR THE 
PUBLIC ON ITS HOMEPAGE.    

The Advisory Council’s website (<www.achp.gov>) 

was first posted in the 1995 to 1996 timeframe and was 

then brought in-house for management in 1999. Inter-

viewee comments regarding the usefulness of the 

agency’s website varied significantly, although most 

individuals agreed that listing staff members of the  

Office of Federal Agency Programs (OFAP, which is 

where the Section 106 staff is located in the Council) 

by their assigned federal agency is very helpful.  

One readily apparent gap in the Advisory Council’s 

current website, compared to other federal agencies, is 

access to the entire body of the Council’s expert know-

ledge and experience. The current website features 

many useful resources, including Section 106 guidance 

documents of general applicability, the agency’s quar-

terly digests of actions on high-profile projects that 

provide up-to-date snapshots of the key issues and 

outcomes in these cases, and the summaries of historic 

preservation lawsuits across the nation.  However, the 

Council has, for more than 40 years, issued letters, 

memoranda, interpretations, pronouncements, agree-

ment documents, and regulatory preambles. The 

agency‘s Reports to the President and Congress of the 

United States and Budget Justification Reports contain a 

wealth of information.  Even major programmatic 

agreements that encompass federal programs carried 

out at a state or regional level are not currently availa-

ble on the Council’s website.  

Posting this body of documentation on the Council‘s 

website would immensely help Section 106 stakehold-

ers. This affirmative disclosure also would help to re-

duce the burden of responding to potential requests 

for extensive records production under the Freedom of 

Information Act, and is consistent with openness and 

transparency directives of the current presidential 

administration.  

The second aspect of this recommendation relates to 

improving Section 106 recognition and awareness 

among businesses and local governments who apply 

for federal funding or approvals, especially in funding 

programs administered through HUD and permits 

issued by the Army Corps of Engineers.  Based on the 

interviews for this study, SHPO offices report that 

many of these applicants understand—or at least rec-
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ognize—that they have legal requirements to secure 

environmental permits or to conduct environmental 

reviews, but do not understand that Section 106 is also 

a legal requirement and that it is separate from envi-

ronmental reviews.   

One recommended mechanism to increase applicants’ 

awareness of Section 106 responsibilities could possi-

bly be promoted by the Advisory Council’s registra-

tion of a separate compliance-oriented domain name 

(such as <www.106compliance.gov>). The intent of 

this recommendation is not to promote a separate Sec-

tion 106 website for applicants. The word “com-

pliance” in the domain name is purposefully 

suggested.  Many applicants may not be familiar with 

Section 106, but they do understand that they can be 

held accountable under federal grant programs for 

any activity identified as “compliance” and, therefore, 

they are more likely to take the review process se-

riously if “compliance” is emphasized at every oppor-

tunity.  Upon accessing the domain name on the 

Internet, a user would be forwarded to the Advisory 

Council’s website at <www.achp.gov>. The new do-

main name could be used by federal funding or per-

mitting agencies on applicant forms and required 

certifications for grants and release of funds, as well as 

these agencies’ websites, to more clearly direct their 

nonfederal applicants to the Advisory Council’s re-

sources regarding Section 106 requirements.   

Further, the Advisory Council’s homepage could be 

modified to provide a direct link for this audience 

once accessing the compliance-oriented domain name 

directs applicants to <www.achp.gov>.  This link 

would facilitate their access to simplified Section 106 

flowcharts, photos of example historic property types, 

the Council’s policy on affordable housing and historic 

preservation, and similar information.  

The third aspect of this recommendation suggests es-

tablishing a direct, prominent, and inviting link on the 

homepage of <www.achp.gov> to promote immediate 

public access to Section 106 content.  Many federal 

agencies now have direct links on their website home-

pages specifically for “the public” and that are clearly 

separate from links for businesses or regulated indus-

try.  These links provide a clear portal for the public to  

directly and immediately access information targeted 

to them, rather than require that individuals use a 

more complicated search function or know detailed  

regulatory language.  

Elements of the Advisory Council’s current website 

that should be provided through this “public” portal 

include the Citizen’s Guide to Section 106 Review and the 

OFAP staff listing. Content directly provided in the 

“public” section could also include links to the formal 

National Register, a list of each federal agency’s Senior 

Policy Official, Senior Real Property Officer, and Fed-

eral Preservation Officer with their direct contact in-

formation, and a list of the THPO and SHPO offices, 

with website links.  Links to the user-promoted “Wiki 

Register” (as suggested above) could also possibly be 

provided. The Council’s website does include a list of 

federal, state, and tribal contacts, but the information 

is provided in a section of the website that is separate 

from the “Working with Section 106” content.  Inter-

viewee feedback is that the connection between Sec-

tion 106 and this other type of helpful information, 

found in various places in the agency’s website, is not 

always clear to the public.  Consolidating such infor-

mation—or at least providing links at the public’s 

webpage—could, therefore, facilitate use of the Inter-

net to more easily access the resources provided by the 

Advisory Council. 
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METROPOLITAN AND REGIONAL 
TRANSPORTATION PLANNING 
ORGANIZATIONS NEED ACCESS TO 
DIGITIZED CULTURAL RESOURCE 
INFORMATION.    

Long-range transportation planning in urban areas 

begins at metropolitan planning organizations 

(MPOs). The decision makers for each road, bridge, or 

transit project consist of transportation technical and 

policy committees comprised of representatives of lo-

cal governments; state departments of transportation;  

FHWA division offices; airport, transit, and port au-

thorities; and economic development interests.  

Very few MPOs currently integrate their geographic 

information systems (GISs) (mostly layered with land 

use, environmental, and demographic data) with  

cultural resource GISs, based on the interviews for this 

report. The majority of SHPO GISs were developed 

through state departments of transportation and/or 

the FHWA. The FHWA and Advisory Council should, 

therefore, facilitate discussions with the National  

Association of MPOs on ways to link these state and  

regional agencies and their resources. 
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Notes to Part I 
 

1. 16 U.S.C. §470f. Section 106 has been amended once, in 1976; prior to that date, the law only applied to properties  
actually listed in the National Register. The 1976 amendment added the phrase “or eligible for inclusion in” the Nation-
al Register of Historic Places, substantially expanding the universe of historic properties embraced by the planning and  
review process. 

2. Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, The Preserve America Summit, Charting a Future Course for the National Historic 
Preservation Program (Aug. 2007); National Academy of Public Administration, Back to the Future: A Review of the Nation-
al Historic Preservation Program (Dec. 2007) and Towards More Meaningful Performance Measures for Historic Preservation 
(Jan. 2009); Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, In a Spirit of Stewardship: A Report on Federal Historic Property 
Management. The Preserve America Executive Order Report to the President (Feb. 15, 2009); Recommendations to Improve the 
Structure of the Federal Historic Preservation Program (Feb. 20, 2009) (commonly referred to as the “Preserve America expert 
panel report”); National Historic Property Inventory Initiative, Building Capacity to Preserve and Protect our Cultural Heritage, 
prepared by Daniel Shosky et al., SWCA Environmental Consultants (Broomfield, CO: May 13, 2009). 

3. John W. Renaud, U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, e-mail message to author, June 28, 2009. The 
counting principles that apply to annual reporting result in one federal or federally assisted project (a Section 106 “un-
dertaking”) generating multiple review “actions” by the SHPO and THPO offices. For example, a federally funded road 
project is one undertaking, but if the identification process results in five properties being declared as not eligible for 
the National Register of Historic Places and five properties being declared as National Register-eligible, then 10 review  
actions are reflected in the identification columns of the report’s database. This data reporting approach is a reasonable 
and appropriate way to reflect the level of required scrutiny of a professional staff reviewer in a tribal or state review  
office. These numbers in the annual reports of the states and tribes also highlight the enormous amount of cultural  
resource literature and work that is invested in reviewing projects that should be captured through hard copy or digital  
repositories for future Section 106 users.  

4. 36 C.F.R. §800.1(a) and (c). 
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